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Abstract of the Dissertation 
 
Celticism and American Musical Nationalism, 1889-1904 
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In the final decades of the nineteenth century, American composers turned with 
increasing frequency to Irish and Scottish sources of inspiration, a trend that manifested not only 
in songs but also in large-scale instrumental works such as sonatas and symphonies. Though 
many of these works have been discussed individually, this Celtic turn has yet to be investigated 
as a response to questions about national musical identity, an issue that had come to dominate 
musical discourse in America by the end of the century—particularly in the wake of Czech  
composer Antonin Dvořák’s challenge to American composers in 1893 to forge a national style.  
Drawing on music analysis and a range of primary sources including contemporary 
reception and previously neglected archival documents, this dissertation analyzes a selection of 
works that illustrate the variety of ways American composers engaged with Celticism against the 
backdrop of American musical identity. While this embrace of Celtic influences spoke in part to 
the deep roots of Irish and Scottish culture in American life, it did not represent a stereotypical 
example of musical nationalism. For one, these works were largely politically disengaged, 
emphasizing a sense of exoticism and escapism that had coalesced around Celticism in recent 




music to convey Celticness in their works. Rather, they evoked Celticness primarily via the 
European, mainly German, techniques that formed the stylistic foundation of much nineteenth-
century American music.  
The first half of the dissertation looks at two works by Amy Beach (1867-1944). Beach’s 
op. 12 settings of texts by the Scottish poet Robert Burns (published 1889-1891) form the subject 
of chapter one, while chapter two analyzes her Gaelic Symphony (1896). In both, Beach utilizes 
Celtic folk traditions (Burns’ texts in op. 12; Irish folk tunes in the Gaelic) within a late-
Romantic musical framework, relying largely on the latter to express a sense of Celticness. 
Chapter three analyzes Edward MacDowell’s Fourth Piano Sonata, the “Keltic” (1901), a work 
in which MacDowell (1860-1908) sought to assert his own Celtic American identity by way of 
an extramusical program drawn from ancient Irish mythology and a compositional approach that 
at times mimics a bardic performance. The final chapter looks at two impressionistic settings of 
texts by W.B. Yeats by the critic and amateur composer, Lawrence Gilman (1878-1939).  In 
these pieces (published in the nationalistic Wa-Wan Press from 1903-1904), Gilman utilizes 
impressionistic musical techniques to evoke a sense of Celticness rooted in exotic stereotypes 
purveyed by nineteenth-century writers such as Matthew Arnold. Though relatively obscure, 
Gilman’s Yeats settings provide valuable insight into his influential criticism, while pointing to 
the increasingly diverse ways American composers engaged with musical Celticism during the 





In May 1893, Czech composer Antonin Dvořák gave an interview to the New York 
Herald in which he added his authoritative voice to the debates swirling around American 
musical nationalism. After eight months in New York as director of the city’s National 
Conservatory, the composer had yet to tackle one of the major tasks attached to his 
appointment—to “attempt a bold exploration into the musical material of America and lay the 
foundations for a national school of composition.”1 In his now famous remarks to the Herald, 
Dvořák proposed a basis for such a school, stating that American composers should represent 
their nation musically by using African American and Native American themes. The music of 
these cultures impressed him as “great and noble,” as well as eminently versatile. “There is 
nothing in the whole range of composition,” Dvořák told the Herald, “that cannot be supplied 
with themes from this source.”2 
The issue of American musical identity did not originate with Dvořák’s comments, 
having occupied the attentions of composers and critics there since the early decades of the 
nineteenth century.3 But the Czech composer’s prestige, combined with the attention-grabbing 
directness of his suggestion, lent the matter a renewed urgency. One week later, the Boston 
Herald issued a questionnaire in which the city’s leading musical figures responded to his 
proposal.4 Though the questionnaire elicited a variety of reactions, most took a skeptical view, 
composers being particularly unsympathetic. Boston-based composer and director of the New 
England Conservatory, George Chadwick (1854-1931), thought that Dvořák may have meant 
minstrel songs when he referred to African American music, and flatly rejected the idea as 
 
1 “The Hunting Expedition of Antonin Dvořák,” The Boston Journal, Jan. 1, 1894. 
2 Qtd. in Joseph Horowitz, “Dvořák and Boston,” American Music 19, no. 1 (Spring 2001), 5. 
3 Douglas Shadle, Orchestrating the Nation (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016). 




absurd. John Knowles Paine (1839-1906), then serving as Harvard’s first full-time professor of 
music, went furthest in his objections, using the opportunity to launch a tirade in which he 
castigated the entire concept of musical nationalism as outdated and unbecoming of great art.5  
New Hampshire-born composer Amy Beach (1867-1944) struck a more measured tone in 
her response. In contrast to her dismissive colleagues, Beach focused her critique on the 
restrictive nature of Dvořák’s proposal. “Without the slightest desire to question the beauty of 
the negro melodies of which [Dvořák] speaks so highly, or to disparage them on account of their 
source,” she began, “I cannot help feeling justified in the belief that they are not fully typical of 
our country. The African population…represents only one factor in the composition of our 
nation.”6 Beach concluded by noting that “To those in the North and West there can be little, if 
any, association connected with negro melodies...we of the North should be far more likely to be 
influenced by the old English, Scotch, or Irish songs, inherited with our literature from our 
ancestors…”7  
On one level, Beach’s parting reference to “the old English, Scotch, [and] Irish songs can 
be seen as an attempt to meet Dvořák halfway—cautiously endorsing his call to forge a national 
style, but suggesting an alternative basis for this style. Though Beach framed the remark as 
speculation, she undoubtedly also had in mind the substantial number of Celtic-inspired works 
by American composers that had begun appearing in the decade prior to Dvořák’s visit.8 The 
 
5 Ibid. Paine was both the first full-time professor of music in America and the first American composer to achieve 
international success. He espoused an essentially individualist philosophy, stating in the questionnaire that “The 
time is past when composers are to be classed according to geographical limits. It is not a question of nationality, 




8 These early examples comprised mainly songs, but also included larger works, such as Chadwick’s Symphony No. 
2 (1886) and Victor Herbert’s orchestral showpiece, Irish Rhapsody, which premiered in New York to widespread 
acclaim just over a year before Dvořák’s comments appeared in the Herald. Herbert (1859-1924) was born in 




next two decades would see a marked increase in works by American composers on Celtic 
themes. These included a plethora of songs, plus major instrumental works such as Beach’s own 
“Gaelic” Symphony (1896) and Edward MacDowell’s Fourth Piano Sonata, the “Keltic” (1901). 
After the turn of the twentieth century, Beach continued to infuse her music with Celtic 
influences, including in such works as the piano pieces Scottish Legend (1903) and Suite for Two 
Pianos Founded Upon Old Irish Melodies (1924). In 1912, the Metropolitan Opera Company 
gave the premier of Horatio Parker’s grand opera, Mona, based on the legend of the ancient 
Celtic warrior queen Boudica.9 Chadwick also composed a number of Celtic works during these 
years, including 4 Irish Songs (1910), capping his career with the orchestral tone poem, Tam 
O’Shanter (1915), based on the poem of the same title by the Scottish writer Robert Burns. 
Collectively, these works constituted a response to the issue of American musical identity 
that has been largely overlooked. Situating this Celtic turn in a nationalistic context, however, 
requires certain caveats and clarifications. To be sure, not every work at the time by an American 
composer on Irish or Scottish themes sprang from nationalist motivations. Those that did, 
moreover, differed in fundamental ways from more “textbook” examples of musical nationalism, 
such as those occurring in Europe. For one, in contrast to the polemics of the “Mighty Handful” 
in Russia or the Société Nationale de Musique in France, American composers’ engagement with 
Celticism did not represent a coordinated effort to impose particular aesthetic ideals that would 
stand for the country as a whole. Nor did it necessarily seek to assert a particular approach to 
 
20, 1892 at the Lenox Lyceum in New York. The setting was the annual meeting of the city’s Gaelic Society. Aaron 
C. Keebaugh, “Irish Music and Home-Rule Politics, 1800-1922,” (PhD diss., University of Florida, 2011), 139. The 
example by Chadwick was not explicitly labelled as Celtic, but folklike passages have been described as suggesting 
Irishness. 
9 Parker (1863-1919) was one of the members of the so-called “Second New England School.” He is probably best 
known as the first full-time professor of music at Yale University and for his oratorio, Hora Novissima, which 




musical Celticism as superior to, or more authentic than, others. Though scholars have 
persistently equated musical Celticism with folk music quotation or allusion, the endeavor 
evinced a wide variety of aesthetic strategies that ran the gamut from folk-based approaches, to 
Lisztian programmaticism, to French impressionism.10  
In fact, Celtic works by American composers like Beach and MacDowell relied on 
techniques associated with Irish or Scottish folk music to convey a sense of Celticness 
surprisingly rarely. More often, these works exemplify what Ralph Locke refers to as the “All 
the Music in Full Context” Paradigm.11 As described by Locke, the paradigm encompasses 
evocations of exoticism, be it a particular passage or an entire work, that “do not consistently (if 
at all) use musical features that are marked as ethnic or Other.”12 Such evocations can be 
appreciated as exotic or otherwise distinctive, according to Locke, only when given context by 
clues such as accompanying texts or extramusical programs, or when heard as part of a larger 
work that otherwise does make use of musical features coded as exotic or Other. This provides 
an apt description of the way American composers evoked Celticness in their works, applying 
 
10 The persistent equation of musical Celticism with folk music allusion and quotation has limited past attempts to 
examine the topic. This approach reflects the still widespread notion of musical Celticism as essentially 
synonymous with Irish or Scottish folk music The monumental study of Irish American culture and history, Making 
the Irish American (2006), for example, contains four chapters on music, two of which deal with various aspects of 
folk music (the other two covering popular music). Making the Irish American: History and Heritage of the Irish in 
the United States, ed. J.J. Lee and Marion R. Casey (New York: New York University Press, 2006). Histories of 
American music have tended to reinforce the close association between musical Celticism and folk music. In his 
America’s Musical Life (2001), Richard Crawford restricts discussion of Celtic influences to folk and popular songs, 
downplaying the role of these influences on the music of composers like Beach and MacDowell. Richard Crawford, 
America’s Musical Life (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2001). The Cambridge History of American Music 
includes lengthy discussions of Irish and Scottish folk music in North America, but limits analysis of Celtic influences 
on composers to brief mentions of folk-like themes in Chadwick’s Fourth String Quartet and Beach’s quotation of 
Irish folk songs in the Gaelic Symphony. The Cambridge History of American Music, ed. David Nicholls (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 239-240. Nicholas Tawa’s history of music in New England, From Psalm to 
Symphony (2001), briefly notes Celtic elements in Beach’s and MacDowell’s works, but again examines these 
primarily through the lens of folk song quotation and imitation. Nicholas Tawa, From Psalm to Symphony: A History 
of Music in New England (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2001), 189-212. 
11 Ralph P. Locke, Musical Exoticism: Images and Reflections (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 59-64. 




particularly well to the pieces discussed in this dissertation. Aside from instances of folk music 
quotation or allusion, very few passages within these works suggest an inherent Celticness on 
their own. Rather, they rely on a range of musical and extramusical contextualizing clues that, in 
combination with the aesthetic strategies mentioned above, reveal the sheer variety of meanings 
the concept of “Celticness” held for late-nineteenth century American composers.  
Notwithstanding the heterogeneous quality of their individual approaches, however, 
Celticism offered American composers a broadly similar solution to the increasingly pressing 
issue of defining a national musical identity. More than anything else, it was the capacity of 
Celticism to seem at once familiar and exotic that attracted American composers in this respect. 
The former quality derived from many sources, including the long-established presence of Celtic 
music in America. Throughout the nineteenth century, Irish and Scottish styles had become an 
ingrained part of America’s vernacular musical culture. Fiddle tunes, jigs, and reels made up a 
core stock of early American music, remaining emblematic types of Celtic music to this day. As 
Beach’s remarks implied, Celtic musical expression was particularly associated with song. Irish 
and Scottish folksong collections had circulated throughout the country since the 1790s, most 
significantly those containing the songs of Burns and, beginning in the first decade of the 
nineteenth century, his Irish counterpart, Thomas Moore (1779-1852). The music within these 
collections was both admired in its own right and made a significant impact on the development 
of American popular song, with Moore in particular heavily influencing the style of the 
quintessentially “American” songwriter, Stephen Foster.  
This sense of familiarity also reflected the country’s demographics, including the 
composers themselves. Chadwick and MacDowell, for example, could both trace their ancestry 




a reflection of this ancestry. Though Beach herself did not possess Celtic ancestry, her remarks 
to the Herald situate Irish and Scottish music as a part of America’s broader cultural inheritance, 
and thus a valid source from which the country’s composers could draw. Aside from the 
backgrounds of individual composers, Celtic works might also conceivably resonate with special 
meaning for America’s Irish and Scottish communities.13 Indeed, though few such reactions 
survive in the public record, the country’s sizable Irish- and Scottish-descended population 
meant that music advertising itself as Celtic potentially offered scope for nationalistic meaning to 
many listeners. 
While the deep-rootedness of Irish and Scottish culture in America allowed composers 
like Beach to claim Celticism as a plausible basis for a national school of art music, the 
compositions that resulted tended to purvey constructed images of Celticness rooted in otherness 
and exoticism. Beyond the many ways in which this emphasis on exoticism manifested 
aesthetically, it also had the effect of imparting to American Celtic works a decidedly apolitical, 
even escapist, tone. This represented yet another significant difference from more familiar 
examples of musical nationalism. Unlike, for example, the immediate political relevance of 
contemporary works by Béla Bartók in Hungary and Jean Sibelius in Finland, American Celtic 
works seem oddly disconnected from the increasingly fraught socio-political conditions of the 
Irish, both in Ireland and in America. Rather, these works by and large served as outlets for 
escapist fantasies that drew on exotic images of Celticness found, for instance, in modern 
retellings of ancient mythology, esoteric symbolist poetry, and pseudo-scientific theories on 
Celtic “temperament.” The resulting works—usually conveying a vague pan-Celticness that was 
 
13 Beach herself had at least some contact with Irish Americans, having lived with Irish American housekeepers 
during both her childhood in New Hampshire and in Boston following her marriage to Dr. H.H.A. Beach. Sarah 
Gerk, “’Common Joys, Sorrows, Adventures, and Struggles’: Transnational Encounters in Amy Beach’s ‘Gaelic’ 




not only politically disengaged, but took little note of distinctions between various Celtic groups 
and identities—would have been unlikely to stir the emotions of those committed to issues like 
Irish independence from Britain or lifting  Irish Americans from their status as second-class 
citizens. This is not to deny that these works may have resonated with particular meaning for 
certain listeners. But there exists little evidence that the composers themselves intended their 
Celtic works as political statements, or that they were received this way by the Irish, at least in an 
official sense—tellingly, these pieces seem to have been completely ignored by the mainstream 
Irish American press.  
This disconnect reflected in part the fact that composers like Beach and MacDowell 
inherited their views of Celticness not from the Irish or Scottish themselves, but from those who 
sought to define them. The notion of Celtic otherness, traceable to the writings of Iron-Age 
Romans, was revitalized in the mid-nineteenth century by writers such as the influential English 
poet and critic Matthew Arnold (1822-1888). Arnold’s On the Study of Celtic Literature (1867) 
propagated an image of Celticism based on capriciousness and excess emotionalism, pitting 
these qualities against supposedly more stolid and scientific traits that Arnold aligned with 
Germanic approaches. Arnold’s emphasis on Celtic otherness would substantially influence the 
composition and reception of American Celtic works, providing a vocabulary and general 
framework with which to gauge this otherness. The Celtic/German opposition perpetuated by 
writers like Arnold carried obvious significance when it came to music. Indeed, Germany figured 
centrally in American composers’ engagement with musical Celticism. For one, the Germanic 
conventions and techniques that served as the foundation of nineteenth-century American music 




Celtic otherness were, moreover, often themselves German constructions, as found for instance 
in the mid-century “Ossianic” works (discussed below). 
This dissertation analyzes a selection of Celtic works by American composers covering 
the fifteen-year period from 1889-1904. The works discussed illustrate both the variety of 
aesthetic approaches composers took in evoking Celticism and the variety of ways Celticism 
functioned within the nationalistic climate of late-nineteenth century American music. The first 
half of the dissertation looks at two of Beach’s own Celtic works. Beach’s op. 12 settings of texts 
by the Scottish poet Robert Burns form the subject of chapter one, while chapter two focuses on 
Beach’s Gaelic Symphony, premiered by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in October 1896. In 
both works, Beach incorporates elements of the Celtic folk heritage (Burns’ texts in op. 12; Irish 
folk tunes in the Gaelic), but filters these through a late-Romantic musical idiom. Chapter three 
analyzes Edward MacDowell’s Fourth Piano Sonata, the “Keltic,” a programmatic work on the 
ancient Irish legends of Cuchullin and Deirdre. As with Beach’s Celtic works, the Keltic Sonata 
largely adheres to late-Romantic compositional conventions, an approach the critic Lawrence 
Gilman saw as hindering the work’s expression of Celticness. Gilman’s own music provides 
valuable insight into his notions of Celticism, and forms the subject of chapter four. His extant 
pieces—only three songs, published by Arthur Farwell’s Wa-Wan Press from 1903-04—pair 
Celtic subject matter in the form of texts by W.B. Yeats with musical techniques drawn from 
French impressionism, distinguishing them from the works discussed in the first three chapters. 
The Celtic Revival: Irish American Cultural Nationalism 
Beach’s remarks to the Herald spoke in part to the strong Celtic, particularly Irish, 
presence in the northeast. Indeed, the significance of Celtic music for nineteenth-century 




presence in at the time.14 More than anything else, the conditions of nineteenth-century Irish 
immigration to America were determined by the potato crop failure and resulting famine that 
ravaged Ireland from 1845 to 1849. In the century and a half prior to the famine, about 250,000 
Irish had settled in America, most of them Protestant.15 Beginning in 1845, the first famine year, 
Irish immigration dramatically increased and consisted almost entirely of rural Catholics. The 
next several decades saw a steadily increasing influx of new arrivals. Between 1845 and 1891, 
three million Irish emigrated to America, with the number of Irish-born as a proportion of the 
overall population reaching its peak in 1890.16 According to the census of that year, 1,870,000 
native Irish and 4,140,000 second-generation Irish called America home.17 Once in America, the 
Irish settled largely in urban areas.18 After New York, Boston housed the largest number of Irish, 
both in sheer numbers and as a percentage of the overall population. By 1896, Irish-born and 
second-generation Irish together constituted a majority of the city’s population, reaching 200,000 
by the end of the century.19  
The presence of a large Irish contingent made the city a thriving center of the larger 
nineteenth-century flowering of interest in Celtic arts, literature, athletics, and languages that 
came to be known as the Celtic Revival. Many organizations dedicated to promoting and 
preserving these facets of Celtic culture formed in Boston during this time. The first branch of 
the Philo-Celtic Society, an organization dedicated to the revival of the Gaelic language, was 
 
14 The role of the Scottish in America will be discussed in chapter one in relation to Robert Burns. 
15 J.J. Lee, “Introduction: Interpreting Irish America,” in Making the Irish American, 17. Among these arrivals would 
have been MacDowell’s great-grandparents. 
16 Thomas N. Brown, “The Origins and Character of Irish-American Nationalism,” The Review of Politics 18, no. 3 
(Jul., 1956), 328. 
17 Charles Fanning, The Irish Voice in America: 250 Years of Irish-American Fiction (Lexington: University Press of 
Kentucky, 2008), 157. 
18 Roland Blenner-Hassett, “A Brief History of Celtic Studies in North America, PMLA 69, no. 4, part 2: Supplement 
(Sep., 1954), 4. 




established in 1873 in Boston, four years before the first branch appeared in Ireland.20 The city 
also hosted local branches of Irish organizations, most prominently the Gaelic League, which 
formed in Dublin in 1893, and shared similar goals to those of the Philo-Celtic Society. Such 
organizations depended for their publicity and legitimacy on a thriving local Irish American 
press that included the Sacred Heart Review, the Pilot, The Catholic World, and Donahoe’s 
Magazine, all of which enjoyed national circulation. Even mainstream papers like the Boston 
Daily Globe regularly reported on Irish American matters, noting meetings of the Gaelic League, 
and occasionally reviewing the latest Irish American plays and novels. Indeed, literature 
constituted one of the most visible and active areas of interest in Celtic culture, the number of 
Irish American novels published in the 1890s doubling that of the previous decade.21 Again, 
Boston served as the epicenter of this development. According to Charles Fanning, the city 
witnessed a “pure strain of [literary] American Celticism,” exemplified in the novels of Louise 
Imogen Guiney.22 
Given the ubiquity of Irish—and to a lesser extent, Scottish—cultural activity in her 
hometown of Boston, it is little wonder that a composer like Beach would have thought first of 
Celtic influences as a suitable source of musical inspiration for composers “of the North.” 
Music’s central role in this flourishing American Celticism took root particularly strongly in 
Boston, even securing a foothold in such seemingly unlikely settings as the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra. The BSO contributed to the Celtic Revival by consistently programming new Irish- 
and Scottish-themed works during the last two decades of the nineteenth century. In February 
1890 the orchestra gave the second American performance of the Irish composer Charles Villiers 
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Stanford’s Symphony No. 3, the “Irish” (1887). The BSO also gave multiple performances of 
German composer Max Bruch’s Scottish Fantasy For Violin and Orchestra Op. 46 (1880) 
throughout the 1890s.23 Yet these developments did not represent an exact musical equivalent of 
the literary developments described above. The BSO was, at the time, an institution known for its 
zealous guardianship of Brahmin cultural values, and its programming of Celtic works in many 
ways reinforced perceptions of Celticism as exotic and other. For one, the Irish themselves were 
not represented at these concerts, either as composers (with occasional exceptions such as 
Stanford) or, it would seem, as part of the audience to any substantial degree. For the most part, 
these concerts disseminated constructions of Celticness for the benefit of audiences comprised 
mainly of the city’s Anglo-Saxon “elite,” often bringing to the surface underlying expectations 
and tensions regarding what constituted acceptable presentations of Celticness. As described in 
chapter two, these tensions would play out in critical reactions to Beach’s Gaelic Symphony, 
which took its place among the Celtic works programmed by the BSO in October 1896. 
The Celtic Revival: International Dimensions and the Ossianic Legacy 
While Boston served as an important center of the Celtic Revival in America, the surge of 
interest in Celtic culture was not limited to the city, nor was it solely a product of Irish and Irish 
American endeavors. Indeed, the Celtic Revival was international in scope. As conveyed in 
Matthew Arnold’s writings, mid-nineteenth century disquisitions on Celticism to a great extent 
reflected English priorities and desires. In the second half of the century, Arnold’s emphasis on 
 
23 As discussed in chapter two, one of these performances was attended by Beach, who afterwards enthusiastically 
recorded her thoughts on the work in her diary. Beach attended BSO concerts regularly during the 1880s and 90s, 
and made a habit of recording her impressions of each work she heard in journal entries. The entries include frank 
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Celtic exoticism would become highly influential in America, particularly in cities such as 
Boston, many of whose residents prized the city as a bastion of Anglo-Saxonism and English 
heritage. Arnold himself was influenced in his views of Celticism by the work of German 
philologists who played an early significant role in the academic side of the revival. In certain 
respects, the revival itself owed its existence to German endeavors. The German philologist 
Johann Kaspar Zeuss was credited by many with initiating scholarly interest in Celtic languages 
with his Grammatica Celtica (1853), representing the first attempt to demonstrate their Indo-
European origins. Though Zeuss’ own motives were scholarly rather than political, his efforts 
made him a posthumously celebrated figure among Irish and Irish American nationalists; The 
Catholic World noted in 1896 that Grammatica Celtica “embalm[ed] [Zeuss’] memory in the 
hearts of all who love the language of the Gael.”24 Efforts like his also led to practical results in 
America, including the rise of organizations dedicated to reviving Celtic languages like those 
mentioned above and the establishment of Celtic studies departments in the 1890s at Harvard, 
Columbia, and Catholic University, among other institutions.25 
The revival witnessed similar efforts to engage with Celtic music. These efforts followed 
two largely distinct paths, both of which informed American composers’ Celtic works. The first 
saw scholars and specialists undertaking an earnest study of what were in essence Celtic musical 
languages. This undertaking was rooted in the study of folk music, with discussions often found 
in the introductions to folksong collections, aimed at those with a particular interest in the topic. 
Among the most notable such collections were those by the Irish musician Edward Bunting, 
whose three volumes of Ancient Irish Music (1796) circulated widely in America, each offering 
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prefatory essays on the unique traits of Irish folk music.26 New editions of Burns’ songs in the 
early nineteenth century also proved particularly popular for discourses on the nature of Scottish 
music.27 As with the study of languages, such endeavors often took on political connotations, 
usually stressing the importance of preserving Celtic folk music in the face of cultural 
Anglicization. By the last few decades of the nineteenth century, the topic had attracted 
mainstream and ostensibly apolitical interest among academics and critics. As with the folksong 
collections, these studies tended to originate in Britain itself, but were generally available in 
America. They included numerous articles in periodicals such as the Musical Times and the 
Musical World, as well as lectures on topics like “The Characteristic Traits of Irish Music,” 
delivered to such esteemed organizations as the Royal Music Society.28 
Despite the sustained interest in the topic, there remained a general lack of clarity as to 
what precisely made a particular song or piece of music “Celtic.” Most commentators agreed on 
a limited set of “Celtic” musical techniques, usually beginning with melodies derived from the 
pentatonic scale. The five-note, gapped scale (C-D-E-G-A in C major) common in Celtic folk 
music was thought to have been imported from Eastern and Middle Eastern countries, where it 
developed largely as a result of tuning procedures and instrument design. 29 Pentatonicism tends 
 
26 Edward Bunting, Ancient Irish Music (Dublin: Hodges and Smith, 1796). Two subsequent volumes were published 
in 1809 and 1840. As described in chapter three, MacDowell owned the third volume, which may have provided a 
source of aesthetic inspiration for his Keltic Sonata. 
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to crop up in the pieces discussed here in cases involving quotation of, or allusion to, Celtic folk 
music (as in the middle movements of the Gaelic Symphony). Its somewhat limited use in works 
like the Gaelic reflected its treatment in nineteenth-century art music more broadly. As 
musicologist Jeremy Day-O’Connell has noted, pentatonicism most often appears in the melody 
of a particular passage. Rarely, according to Day-O’Connell, does pentatonicism “suffuse an 
entire texture (the pentatonic scale, after all supports only two triads, I and vi); it will more often 
characterize a single passage than govern an entire piece; it may be thematic, ornamental, or 
accompanimental.”30 Indeed, there are no instances of purely pentatonic passages in the works 
discussed in this dissertation—cases of melodic pentatonicism being always mitigated by non-
pentatonic notes in the harmony.  
Commentaries on the characteristic traits of Celtic music often focused on the emotional 
and psychological effects produced by certain techniques rather than simply the presence of 
these techniques. Almost without exception, such observations situated Celticism as exotic or 
somehow outside the mainstream. Some, for example, emphasized the strange effect produced 
by use of the lowered seventh scale degree in many Irish and Scottish songs, often found as a 
substitute for the leading tone or as a purely decorative addition to the melody. Additionally, 
many Irish tunes featured dramatic melodic leaps that were described as suggesting a sense of 
pathos or longing (or even literal sobbing). One of the most common observations in regard to 
the harmonic effects of Celtic music involved the preponderance of sudden shifts of key center 
(usually between relative major and minor), sometimes cited as evidence of Celts’ capricious, 
flighty character. 
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The so-called “Ossian” phenomenon constituted the second tradition of nineteenth-
century Celtic music. Ossianic compositions represented a musical response to Scottish poet 
James Macpherson’s eighteenth-century “translations” of poems by the ancient Irish bard, 
Ossian, and flourished primarily among German composers from the 1830s-50s.31 The fad 
eventually produced over two hundred compositions with connections to Ossianic texts or 
themes, the most prominent of which were Felix Mendelssohn’s Hebrides Overture (1832) and 
Niels Gade’s Echoes of Ossian Overture (1840).32 Macpherson’s poems inspired composers to 
explore a vein of musical Celticism centered on exoticism and novelty. According to R. Larry 
Todd, Mendelssohn intended the Hebrides overture to “evoke the exotic…something primitive, 
and uncultured.”33 The techniques composers like Mendelssohn and Gade utilized to suggest 
these qualities proved even more varied and elusive than those associated with Celtic folk music. 
As John Daverio noted, “it will not be useful either to argue for the direct translation of Ossianic 
themes into music, or to formulate a hard-and-fast definition of an Ossianic musical manner.”34 
Nevertheless, numerous articles on the topic by Daverio himself, R. Larry Todd, and more 
recently, Balazs Mikusi, have produced a list of tropes and musical techniques associated with 
Ossianism.35 Among others, these include: the evocation of battle, allusions to (stylized) 
folksong, a storytelling/bardic mode, an emphasis on darkness/absence of light, references to/use 
of the harp, voice-leading parallelisms, an emphasis on low-pitched frequencies, open spacings, 
and plagal progressions. 
 
31 Macpherson claimed to have collected these stories from the Scottish people, translating them from Gaelic into 
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While few Celtic works by American composers bear an overt aesthetic similarity to 
Ossianic pieces by composers like Mendelssohn and Gade, they attest in certain ways to the 
movement’s legacy. Some critics, for example, invoked Ossianic imagery in reviews of Beach’s 
Gaelic Symphony. Furthermore, works like the Gaelic and the Keltic Sonata evoke a sense of 
Celticness often via the Ossianic techniques listed above. The Keltic in particular makes use of 
numerous Ossianic musical tropes, including most prominently evocation of the harp, the 
musical depiction of battle, and suggestion of a bardic atmosphere. Ossianic tropes may also 
appear in Beach’s op. 12 settings of Burns’ poetry. As discussed in chapter one, the songs of op. 
12 bear the possible influence of Burns settings by Schumann and Robert Franz—the former, 
according to Daverio, exemplifying Schumann’s Ossianic style.36 More generally, both the 
reception and composition of American Celtic works were strongly informed by the alleged 
dichotomy of a German musical mainstream and Celtic fringe—a dichotomy at the heart of the 
Ossianic endeavor and reinforced in the intervening decades by many writers, most influentially 
the English critic Matthew Arnold. 
Matthew Arnold 
Even though the Ossian musical phenomenon had largely subsided by the 1860s, the 
German/Celtic dichotomy it propagated endured for decades after. No one did more to perpetuate 
this contrast than the English poet and literary critic, Matthew Arnold. Because Arnold was not 
himself a musician or music critic, he tends to be overlooked as an important figure in music 
history. However, his ideas exerted a strong influence on American composers and critics. 
Arnold’s depiction of musical Celticism as a set of emotional qualities rather than a set of 
musical techniques strongly informed the early reception and analysis of American Celtic works. 
 




He was particularly influential on Lawrence Gilman, who regularly referenced and quoted from 
Arnold in discussing MacDowell’s musical Celticness.   
Though Arnold’s observations were based on intuition and without evidence of any kind, 
his reputation was such that they garnered the status of fact. Arnold served as Chair of the Poetry 
Department at Oxford University, and achieved international fame with his Culture and Anarchy 
(1869). Like that book, his earlier On the Study of Celtic Literature (1867) shone a spotlight on 
the philistinism of England’s middle class, positing the country’s cautious embrace of its Celtic 
heritage as a remedy. Arnold posed the book as a response to the systematic erosion of Irish 
culture by English authorities. The first sentence outlined his two primary concerns—“to lead 
towards solid ground, where the Celt may with legitimate satisfaction point to traces of the gifts 
and workings of his race, and where the Englishman may find himself induced to sympathise 
with that satisfaction and to feel an interest in it…”37 Arnold thus assumed the role of an 
impartial mediator between, as he described them, the “Celt-haters” and the “Celt-lovers.” To 
this end, his tone was outwardly academic and to a certain extent, political. He believed Celtic 
culture contained much of value, and was alarmed by the systematic erosion of this culture by 
English authorities and the persistent denigration of Celtic literature by critics.  
Arnold’s sympathies for Ireland, however, only went so far. As his remarks imply, he 
was more interested in what an infusion of “Celtic genius” could do for England, rather than in 
the fate of Ireland itself. He found himself troubled by the English public’s increasing apathy 
towards the arts and its slide into philistinism, blaming this state of affairs on an overabundance 
of German influence—in his view one of the two principal components of the “English spirit.”38 
He believed that the beneficial side of this German influence granted the English “freedom from 
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whim, flightiness, [and] perverseness; [a] patient fidelity to nature…the industry, the well-doing, 
the patient steady elaboration of things, the idea of science governing all departments of human 
activity…”39 While England could credit its scientific and material progress to these traits, the 
single-minded focus on material gains had, in Arnold’s view, produced a general indifference to 
the arts and a “blank commonness everywhere.”40 For Arnold, the Celtic “element” provided the 
colorful antithesis to German rationality. He portrayed Celtic character as essentially emotional, 
impressionable, and impulsive—“an organisation quick to feel impressions, and feeling them 
very strongly; a lively personality…keenly sensitive to joy and to sorrow…”41  
Although Arnold was primarily interested in literature and poetry, he also discussed 
music. Here the German/Celtic contrast was if anything more pronounced, ultimately proving to 
be a liability for the latter. As Arnold asserted, “All that emotion alone can do in music the Celt 
has done; the very soul of emotion breathes in Scotch and Irish airs; but with all this power of 
musical feeling, what has the Celt, so eager for emotion that he has not patience for science, 
effected in music, to be compared with what the less emotional German, steadily developing his 
musical feeling with the science of a Sebastian Bach or a Beethoven, has effected?”42 For 
Arnold, although lacking these deeper wells of emotional expression, their patient, methodical 
approach allowed German composers to dictate the main currents of musical progress. An 
overreliance on emotional expression, by contrast, had rendered Celts nonentities in the historical 
development of music. 
From an impassioned opening seemingly in protest of English philistinism and 
chauvinism, Arnold’s study thus quickly descended into a litany of stereotypes that reinforced 
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Ireland and Scotland as both exotic and marginal. On the Study of Celtic Literature in fact 
echoed claims put forth in one of the nineteenth century’s most infamous anti-Celtic diatribes, 
Robert Knox’s The Races of Men (1850).43 Knox had portrayed Celtic difference as ineradicable, 
arguing for nothing less than the expulsion of all Celts from Britain. In this quest, Knox 
portrayed the Celtic people as permanent outsiders, emphasizing essentially the same set of 
attributes as would Arnold. The Celtic race, he wrote, possessed a “furious fanaticism; a love of 
war and disorder; a hatred of order and patient industry; no accumulative habits; restless, 
treacherous, uncertain: look at Ireland.”44 Arnold merely reiterated many of these same 
judgments and claimed for them a potentially positive role in the arts. Seen in this light, Arnold’s 
assessment of Celtic traits was not in itself original. But uttered in a setting that was ostensibly 
both sympathetic and scholarly, it exerted a long-lasting influence. 
Indeed, despite its conflicted, often anti-Celtic, tone, the publication of Arnold’s book 
was a signal event of the Celtic Revival. Arnold’s work not only helped to promote interest in 
Celtic studies, but popularized a manner of discourse adopted by subsequent Celtic scholars and 
enthusiasts. Within a few years, Arnold’s “advocacy” of Celtic culture had also produced 
concrete results, both in Britain and in America. By the 1880s, there were new Celtic Studies 
departments at Oxford and Cambridge Universities, as well as Trinity College, Dublin, with 
Arnold himself chairing the department at Oxford. In America, his ideas proved most popular not 
with Irish and Scottish Americans, but with those who, like Arnold, sought to define them. 
Among these individuals, the more regressive aspects of Arnold’s Celtic writings—ostensibly 
sympathetic, but masking a simplistic racial essentialism—quickly spread. In March 1873, the 
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Phrenological Journal and Science of Health noted the Celtic “temperament of ardor, of zeal, of 
excitability, of impulse, of feeling, and of levity.”45 In 1874 a writer for Appleton’s Journal of 
Literature, Science, and Art echoed Arnold’s comparison of Celtic and Teutonic cultures, 
concluding that the Celts “have developed less political genius, less control over the energies of 
material power.”46 
Arnold’s writings contributed to an image of Celticism that struck a balance between 
exoticism and familiarity, and answered American composers’ need for a form of nationalistic 
expression. On the one hand, much Celtic music, particularly folk music, had become as 
ubiquitous in America as in Ireland and Scotland. This sense of familiarity did not, however, 
situate Celtic music within the mainstream. Indeed, throughout the century there developed an 
increasing sense of Celtic music as exotic and otherwise peripheral. Germany was crucial in this 
respect, providing the omnipresent center around which writers like Arnold constructed their 
notions of Celtic exoticness. For well-read composers like MacDowell, likely familiar to some 
degree with Arnold’s ideas, Celticism thus presented not only an alternative to the vernacular 
styles advocated by Dvořák, but a potentially potent—though only partially fulfilled—means of 
asserting a musical voice distinct from the Germanic mainstream. 
Chapter Overview and Literature Review 
  
The last twenty-five years have seen a renewed scholarly interest in late-nineteenth 
century American music after a long period of neglect. Amy Beach and Edward MacDowell 
have figured prominently in this resurgent interest, largely due to the important role nationalism 
played in their careers. In contrast to the state of scholarship on MacDowell, a general consensus 
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has formed around Beach’s approach to nationalism. In fact, advances in Beach scholarship in 
general have relied largely on the work of one person. The late Adrienne Fried Block contributed 
the first book-length biography of Beach, as well as no less than twelve articles and book 
chapters on the composer.47 A number of dissertations and articles have added to the picture of 
Beach’s life and career, generally echoing and building upon Block’s conclusions.48 Most have 
followed Block in depicting Beach’s Celtic pieces as an expression of nationalism, often with 
reference to the composer’s comments in the Herald questionnaire. Like Block, most also frame 
Beach’s engagement with Celticism as a matter of post-Dvořákian folk music quotation and 
imitation—an approach exemplified in a 1993 thesis on “Folk Elements in the Music of Amy 
Beach,” which catalogues references to folk styles in Beach’s compositions. 
Chapter One 
These studies have contributed valuable insights, but the emphasis on folk music 
overlooks important aspects of Beach’s engagement with both Celticism and nationalism. This 
neglect is especially evident in the case of two sets of songs by Beach with texts by the Scottish 
poet Robert Burns: op. 12 (1887-91) and Five Burns Songs op. 43 (1899). In the former, Beach 
utilizes a late-Romantic musical style, limiting overt expressions of Celticism to Burns’ dialect-
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rich texts. This has led most scholars to ignore op. 12 as an expression of musical nationalism in 
favor of op. 43, which more clearly evokes a folk aesthetic. Block cited op. 12 only to note its 
lack of folk elements before moving onto op. 43 as representative of Beach’s post-Dvořák turn 
towards a more committed embrace of musical nationalism.49 Subsequent dissertations on 
Beach’s songs, including those cited above, have followed suit, arguing that, in the absence of 
obvious folk music signifiers, op. 12 falls outside the bounds of Beach’s nationalist music.  
This conclusion overlooks a number of important points, addressed in chapter one. First, 
Burns’ reputation in nineteenth-century America was such that the use of his texts alone 
constituted a type of nationalistic gesture. Long after his 1796 death, Burns remained a revered 
figure among Scottish Americans, who established a vibrant cultural presence in America 
centered to a large extent on his legacy. Art songs setting his texts would have likely registered 
as particularly meaningful with such listeners, but Burns’ relevance in America transcended his 
Scottishness. By the late-nineteenth century, Burns had taken on the status of something like an 
honorary American poet, known for a direct, simple manner of expression supposedly in tune 
with the nation’s characteristics and values. His texts alone could thus function in certain ways as 
emblems of a broader American cultural nationalism. While Beach’s use of chromatic harmonies 
and dynamic forms in op. 12 may seem out of step with Burns’ vaunted simplicity, such 
techniques illuminate the emotional and psychological nuances of his texts in a manner beyond 
the capacity of a simpler folklike setting. Finally, Op. 12 may also contain suggestions of 
musical Celticness, though these more consistently evoke the German-mediated Ossianic 
techniques discussed above than anything overtly folklike. To exclude the set as a work of 
 




nationalist significance because it lacks obvious allusions to folk music overlooks these 
considerations.  
Chapter Two  
Chapter two covers Beach’s Gaelic Symphony, the composer’s most well-known Celtic 
work. Within a conventional symphonic framework, the work quotes the melodies of four Irish 
songs that Beach discovered in The Citizen, a mid-nineteenth-century Irish magazine then 
available at the Boston Public Library. The songs appear in three out of the four movements, and 
provide the only thematic material for the middle two movements. One of the most famous 
American works of the late-nineteenth century, the Gaelic Symphony has received more 
scholarly attention than any of Beach’s other compositions. Block devoted three separate 
chapters to it, two appearing in collections of essays published in the early 1990s and one in her 
1998 biography of Beach. Her work on the symphony provided an invaluable basis for further 
research. Most significantly, Block identified the specific tunes Beach quoted as well as their 
likely source; she also situated the symphony as Beach’s response to Dvořák’s “New World” 
Symphony, identifying many points of similarity between the two works.  
Sporadic scholarship on the Gaelic Symphony has followed Block, the most significant 
being a recent article by Sarah Gerk offering several new perspectives on the work.50 Among 
other observations, Gerk frames Beach’s use of Irish folk songs as a statement of solidarity with 
Boston’s Irish American community. This strategy, Gerk argues, fell afoul of Boston’s Anglo-
Saxon, anti-Irish musical establishment, leading to a negative tone in the symphony’s reception. 
The Gaelic, however, was generally well-received, garnering many more positive notices than 
negative ones. Indeed several critics described the work as one of the best symphonies to date by 
 




an American composer. The main source of dissatisfaction in fact stemmed not from anti-Irish 
prejudice but from a belief that the work was too beholden to symphonic conventions and not 
“Celtic” enough.51 Indeed, as a statement of solidarity with Boston’s Irish, the symphony comes 
across as uncertain and conflicted. Beach herself appears to have self-consciously equivocated in 
this regard. For one, she concealed her use of preexisting tunes, not revealing this fact until 
twenty years after its premiere. Beyond its title, in fact, Beach left no clues as to what made the 
symphony “Gaelic.” Even that term—referring to a branch of Celtic languages encompassing 
Irish, Scottish, and Manx (Isle of Man)—would have done little to establish the work’s precise 
national identity. Far from using the symphony to vent anti-Irish sentiments, critics left the 
premiere wondering exactly what made Beach’s new work Celtic.  
The symphony’s ambiguity as a work of nationalism went beyond its vague title and lack 
of extramusical clues. As the analysis in chapter two demonstrates, Beach’s compositional 
choices reinforced this impression. Much of the symphony avoids even the pretense of 
conveying anything recognizably Celtic. Besides a brief passage in the first movement, the two 
outer movements contain no quoted material or indeed anything that overtly suggests a Celtic 
aesthetic. Between them, the two inner movements quote three Irish folk tunes in their entirety. 
Even these, however, do not on their own convey a Celtic aesthetic. For one, the quoted tunes 
themselves generally lack stereotypically Celtic features such as pentatonicism. Further, although 
the tunes pervade both movements, they often appear disguised, broken into motivic fragments 
that effectively obscure whatever distinctiveness they originally possessed. Following the 
premiere, most critics described hearing a symphony that followed the prescribed symphonic 
conventions—a credit the growing maturity of American music, but confusing and ultimately 
 





disappointing for those who expected something closer to Herbert’s Irish Rhapsody, a rollicking 
medley of orchestrated Thomas Moore songs untroubled by notions like thematic development. 
This line of criticism reflected the influence of writers like Arnold, who portrayed the character 
of Celtic music as one of unbridled emotion and spontaneity, ill-fitted to the rigorous intellectual 
demands of large-scale genres such as a symphony. As the chapter argues, however, Beach saw 
these aspects of the work not as conflicting but as complementary—situating the symphony’s 
Celticness primarily within a broad struggle-to-victory trajectory that she associated with the 
Celtic experience and that easily maps to symphonic conventions. 
Chapter Three 
The resurgence of interest in MacDowell has proven especially fruitful. Two books, a 
collection of essays, and several articles on the composer have appeared in the twenty-first 
century alone, contributing many new insights.52 Certain aspects of MacDowell’s music and 
career, however, remain as hazy as ever, particularly concerning the issue of musical 
nationalism. MacDowell did not participate in the Herald questionnaire, but his reaction to 
Dvořák’s pronouncement echoed Beach’s in many respects. In private letters and conversations 
with friends, MacDowell questioned Dvořák’s specific recommendations, but acknowledged a 
desire to express some sort of nationalistic musical identity. Like Beach, he saw the broad sphere 
of Celticism as a logical outlet for this expression. The two composers, however, engaged with 
the concept of “Celticism” in very different ways. For Beach, (at least as implied in her response 
to Dvořák), the value of Celtic music as an expression of nationalism resided in its capacity to 
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represent large swathes of the population. MacDowell by contrast embraced Celticism as an 
expression of his individualism. As discussed below, he viewed musical nationalism not as one 
or two arbitrarily-chosen styles of folk music (as Dvořák would have it), but as a matter of 
individual composers articulating their own heritage—in his case Irish and Scottish. Indeed, 
MacDowell did not equate his Celtic heritage and identity with any particular musical aesthetic. 
Rather, he associated it with extramusical ideas recalling the Ossianic tradition—namely escape 
into a heroic, bardic past that found definitive expression in his Piano Sonata No. 4, the “Keltic” 
(1901).  
MacDowell’s Celtic identity figured prominently in his public image during his lifetime 
and in the years immediately following his death in 1908. In subsequent decades, it faded from 
view, overshadowed by protracted efforts to determine if and to what extent his music was truly 
“American.” The preoccupation with MacDowell’s Americanness reflects the priorities and 
values of the mid-twentieth century, a period when many musicologists and critics began not 
only to accept boldly nationalistic American music but to privilege it. In his 1952 book, Music 
and Imagination, Aaron Copland famously indicted MacDowell’s generation of composers for 
their reliance on European conventions. Copland gives MacDowell himself something of a pass, 
however. He notes that MacDowell had “managed to escape some of the pitfalls of the New 
Englanders,” and—through some selective quoting—attempts to portray the composer as a 
prophet of America’s more confident musical future.53 In a 1966 article for American Quarterly, 
jazz critic Neil Leonard argued that underneath the old-world surface of much of his music, 
MacDowell was a true American composer. Leonard focused on smaller-scale pieces like New 
England Idyls whose titles indicate an American inspiration, as well as other works such as Eight 
 




Songs and Sea Pieces in which he detected an affinity with the American “realist” painters and 
writers of the time.54  
The search for American qualities in MacDowell’s music remains a central focus of 
scholarship on the composer—albeit pursued more objectively, without the ideological baggage 
of Copland and Leonard. Articles by Richard Crawford and Kara Anne Gardner try to reconcile 
MacDowell’s cosmopolitan impulses with the exceedingly nationalistic atmosphere of the 1890s, 
the latter focusing in this respect on MacDowell’s Second (“Indian”) Orchestral Suite (see 
footnote 52). Crawford likewise devotes most of his attention to explicitly American works like 
the “Indian” Suite, a piece he sees as representing MacDowell’s late-career turn towards a form 
of musical nationalism centered on the expression of Americanness. According to Crawford, 
MacDowell—emboldened by his return to America in 1888 after more than a decade living in 
Europe, and by a growing awareness of musical nationalism’s rising cultural value—finally 
“resolv[ed]...to treat his own country as the equivalent, musically speaking, of a peripheral 
European nation, and bring the American landscape...into his own European-based style.”55  
Other recent studies of the composer, however, have begun to turn away from the issue of 
nationalism altogether. E. Douglas Bomberger’s 2013 biography of MacDowell takes the 
composer’s self-proclaimed individualism and antipathy to nationalism on their own terms, 
focusing on his highly personalized, cosmopolitanism style. Throughout, Bomberger’s study 
emphasizes MacDowell’s desire “to be truly worthy of the pantheon of great composers by 
transcending the expectations of both his overenthusiastic countrymen and the skeptical 
European critics.”56 Similarly, Ryan Weber (see footnote 52) counters what he sees as excessive 
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focus on the issue of nationalism, claiming that such an emphasis obscures the cosmopolitanism 
at the heart of MacDowell’s style. 
As has been well-documented, MacDowell indeed frequently took a dogmatic stand 
against musical nationalism. From early in his career he cultivated a cosmopolitan image 
designed to resist the label. Like most American composers at the time, MacDowell received his 
musical education abroad. In 1876, at the age of sixteen, he travelled to Paris, studying briefly at 
the city’s Conservatoire, but found its pedantic environment stifling. He then spent several years 
in Germany where he studied composition with Joachim Raff and met Franz Liszt. While there, 
MacDowell composed several works that were stylistically indebted to the elder composers and 
owed nothing whatsoever to vernacular American styles.  
In 1888, MacDowell and his wife Marian left Germany and settled in Boston, then a 
major hub of American musical activity. MacDowell’s apparently impulsive homecoming 
initiated an uncertain period for the composer. He produced much well-received music 
throughout the rest of his career—his last published compositions appeared in 1902—but he 
struggled to articulate a consistent response to the demands of musical nationalism. After 
returning to America, MacDowell found himself pressured to take a stand on the issue, and in 
both his music and words, equivocated. Posthumously-published lectures given at Columbia 
University around 1900 show that, even in the wake of Dvořák and the ever-expanding cachet of 
musical nationalism, he remained skeptical of the idea.  
Yet acquaintances recalled private conversations from this time in which MacDowell 
expressed interest in the idea of American music and concern about its future. His most revealing 
statements on the issue of nationalism occurred in conversations with the American author, 




cautiously. They took place on various occasions from 1894-96, but they did not appear in print 
until the 1931 publication of Garland’s memoir, Roadside Meetings.57 If the account is accurate, 
it provides considerable insight into MacDowell’s mindset. According to Garland, the composer 
expressed doubts at their first meeting whether his cosmopolitan and individualist ideals had in 
fact produced an individual musical style. As Garland remembered it, MacDowell confessed in 
their first conversation that “Our [American composers’] music thus far is mainly a scholarly 
restatement of Old-World themes; in other words it is derived from Germany—as all my earlier 
pieces were.” According to Garland, MacDowell then claimed that he was now “working toward 
a music which should be American.”58 If a composer is sincerely American at heart, his music 
will be American…the weakness of our music is in its borrowing. I began by imitating the 
German composers. I am now on the way to being myself and as I am myself I will be Celtic-
American rather than German-American or Afro-American.”59 
Scholars have regularly quoted this important passage, but have usually omitted the 
concluding remark about his “Celtic-American” identity.60 In fact MacDowell’s Celticism was 
central to his acceptance of musical nationalism, and inseparable from his desire to assert an 
American musical identity. The composer viewed musical nationalism in its highest form as the 
expression not of a particular musical aesthetic but of broader qualities that would articulate a 
nation’s best possible image. Scholars have long recognized this aspect of MacDowell’s outlook, 
often citing comments he made extolling the heroism of the “North American Indian” and his 
attempt to portray these qualities in the “Indian” Suite. Notwithstanding that anomalous work, 
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however, MacDowell believed the expression of such qualities must reflect a composer’s own 
background. They must, as he put it to Garland, be “sincere” to count as a legitimate expression 
of nationalism. Accordingly, MacDowell turned to his own Celtic heritage as a source of the 
traits that he hoped to see define American music. Ultimately, MacDowell would compose only 
one large-scale work with an explicitly Celtic basis, his Fourth Piano Sonata, subtitled the 
“Keltic” (1901). However, his comments to Garland suggest that he intended to emphasize Celtic 
influences in his output in the years ahead, a plan cut short by his subsequent illness and death in 
1908 at the age of forty-seven.  
Chapter three analyzes the Keltic Sonata. The sonata has received only passing mention 
in the studies cited above—most linking its title and programmatic content to MacDowell’s 
Celtic identity, but neglecting to explain how the work expresses this identity. Two recent 
dissertations have provided the most detailed analyses of the sonata to date. However, these are 
largely formalistic analyses that take little account of either the work’s programmatic or 
nationalistic implications.61 As the analysis in chapter three shows, the Keltic Sonata embodies 
Celticism in multiple ways. Its program, relating to Cuchullin and Deirdre, two characters 
featured in the Ulster Cycle of Irish mythology, is steeped in the heroic past that constituted 
MacDowell’s main attraction to Celticism. The sonata’s Celtic leanings, however, extend beyond 
its programmatic content. MacDowell imparts many passages with the suggestion of a bardic 
performance, thus situating the work’s performative aspects within a historically Celtic context. 
While the sonata’s heroic and bardic overtones do much to shape its Celtic identity, and were 
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often singled out in its reception, the work remains firmly rooted in MacDowell’s German past, 
most notably in its use of sonata form in the outer two movements to depict Cuchullin. 
Chapter Four 
In contrast to his later reception, MacDowell’s reputation as a Celtic composer was 
widespread during his lifetime. Knowing of his Irish and Scottish ancestry, critics often pointed 
to Celtic qualities in MacDowell’s music, inevitably citing the Keltic Sonata as musical 
confirmation of his innate Celticism. More than any other critic, Lawrence Gilman emphasized 
MacDowell’s Celtic qualities as the key to the composer’s musical voice. For Gilman, these 
qualities came through most vividly in the Keltic Sonata as well as in MacDowell’s numerous 
late-career piano miniatures, finding his “evidence” not in specific musical techniques but in a 
range of Celtic stereotypes that owed much to Matthew Arnold. Indeed Gilman often invoked 
Arnold, quoting passages from On the Study of Celtic Literature in his discussions of 
MacDowell’s Celticism. Gilman clearly derived his notions of MacDowell’s Celtic qualities—
broadly defined by an uninhibited emotionalism, spontaneity, a oneness with nature, and an 
underlying penchant for poetic expression—from Arnold. Like Arnold, Gilman also framed 
these qualities in opposition to what he saw as outmoded Germanic conventions, defined for him 
by the cold formalities of composers like Brahms.  
In addition to being a prolific critic, Gilman was also an amateur composer. Chapter four 
analyzes two of his pieces, settings of texts by W.B. Yeats published in Arthur Farwell’s Wa-
Wan Press from 1903-04. Though almost completely ignored by critics and musicologists, 
Gilman’s music acts as a valuable window into his criticism, providing clearer insight into his 
notions of musical Celticism than do his often oblique writings. Self-taught and with no 




or MacDowell in their Celtic works, utilizing techniques derived from French impressionism to 
capture his Arnoldian notions of Celticness. Also unlike Beach and MacDowell, Gilman valued 
musical Celticism for its own sake, not as an expression of nationalism. His pieces are 
nevertheless representative of a larger trend with nationalistic implications that saw American 
composers exploring alternatives to German influences. As noted, Gilman’s pieces have been 
neglected since their publication, garnering few notices from critics at the time, and no attention 
whatsoever from musicologists. A handful of studies looking at the Wa-Wan Press have 
appeared. However, these have focused on the press’s American-themed offerings, most often 
Farwell’s own Native American pieces. The full range of music published by the press, including 
its many Celtic pieces, have gone unremarked upon—representative of a larger gap in 
scholarship on the role of Celticism in American music after Beach’s and MacDowell’s 
experiments. Chapter four thus provides the first extended discussion of Gilman’s music, as well 
as a starting point for future research into the increasingly diverse ways American composers 
engaged with musical Celticism and musical nationalism more broadly during the first few years 
of the twentieth century. 
Sources and Methods 
The arguments presented in this dissertation rely principally on music analysis and 
primary sources. The works discussed are very different in compositional approach and affect, so 
I have not adhered to any one method in analyzing them. My goal has been to shed light on how 
each work musically expresses a sense of Celticness, with particular attention given to what each 
composer intended in the specific context. In the Burns settings of op. 12 and the Gaelic 
Symphony, this has primarily been a matter of looking at how Beach combined references to 




Celticness. MacDowell embedded Celticness in his Keltic Sonata in multiple ways. This 
necessitates a complete analysis of the work, taking into account everything from its 
programmatic unfolding to details of a particular passage’s textural effect. Though modest in 
scope, Gilman’s works similarly evoke Celticism at multiple levels, including everything from 
the effect of a particular harmony to aspects of phrasing and formal unfolding. 
Wherever possible, I have tried to complement analytical conclusions with primary 
sources, of which the dissertation makes considerable use. These include documents chronicling 
reception (primarily from newspapers), as well as those preserving Beach’s and MacDowell’s 
own words, such as journal entries, private correspondence, and recollections of acquaintances. 
While some of these sources have appeared in prior studies of these composers, they have tended 
to be cited selectively, with many of the same quoted passages reappearing in each new article or 
book. This dissertation draws on a wider and more representative range of primary sources than 
yet explored. It also incorporates an array of heretofore neglected sources, which provide 
necessary context for a complete understanding of the works under discussion. These include: 
contemporary responses to authors who provided the texts for, or otherwise inspired, these 
works, including Robert Burns (ch. 1), Fiona Macleod (ch. 3) and W.B. Yeats (ch. 4); 
contemporary inquiries into the distinctive traits of Irish and Scottish music, such as those found 
in songbook introductions and articles in the music press; the reception of Celtic works 
preceding those by Beach and MacDowell, including the mid-nineteenth century “Ossianic” 
compositions that provided American composers with an aesthetic framework for musical 
representations of Celticness beyond folk music quotation; and, finally, the writings of Matthew 
Arnold. Arnold defined the era’s view of artistic Celticness perhaps more than any other single 




directly influenced Lawrence Gilman, making him particularly relevant to chapter four, but his 
portrayal of Celtic otherness applies to varying degrees across the dissertation as a whole.  
Chapters one and four provide the first extended analyses of Beach’s op. 12 Burns 
settings and Gilman’s Yeats settings respectively. As noted above, there exists virtually no 
scholarly work of any kind on either—a neglect that speaks in part to the lack of documented 
reception on both works. Both chapters rely therefore on other primary sources to construct a 
picture of these pieces’ historical context. In addition to many of the sources named above, 
chapter one is particularly reliant on sources relating to Burns’ reception in nineteenth-century 
America. This reception history makes clear Burns’ significance in America at the time Beach 
began setting his texts. In addition to Arnold’s writings, chapter four relies heavily on Gilman’s 
own words in the form of his published criticism. The chapter also incorporates documents 
relating to the publication of his music in the Wa-Wan Press, which elucidate its nationalistic 
significance. 
 The Gaelic Symphony and the Keltic Sonata, discussed in chapters two and three 
respectively, have received more attention from scholars in recent years. These chapters engage 
consistently with these secondary sources, particularly chapter two where Block’s work on 
Beach figures heavily. Both chapters also incorporate numerous heretofore neglected primary 
sources, including a broader range of reception than yet found in studies on either work. Chapter 
two in particular benefits from numerous documents previously uncited or only selectively cited. 
These include Beach’s own program notes for the premiere of the Gaelic Symphony, which do 
much to clarify her intentions regarding the work’s Celticness. The chapter also includes 
previously uncited documents found in Beach’s papers held at the University of New Hampshire. 




thoughts on certain works after attending performances by the BSO. Previous studies of Beach 
and the Gaelic Symphony have cited the journal, but have focused only on her reaction to 
Dvořák’s New World Symphony, isolating one or two provocative sentences. Beach discussed 
many works in the journal, however, some of which provide insight into her composition of the 
symphony, and are thus covered here. The chapter also makes use of a handwritten analysis of 
the Gaelic Symphony written by Beach herself that appears to have formed the basis of her 
program notes, and further contextualizes her motivations in composing the symphony. 
 The works discussed in this dissertation represent only the opening phase of a longer 
engagement with Celtic influences among American composers that extended well into the 
twentieth century. In addition to providing the first exhaustive analyses of the works discussed, 
the study is meant therefore to act as a springboard for future research into the topic. As noted 
above, the Celtic pieces published by the Wa-Wan Press remain an area in need of further 
research. Beach and other composers of her generation also continued to compose Celtic works 
during the later part of their career, works that remain largely overlooked. Opportunities for 
future research on these pieces include: how they utilized an expanding range of compositional 
resources to express Celticness; how they functioned as expressions of nationalism in 
comparison with the works discussed here, and what these strategies suggest about the changing 




Chapter 1: Amy Beach’s Op. 12 Robert Burns Settings 
The Scottish poet Robert Burns (1759-1796) played an indispensable role in the 
emergence of a Celtic aesthetic in American music at the end of the nineteenth century. Although 
Burns himself was long dead by this point, his poems remained widely influential, particularly in 
America, where they served as a favorite wellspring of song texts for composers such as Amy 
Beach and Edward MacDowell. In the twenty-year period from 1885 to 1905, American 
composers set more texts by the “Bard of Ayrshire” than by any other author of Scottish or Irish 
origin.1 To a large extent, Burns’ favored status reflected his capacity to embody the mix of 
exoticism and familiarity that characterized Celticism more broadly. On the one hand, even a 
century after his death, he remained one of the quintessential exponents of Scottishness. Unlike, 
for example, the more cosmopolitan verse of his Irish counterpart, Thomas Moore, Burns’ poems 
proudly advertise their national character. They frequently reference Scottish locales and 
historical events. Most also employ a thick Scots dialect that led some American publishers to 
issue them with accompanying glossaries.2 Burns moreover came to be associated with a 
distinctly Scottish musical aesthetic, many of his poems first appearing as folksongs codifying a 
set of techniques that signify musical Scottishness to this day.  
At the same time, certain developments in Burns’ nineteenth-century reception helped to 
make him an approachable, accessible figure in the eyes of American composers, providing a 
balance to his perceived exoticism, and undoubtedly helping to account for his high regard in 
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American musical circles. From the earliest American publications of Burns’ poems in the late-
eighteenth century, commentators there looked beyond the unfamiliar dialect and place names, 
finding in his poetry aesthetic and moral values akin to those that prevailed in the New World. 
As discussed below, American writers tended to single out in this respect the poet’s simple, 
unpretentious style, his underlying democratic spirit, and his sympathy for the working classes. 
This sense of affinity only increased by the time Beach and her colleagues began setting his 
poems in the 1880s. To be sure, they generally avoided the most explicitly political of Burns’ 
texts. But in setting a poet who was more closely aligned with American values and traits than 
the American poets they set—often acquaintances writing in the sentimental style of much 
contemporary English poetry—many came as close as they would get in their song texts to 
expressing a nationalistic sensibility.  
Burns’ aura of familiarity among American composers also stemmed from a particular 
facet of his musical legacy. Although his poems began life as folksongs and remain best known 
in that form, American composers were more likely inspired by settings of his poems by German 
composers during the mid-nineteenth century. By the 1840s, Burns had attracted the attention of 
preeminent German composers of lieder, most notably Robert Schumann and Robert Franz. 
While this development can be seen as part of the larger midcentury interest in “exotic” 
Celticism among European composers that also included the Ossian phenomenon (see 
introduction), composers like Schumann and Franz gravitated towards those poems by Burns that 
expressed universal themes such as love and regret.3 Accordingly, they set his texts to new music 
in their own Romantic idiom meant to illustrate these ideas. This Germanic side of Burns’ legacy 
 
3 Schumann’s song cycle, Myrthen (op. 25), a wedding present to his wife Clara, contains ten settings of Burns. As 
with most of the texts in the set, these deal broadly with themes related to love. Dialect aside (see footnote 




arguably proved just as important to American composers as his Celticness. While the 
pronounced Scottishness of his poems fulfilled a desire to indulge in a form of exoticism, Burns 
also came with the tacit approval of those who stood at the center of the musical world for 
composers like Beach and MacDowell. 
These various strands of Burns’ legacy merge in settings of the poet by American 
composers. Most emulate their German predecessors by setting Burns’ poems to new music 
rooted in an art song, rather than folksong, aesthetic. Their settings exploit the potential of 
expressive chromaticism and formal flexibility to elucidate the texts’ meanings in a manner 
beyond the reach of Burns’ rigidly diatonic, strophic folksongs. Within this framework, however, 
they frequently incorporate both textual and musical folklike features, qualities largely absent in 
Burns settings by German composers. Regarding text, American settings of Burns typically 
retain the distinctive Scots dialect, providing a stark contrast to the refined, genteel manner of the 
stereotypical art song text.4 To varying degrees, American composers also interjected references 
to folk music into their Burns settings. In so doing, they not only alluded to the poems’ origins as 
folksongs, but gestured toward the reputation for simple, unaffected expression that 
characterized Burns’ reception in America.  
Amy Beach’s two sets of Burns songs, op. 12 (1889-1891) and op. 43 (1899), illustrate 
the extremes of this art song/folksong dynamic particularly vividly. In the latter group, Beach set 
Burns’ texts to new music clearly aimed at replicating the unassuming simplicity of his original 
folksongs. The five settings adhere to either strophic or two-part forms every bit as 
uncomplicated as those used by Burns. The harmonies are likewise unobtrusive and simple, 
tending towards diatonicism. To varying extents, each setting also features pentatonic and modal 
 




melodies, as well as rhythmic gestures like the Scotch-snap that immediately draw attention to 
the Scottish provenance of the texts.  
These qualities have prompted scholars to focus on op. 43 as an example of the folksong-
based nationalism increasingly in vogue following Dvořák’s visit. The earlier op. 12, by contrast, 
has received comparatively little attention in this regard—largely because any audible Celticness 
in the set resides primarily in Burns’ texts. Op. 12 nevertheless warrants attention not only for its 
intrinsic musical interest, but for its significance in a nationalistic context. For the reasons cited 
above, the use of Burns’ texts represented a type of nationalistic gesture in itself. More 
importantly, Beach’s blend of vernacular text and late-Romantic musical aesthetic exemplified 
the balance between the “exotic” and the “universal” that characterized musical nationalism in 
general, not only in America but throughout the West. While op. 43 more immediately captures 
the simple, unassuming aesthetic associated with Celtic folksongs, the settings of op. 12 looked 
forward to the two most well-known Celtic works by American composers of the era—Beach’s 
own Gaelic Symphony (1896, discussed in chapter two) and MacDowell’s Keltic Sonata (1901, 
discussed in chapter three)—the Germanic foundations of which paradoxically proved essential 
to their expression of Celticism.  
Robert Burns’ Reception in America  
By the time American composers began regularly setting his texts in the 1880s, Burns 
had achieved considerable posthumous fame in the country, even canonized as something of an 
honorary American poet.5 Collections of his poems began appearing in America within a few 
years of their British publications, reviews of these revealing Burns as a household name in the 
New World before the end of the eighteenth century. The poet, who died in 1796, never aimed 
 




for success in America, but he captured values that resonated with the new nation's sense of 
itself. Known in Britain as “the heaven-taught plowman,” Burns had carefully crafted the 
persona of a fiercely independent but humble folk poet who, through hard work and sheer 
determination, had risen to the heights of canonical greatness. Until his decline in status in the 
twentieth century, he had even been considered an important forerunner of the Romantic 
generation of British poets, and was frequently compared to William Wordsworth and Lord 
Byron.6 Burns’ poetry addressed the weighty themes associated with these writers—love, death, 
and even the supernatural—but in a folksy register designed to convey a man-of-the-people 
image.  
Burns’ earliest notices in America underscore his relevance to the country’s ideals, 
emphasizing his humble beginnings, his independent spirit, and his ability to communicate to the 
masses in an unaffected manner. The New York Magazine ran a lengthy piece on the poet in 
1793, claiming that, as demonstrated by Burns, “Pastoral Poetry needs not to employ itself upon 
fictitious manners and modes of life, but may, with higher poetical advantages, paint the humble 
virtues, the simple pleasures, the inartificial manners of our peasantry, such as they actually 
exist.”7 Other notices depicted these values as a common bond between America and Scotland. 
The American Review published a review of a special four-volume American edition of Burns’ 
poems in 1801. The writer noted with pride that the edition’s “prefatory remarks concerning the 
character and conduct of the Scottish peasantry…may be applied to the people of New-England 
[and] will be interesting to the American reader.”8 
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Later American commentators continued to prize Burns’ direct, simple manner. A New 
York Times article declared of the poet in 1880 that “not even excepting the rulers in the realm of 
song, there is none who exercises so potent a spell over the imagination and affection of common 
men.”9 Although many of Burns’ poetic themes evoked English Romantics like Shelley and 
Byron, the writer contended that only Burns could make these ideas appeal to “the humble 
folk.”10 The general-interest journal Outlook echoed the populist theme, declaring that Burns’ 
“business lay with…those great strains of independence, self-reliance, and indifference to the 
badges of success, the external signs of power.”11 Walt Whitman expounded on these themes in 
an 1882 essay that appeared in the journal, The Critic.12 According to Whitman, Burns 
represented an essentially democratic spirit that both reflected American society at large and 
prefigured his own egalitarian approach. Whitman stressed how “there is something about Burns 
peculiarly acceptable to the New World, concrete, human points of view. He poeticizes decent, 
average, agricultural labor and life…and treats fresh, often coarse, natural occurrences, loves, 
persons, not like many new and some old poets in a genteel style of gilt and china…but in their 
own born atmosphere, laughter, sweat, unction.”13 In 1889, the year Beach published her first 
Burns setting, the journal The Open Court described the poet’s “A Man’s a Man For A’ That” as 
“the American declaration of independence condensed into the poetry of Scotland. The 
inspiration and doctrine of both productions is the equality of man.”14 
A comparison of Burns’ socio-political legacy with that of the nineteenth century’s 
leading Irish poet, Thomas Moore (1779-1852), helps to explain why American art songs took on 
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a Scottish rather than Irish tinge during these years. Like Burns, Moore became known as a 
representative national poet; also like Burns, Moore frequently set his poems as song texts, in his 
case pairing them with Irish folk tunes. Throughout the nineteenth century, Moore was arguably 
a more well-known figure in America than Burns. Moore’s popularity in America was so 
widespread in fact that it reached into potentially subversive circles. For Irish Americans, Moore 
had become a symbol of ethnic pride and even political resistance. Indeed, many references to 
Moore in major American newspapers in the last two decades of the nineteenth century occurred 
in connection with broadly political events. The purpose of these events ranged from raising 
funds for local Catholic charities to promoting Irish independence. Such gatherings could be 
especially provocative. For example, as late as the 1890s, Irish Americans assembled annually to 
celebrate the memory of the Irish martyr, Robert Emmett, who had been executed by the English 
in 1803 following a failed rebellion. These events inevitably featured performances of Moore’s 
songs, recitations of his poetry, and references to the poet himself as a potent symbol of national 
resistance.  
Music not only accompanied the proceedings, but was often portrayed as a critical aspect 
of Ireland’s political fortune. In May 1893, Chicago’s Archbishop, Patrick Feehan, told an Irish 
American audience that Ireland must demonstrate its worth to the world through its music, 
specifically that of Moore. Feehan concluded his speech stating that “We hope that the dawn will 
not be far away and, when the tombs of Ireland become inscribed, in that day Moore’s melodies 
will be in the hearts of people.” As noted by the Chicago Daily Tribune, the event closed “with 
the singing of songs from Tom Moore’s works.”15 It is not difficult to see why in this context 
American composers passed over Moore’s poems. Particularly in the years following Dvořák's 
 




intervention, any musical utterance falling outside the Western European mainstream would 
likely be scoured for nationalist significance. American composers likely wished to avoid 
courting additional controversy in the already complicated realm of musical nationalism.  
Burns was no less political, becoming known in his lifetime as an outspoken agitator who 
tackled issues ranging from Scottish independence to the plight of the working class. But in late-
nineteenth century America, he carried none of the same political baggage as Moore, largely 
because Scotland’s political situation, unlike Ireland’s, held little relevance in America. Many 
Americans, presumably including composers such as Beach, could thus experience Burns’ poetry 
as exciting and exotic without being politically threatening. Burns could even appeal in this 
sense to a celebratory Scottish American pride. Indeed, events celebrating the poet were a regular 
feature of American life. Year after year, newspapers throughout the country chart annual “Burns 
Suppers,” efforts to raise statues and memorials to the poet, and other commemorations of 
various sorts that only increased during the final few decades of the nineteenth century.16 Burns’ 
profile was particularly strong in Boston where numerous civic organizations regularly 
commemorated him, including The Scots Charitable Society and the Caledonian Order of 
Scottish Clans.17 As with Moore (but without the political controversy), these events celebrated 
the poet with lectures, interspersed with performances of his songs.  
Burns’ Musical Legacy and Settings by German Composers 
From early in his career, Burns' poetry was linked to music. Many of his most well-
known poems, including those that attracted later composers, first appeared as songs in Scots 
Musical Museum, the collection he co-edited with Edinburgh music engraver, James Johnson. 
 
16 Burns Suppers were typically celebrated on January 25, Burns’ birthday. The events generally involved Burns 
enthusiasts gathering for a feast of haggis and readings of his poetry. 




Burns contributed numerous songs to the first four volumes of the collection (1787-1792). His 
songwriting process essentially inverted that of most composers; rather than composing new 
music to fit preexisting words, he wrote new words to fit preexisting folk tunes. Burns collected 
many of these melodies himself, travelling the Scottish countryside searching out obscure ballads 
or dance tunes. Even though most later settings of his poems disregard these original melodies, 
Burns’ appeal to composers undoubtedly depended on his reputation as a highly musical poet. 
English music critic Eustace J. Breakspeare noted this appeal in an 1882 address to the Royal 
Music Society, describing Burns as “an ideal writer of verse for musical treatment…The fact of 
most of Burns’ songs having been originally fitted to, and most likely prompted by, previously 
existing melodies, may account naturally for their extreme suitableness for musical treatment.”18 
While Burns was known for his highly attuned musical instincts, the archetype of 
Scottish folksong he codified in Scots Musical Museum came to be portrayed as irredeemably 
strange. Nineteenth-century musical writers regularly referred to Scottish folk music using 
phrases like “the wild melodies of Scotia.”19 The century saw many attempts to decipher the 
distinctiveness of Scottish folk music, commentators focusing on three particular 
characteristics—pentatonic melodies, the short-long rhythmic figure known as the Scotch-snap, 
and frequent use of the flatted seventh scale degree (in a decorative rather than functional sense). 
Others were content to simply note the inexplicable strangeness of Scottish music, an attitude 
that persisted until the end of the nineteenth century and beyond. In an 1896 study of Burns’ 
songs, writer H.C. Shelley noted of Scottish folk music that, “Many theories have been advanced 
 
18 Eustace J. Breakspeare, “Songs and Songwriters,” Proceedings of the Musical Association (1881-1882), 67. Writer 
E.H.C. Oliphant also summed up this view, commenting, “Burns’ appeal to musicians was almost inevitable. His is a 
bird note, instinct with music.” E.H.C. Oliphant, “Poetry for the Composer: What He Likes, and Why He Likes It,” 
The Musical Quarterly 11, no. 1 (Jan., 1925), 93.  




and many explanations offered of the secret of its charm, but it cannot be said that anything very 
conclusive has been advanced or that it is less of a mystery now than ever.”20 By all accounts, 
Burns himself valued the distinctiveness of Scottish folk music, and consciously sought to 
perpetuate this distinctiveness in his songs, most of which liberally incorporate the techniques 
mentioned above.21 
Although Burns retained a reputation as the quintessential Scottish poet throughout the 
nineteenth century, his musical legacy during this time would be shaped largely through the 
mediation of European—primarily German—figures.22 This took the form of two distinct 
developments. A few years after Burns’ 1796 death, the Scottish publisher George Thomson 
engaged preeminent European composers such as Haydn, Beethoven, and Ignaz Pleyel to arrange 
Burns’ songs in a more mainstream, accessible manner. Thomson’s professed goal was to make 
their distinctive Scottish qualities more palatable to the general public—or, as Catherine Ericson-
Roos more forcefully put it, “to purify them of the Scottish language, to accommodate the verses 
to the taste of his genteel readers, to refine their style and to harmonize the tunes so that they 
would be better fit for concerts.”23 Haydn, Beethoven, and Pleyel’s contributions to this effort 
primarily involved providing fully-realized keyboard accompaniments (sometimes with added 
parts for violin and/or cello) and harmonizing the tunes in line with “correct” voice leading. 
Arrangements in this fashion would continue throughout the nineteenth century, though with 
only limited involvement by American composers. 
 
20 H.C. Shelley, The Songs of Burns: With Symphonies and Accompaniments by John Kenyon Lees (London: Bayley & 
Ferguson, 1896), v.. 
21 Ibid., v-vi. 
22 Burns’ poems first appeared in German translation in 1795. Pauline Mackay, “Timeline of the European 
Reception of Robert Burns, 1795-2012 in The Reception of Robert Burns in Europe, ed. Murray Pittock (London: 50 
Bedford Square, 2014), xxiii. 
23 Catherine Ericson-Roos, The Songs of Robert Burns: A Study of the Unity of Poetry and Music (Stockholm: 




The 1830s saw a new development in Burns’ musical legacy, one in which American 
composers would eventually play a significant role. Partly in the wake of the Ossian 
phenomenon (discussed in the introduction) and the related fascination with all things Scottish, 
Burns’ poetry caught the attention of German composers, who began setting his texts to new 
music. Two composers in particular, Robert Schumann and Robert Franz, took to Burns’ poetry 
with enthusiasm.24 In his early song cycles, Schumann set more texts by Burns than by any other 
poet, save Heinrich Heine.25 Composers like Schumann and Franz (and American followers like 
Beach) effectively reversed Burns’ creative process; whereas Burns strove to realize in language 
the underlying poetic sentiments of a given melody, the composers mentioned above sought to 
illuminate the ideas and emotions expressed in the poems, largely through the use of expressive 
chromaticism and dynamic approaches to form. Most significantly, their settings supported the 
changing moods of Burns’ text with equally dynamic music, in a way not possible within the 
strophic layout of the originals. The question of whether Burns’ poems prompted composers like 
Schumann to incorporate Celtic musical features into their settings provoked considerable 
discussion. Although few claimed to hear folklike musical qualities in settings of Burns by 
German composers, some writers played into familiar tropes of Celtic spontaneity and emotional 
abandon. An 1873 Musical Times review of a new English translation of Schumann’s song cycle 
Myrthen (op. 25) could not point to any specifically “Celtic” techniques in the collection’s Burns 
settings, but noted of Schumann’s setting of Burns’ “Highland Widow’s Lament,” “Anything 
more intense, more vividly coloured, or more truthful in its wild pathos than this Highland 
 
24 In total, forty-seven European composers incorporated Burns’ poetry in their works, either as song texts or as 
inspiration for instrumental works. Paul Chancellor, “British Bards and Continental Composers, The Musical 
Quarterly 46, no. 1 (Jan., 1960), 5. 
25 In total, Schumann set twenty texts by Burns. Roger Fiske, Scotland in Music (New York: Cambridge University 




Widow’s wail of hopeless grief we can scarcely call to mind in the whole range of vocal 
music.”26 The writer similarly observed that Schumann’s setting of “Hey Baloo” possessed “a 
peculiar [musical] theme, the rugged character of which is in perfect harmony with the wild 
nature of the Scotch poet’s verse.”27 
Beach likely knew of Schumann’s and Franz’s Burns settings. As a frequent piano 
accompanist at vocal recitals in the Boston area, she undoubtedly would have been aware of 
major song cycles like Myrthen. She was also likely aware of questions regarding the presence of 
Celtic elements in these settings. An 1884 article in the Boston-based Musical Herald took up 
this very issue, going against the common view by arguing that both Schumann and Franz had 
indeed responded to Burns’ texts by imbuing their settings with an audible Scottishness. The 
writer observed that Schumann’s setting of Burns’ “My Luve is like a Red, Red Rose,” included 
plentiful Scotch snaps, as well as, more cryptically, “the Scotch progressions.”28 The same article 
also claimed that Franz’s settings of Burns’ poems in his op. 4 “show[ed] the keenest 
appreciation of Scotch rhythms and modes.”29 These observations occur as part of a larger effort 
by the writer to celebrate both the distinctiveness and widespread influence of Burns’ Scottish 
qualities. The article ends with the writer claiming, “Chief among the causes which have made 
the Scotch folk-song the glory of the world…stands the name of the most musical of poets, 
Robert Burns—a name that is indissolubly connected with everything that is most beautiful in 
Scotch music.”30 However, by focusing on how Burns apparently influenced German composers 
like Schumann, the article mainly demonstrates the extent to which Burns’ legacy had been 
 
26 “Schumann’s Songs,” The Musical Times 16, no. 362 (April 1, 1873), 53. 
27 Ibid. 
28 “The Influence of Scottish Songs,” Musical Herald (March, 1884). “My Luve…” is the single Burns setting by 






subsumed into larger musical traditions. The article thus captures, only a few years before 
Beach’s op. 12 settings, the dual qualities that drew American composers to the poet—Burns the 
quintessential emblem of Scottishness whose work had permeated into the highest reaches of 
German musical art.   
Beach’s Op. 12 Songs 
 
Unlike most of her New England colleagues, Amy Beach enjoyed a reputation as a gifted 
songwriter. She composed in the genre consistently throughout her long career, beginning with 
her setting of Longfellow's "The Rainy Day," written in 1883 when she was sixteen, to her final 
song, "Though I Take the Wings of Morning," published in 1941 when she was seventy-four. 
During what Mary Katherine Kelton labels Beach’s “First Style Period” (1880-1910), the 
composer set a wide range of poets, including sixteen from North America, twelve from 
mainland Europe, and eight from Britain.31 Her musical approach in setting these texts was 
somewhat less eclectic, rooted in the broadly Germanic style that she learned via private study in 
Boston with Junius W. Hill and through a dedicated regimen of self-instruction.32 This Teutonic 
orientation reflected the practices of most other American composers, who took after German 
composers in their songs no less than in other genres. Writing in 1925 on the history of American 
art songs, critic William Treat Upton commented that “we cannot be too thankful that this high 
German ideal of sincerity, of thoroughness…was so deeply implanted in our native song at its 
first beginning…”33 Upton also vaunted the apparent tenacity of these German “ideals” in 
American music more generally, stating, "It has been interesting to note, as the years have 
 
31 Mary Katherine Kelton, “The Songs of Mrs. H.H.A. Beach” (Doctoral Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 
1992), 112. 
32 Jeanell Wise Brown, Amy Beach and Her Chamber Music: Biography Documents, Style (Metuchen, N.J.: The 
Scarecrow Press, 1994), 20. 
33 William Treat Upton, “Some Recent Representative American Song-Composers,” The Musical Quarterly 11, no. 3 




passed, how potent has been that initial German impulse beginning with our very beginnings and 
carried down through the decades, now and again meeting new influences like the Negro idiom, 
the Indian element, but brushing them aside and keeping to its steady course till well into the 
twentieth century..."34 
While Beach’s compositional style exemplified the “German impulse” celebrated by 
Upton, she also took a keen interest in the folk traditions he dismissed. Beach would eventually 
experiment with a wide variety of these traditions, including Celtic, African American, Native 
American, and Balkan, represented mainly in works that appeared later in her career, after the 
turn of the twentieth century. Scholars generally cite Beach’s 1896 Gaelic Symphony (the topic 
of chapter 2) as the composer’s first foray into folk-influenced idioms. In truth, Beach first 
engaged with such idioms much earlier, in her op. 12—three settings of Burns’ poetry, published 
separately over the course of 1889-1891. The set’s folklike qualities manifest most clearly in 
Burns’ dialect-rich texts, which, though not a musical feature per se, significantly contribute to 
each settings’ overall aesthetic. Commentators have by and large dismissed, however, any 
suggestion that Beach imparted a Celtic musical style to op. 12. Beach’s biographer Adrienne 
Fried Block stated unequivocally of the set that, “Beach wrote in the style of her earlier art 
songs, using piano figurations that illustrate one idea of the text: there is never a whiff of Scottish 
musical influence.”35 Dissertations by Kelton and Sharon Llewellyn both reiterate Block’s 
conclusion.36 Laurie K. Blunsom does not mention op. 12 in a discussion of folk elements in 
Beach’s songs, implicitly making the same point. Only Beverly Crawford has detected folklike 
 
34 Ibid.  
35 Adrienne Fried Block, “Dvořák, Beach, and American Music,” in A Celebration of American Music: Words and 
Music in Honor of H. Wiley Hitchcock, ed. Richard Crawford, R. Lott, Allen, and Carol Oja (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1990), 262-263. 
36 Kelton, 138-139. Sharon Llewellyn, “Amy Beach and Judith Lang Zaimont: A Comparative Study of Their Lives and 




qualities in any of the songs, somewhat questionably observing that the rhythm of “Ye Banks 
and Braes O’ Bonnie Doon” (op. 12, no. 3) resembles a jig.37 As discussed in the analyses below, 
Beach may have incorporated Celtic elements into her musical settings, though these remain 
subsumed within the conventions of the late-Romantic art song. In contrast to the simple 
harmonic schemes of Burns’ originals, Beach employs chromatic harmony throughout to 
illustrate the meaning of the text. Additionally, unlike the static, strophic forms of the originals, 
she utilizes hybrid forms designed to illustrate the unfolding drama and emotion of the text.  
“Wilt Thou Be My Dearie” 
These techniques come through particularly well in the first and second songs of op. 12, 
“Wilt Thou Be My Dearie” and “Ye Banks and Braes O’ Bonnie Doon.” Though the third song 
of op. 12, “My Luve is Like a Red, Red Rose” (composed in 1887, published in 1889), is also 
broadly illustrative of Beach’s lieder-inspired approach in the set, its emotionally static text 
presents fewer opportunities for the type of dynamic musical representation found in the other 
two settings. “Wilt Thou Be My Dearie” sets a poem written by Burns in 1794 and published 
posthumously in the fifth volume of Scots Musical Museum (1797). The poem comprises two 
stanzas. It begins as a statement of devotion in which the narrator professes love to his “Dearie.” 
The second stanza sustains this theme, but begins to sound a more doubtful, even desperate, 
sentiment as the narrator begs the woman to reciprocate his love:  
Wilt thou be my Dearie; 
When sorrow wrings thy gentle heart, 
O wilt thou let me cheer thee: 
By the treasure of my soul, 
That’s the love I bear thee! 
I swear and vow, that only thou 
Shall ever be my Dearie! 
 
37 Crawford, “Folk Elements in the Music of Amy Beach,” 33. The song is in the duple compound meter typical of a 




Only thou, I swear and vow, 
Shall ever be my Dearie! 
 
Lassie, say thou lo’es me; 
Or, if thou wilt na be my aim, 
Say, na thou’lt refuse me: 
If it winna, canna be, 
Thou for thine, may chuse me, 
Let me, Lassie, quickly die, 
Trusting that thou lo’es me 
Lassie, let me quickly die, 
Trusting that thou lo’es me 
 
Burns’ original song (figure 1.1) contains a characteristic mix of simple and idiosyncratic 
features. The overall form is straightforward, following a strophic layout, with both stanzas 
presumably meant to be performed to the same music. Each nine-line stanza follows a two-part 
form, as diagrammed in the chart below figure 1.1. The song’s harmonic language is equally 
unfussy, the two-voice texture implying only I, ii, IV, and V chords.38 As with most of Burns’ 
songs, the melody originated as an instrumental dance tune, in this case the reel “The Sutor’s 
Dochter.” Its instrumental character comes through in highly florid sixteenth-note passages, 
sometimes awkwardly suited to the voice (see particularly mm. 5-6). Such passages are balanced 
by the minimalistic three-note line that initially bears the title phrase (m. 1) and recurs, refrain-
like, several times thereafter. Indeed, the line becomes the song’s defining feature, occupying 
nearly half its measures, and corresponding to the narrator’s pleas for reciprocated love.  
 
 






Figure 1.1: Robert Burns, "Wilt Thou Be My Dearie," Scots Musical Museum, vol. V, p. 484 (1797) 
 
 
Wilt Thou Be My Dearie? (Burns, 1797) 
 
-Upper-case letters indicate musical sections 
-Numbers in parentheses at the end of each line indicate the number of measures corresponding    
 to the phrase  
 
A (mm. 1-3) 
Wilt thou be my Dearie? (1) 
When Sorrow wring thy gentle heart, (1) 
O wilt thou let me cheer thee! (1) 
B (mm. 4-9) 
By the treasure of my soul, (1) 
That's the love I bear thee: (1) 
I swear and vow that only thou (1) 
Shall ever be my Dearie! (1) 




Shall ever be my Dearie! (1) 
 
Although by no means Burns’ most popular song, “Wilt Thou Be My Dearie” received a 
handful of further arrangements and settings, demonstrating the range of strategies composers 
adopted in treating his texts.39 Haydn arranged the song as a duet with piano accompaniment for 
George Thomson’s A Select Collection of Original Scottish Airs in 1803. While the arrangement 
adheres in most respects to Burns’ original, Haydn makes certain changes in line with 
Thomson’s goals described above. Most significantly, he re-composes some of the awkward 
sixteenth-note passages to create a more idiomatic vocal line. Haydn also fills out the two-voice 
texture with a fully-realized piano accompaniment, employing secondary dominants and 
diminished-seventh chords that impart a measure of urbanity to Burns’ rustic plea.  
After Haydn, the song was not set by other major European composers, but attracted the 
attention of American and British composers towards the end of the nineteenth century. In 1900, 
Beach’s Boston-based colleague, Arthur Foote, published an arrangement for solo voice and 
piano as part of his Two Old Scotch Songs, like Haydn, expanding the original’s minimalist 
harmony with numerous chromatic embellishments. Several settings featuring new music also 
appeared at this time, which included, in addition to Beach’s 1889 setting, those by the American 
composers B. Luard Selby (1883) and J.B. Campbell (1885), and the English composer William 
Hurlstone (1902). While Selby’s and Campbell’s versions of “Wilt Thou Be My Dearie” skirt the 
boundaries between art song and sentimental parlor song, Beach’s setting represented the first 
 
39 Burns himself apparently rated it highly, writing to a friend in March 1794, “[D]o you know the much-admired 
Highland air called The Sutor’s Doctor? It is a first rate favorite of mine, and I have written what I reckon one of my 
best songs to it.” Qtd. in James C. Dick, The Songs of Robert Burns: A Study in Tone-Poetry with Bibliography, 




attempt by an American composer to set the poem unequivocally in the manner of a German 
lied.  
One factor in particular situates Beach’s setting as an art song. Unlike Burns’ original 
folksong, Beach almost completely avoids literal melodic repetition. The single exception occurs 
with the return of the B section at measure 41 (although the melody is supported with entirely 
different chords on this second hearing). Rather than the wholesale melodic repetition found in 
Burns’ original, Beach unifies the song around certain rhythmic figures, most notably a 
distinctive pattern of two eighth-notes followed by a quarter-note. The figure appears initially in 
the two-measure piano introduction, and recurs repeatedly in both the piano accompaniment and 
vocal melody, showing up in thirty-six out of the song’s sixty-five measures. Although the 
persistence of the motive verges on tedium, it provides the song with a unifying element 
allowing Beach to explore the sentiments of the text through melodic, harmonic, and formal 
experimentation. 
 
Wilt Thou Be My Dearie? (Beach, 1889) 
 
-Upper-case letters indicate musical sections 
-Numbers in parentheses at the end of each line indicate the number of measures corresponding    
 to the phrase  
-Struck-through text indicates text in original deleted by Beach 
-Italicized text indicates text added by Beach 
 
A (mm. 1-14) 
Piano Introduction (2) 
Wilt thou be my Dearie? (3)  
When Sorrow wrings thy gentle heart, (3) 
O wilt thou let me cheer thee! 
O wilt thou let me cheer thee!? (6) 
 
B (mm. 15-28) 
By the treasure of my soul,  
That's the love I bear thee! (4) 




Shall ever be my Dearie! (4) 
Only thou, I swear and vow,  
Shall ever be my Dearie! (6) 
 
C (mm. 29-40) 
Lassie, say thou lo'es (loves) me; (4) 
Or, if thou wilt na (not) be my ain (own),    
O say na thou'lt refuse me!  
O say na thou'lt refuse me! (8) 
 
B' (mm. 41-65) 
If it winna (will not), canna (cannot) be,  
Thou for thine may choose me, (4) 
Let me, lassie, quickly die,  
Still trusting that thou lo'es me! (4) 
Lassie, let me quickly die,   
Still trusting trusting that thou lo'es me! 












































































































































Beach utilizes a number of techniques to impart a long-range emotional trajectory to the 
setting, further distinguishing it from Burn’s original folksong. Most significantly, she varies the 
music between the two stanzas. The setting follows an overall ABCB form, with AB comprising 
stanza one, and CB comprising stanza two; thus the first halves of the two stanzas contain 
different music, while the second halves of each stanza contain the same music, though 
significantly varied in the second stanza (as noted above, the changes mainly involving 
harmony). Beach also draws out the poem’s impassioned plea in a more literal sense. First, by 
repeating certain lines of text, she extends each stanza to ten and eleven lines respectively. She 
also employs a more dynamic phrase structure than found in Burns’ folksong, principally by 
expanding the phrase length of certain lines. This tends to occur at the ends of sections, in 
conjunction with repeated lines, as a means of highlighting climactic points in the text (see mm. 
9-14 and 35-40). The most emphatic example can be found at the conclusion of the song, 
(discussed further below) in which Beach extends the second iteration of the line, “Lassie let me 




measures (mm. 49-61, including the two-measure linking passage featuring only piano at mm. 
57-58). 
Beach musically contrasts the two stanzas in order to heighten the emotional drama of the 
poem’s simple entreaty. As the above diagram shows, she splits the first stanza into a four-line A 
section and a six-line B section. The text begins in a hopeful spirit, which Beach highlights by 
emphasizing major chords and staying firmly rooted in the home key of G major. She replaces 
Burns’ closed opening phrase (figure 1.1, mm. 1-3) with a progressively ascending melodic 
trajectory illustrating the text’s hopeful sentiments—leaping a fifth to D as part of the optimistic 
title line in measure 4, reaching E in measure 7, and peaking on a highly expressive leap up to F# 
in measure 9 at the beginning of the third phrase. Beach then repeats this third line of text, now 
set to a descending melody that cadences on F# an octave lower, over a momentarily tonicized 
dominant chord (m. 13). The B section (beginning at m. 15) sets the remaining lines of the first 
stanza, which intensify the amatory theme. Beach reflects this harmonically at measures 17-20 
with the first of two tonicizations in the song by chromatic mediant, here briefly touching on Bb 
major. The harmonic shift corresponds to the lines, “That’s the love I bear thee!,” providing a 
rapturous musical reflection of the narrator’s outburst. The stanza concludes with two varied 
iterations of the narrator promising to his beloved that “I swear and vow that only thou shall ever 
be my dearie,” the certainty of which Beach underscores with a V-I cadence in the tonic, G 
major, at the conclusion of each iteration (mm. 21-22 and mm. 25-26). 
In contrast to Burns’ strophic original, Beach begins the new stanza (m. 29) with new 
music illustrating the text’s change in mood. At this point, the narrator begins to directly 
question his “dearie” about the extent of her commitment, sounding increasingly doubtful about 




stanza. After concluding the previous stanza with the vow “Shall ever be my dearie,” the narrator 
demands, “Lassie, say thou lo’es me” in a declamatory manner. Beach matches this abrupt shift 
in mood with an equally abrupt harmonic shift, this time the chords descending by chromatic 
third from G major to Eb major (beats 2-3 of m. 29).40 This initiates a circle-of-fifths progression 
from mm. 29-31 that suggests the beginnings of a potential modulation to Eb major. Before this 
can be fulfilled, however, the harmony again descends by (diatonic) third, settling into a gloomy 
C minor at measure 33 over the despondent appeal “Or if thou wilt na be my ain, say na thou’ll 
refuse me.”41 
In the poem’s final stanza (beginning at m. 41, labelled B’ above), the narrator’s 
emotional state reaches its lowest ebb, wishing for death if the object of his affection should fail 
to reciprocate. Here, Beach repeats the melody that initially appeared at measure 15, where it 
corresponded to the poem’s joyous second stanza. Though the section also begins with the same 
broad harmonic gesture heard earlier (dominant harmony in G, embellished by the chromatically 
lowered notes Bb and Eb), the flatted pitches in measures 41-42 momentarily invoke the parallel 
minor rather than facilitate a move to Bb major as before. In this passage, over a descending 
bassline that reaches G minor in measure 42, the narrator begins contemplating his fate in the 
event that a happy outcome “winna [will not], canna [cannot] be.” Two chromatically-inflected 
approaches to the dominant follow, which impart considerable tension to his unravelling 
emotional state. Measures 43-44 arrive at D major by way of the flatted submediant (Eb), adding 
a tinge of doubt to the outwardly hopeful prospect that “thou for thine may choose me.” At 
measures 45-46, Beach again reaches D7 (with pungently dissonant flatted-ninth suspension), 
 
40 The solitary G in the vocal line (a common tone in G major and Eb major) provides the only preparation for the 
shift. 





this time via chromatic motion from below, the chromaticism underscoring the desperate plea 
“Let me lassie quickly die.” Following this tension-filled passage, a ii6-V-I progression in G 
major at measures 47-48 seemingly sets everything right, reaffirming the tonic as the narrator 
consoles himself with the thought, “Trusting that thou lo’es me.”  
This is not, however, the end of the turmoil. The poem itself contains one final iteration 
of the two-line plea, the second line of which Beach repeats to close the song. The drawn-out 
text is supported by appropriately dramatic music. The melody reaches the song’s highest pitch, 
A5, at measure 50 in the poem’s penultimate line, where the narrator reiterates his wish to 
“quickly die.” A slowly ascending bass at measures 51-52 carries the tension over into the 
beginning of the poem’s final line (“trusting that thou lo’es me”). Thereafter Beach recalls 
measures 47-48 by underpinning the rest of the consoling line (mm. 53-57) with a reaffirming 
IV-V-I progression that helps to dissolves the tension. With her tacked-on repeat of this final line 
(mm. 59-61), Beach instructs the performer to reduce the dynamics and tempo, bringing the song 
to a listless end—perhaps indicating that, after the prolonged ardor, the narrator has indeed found 
a welcomed respite through death.  
Though speculative, Beach may have attempted to impart a sense of musical Celticness to 
the setting, or at least one of exoticism. A general symmetry in the phrasing constitutes the 
setting’s most overt allusion to folk music. The introductory three-measure phrase posing the 
song’s titular question initiates a phrasing pattern of 3+3+6 (mm. 3-14), suggesting a large-scale 
symmetry and recalling the three-measure grouping that begins Burns’ folksong. Subsequent 
phrases, while responsive to the text as described above, often fall into a formulaic pattern of two 
measures of music per one line of text, especially noticeable throughout the B section (mm. 15-




previous songs, which often evince an almost self-conscious complexity in matters of form and 
phrasing.42  
The third-related harmonic motion from mm. 17-21 and mm. 29-37 suggests another 
trope associated with musical Celticism. Harmonic movement by third was, of course, common 
since Beethoven. However, as a number of musicologists including John Daverio and R. Larry 
Todd have described, midcentury German composers regularly employed chains of thirds to 
represent the exotic or unfamiliar in their music, often including the Celtic.43 An especially 
notable instance of this occurs in Felix Mendelssohn’s Hebrides Overture, which begins by 
ascending through a series of third-related harmonies. Similarly, Beach likely utilized third-
related motion in her setting to suggest a general sense of exoticism. The move to an Eb triad at 
the start of the C section corresponds in the text to a marked increase in Scots slang and dialect 
(beginning at m. 29 with the line “Lassie, say thou lo’es me”), which had been notably absent in 
the first stanza. As discussed above, the passage continues harmonically downward by third to C 
minor, (occurring initially over the dialect-heavy line, “Or if thou wilt na be my ain.)” Although 
these harmonic shifts do not directly evoke a Scottish musical aesthetic, they work in 
conjunction with the pronounced dialect to suggest a more general sense of the exotic that Beach, 
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“Ye Banks and Braes O’ Bonnie Doon” 
 
In the second song of op. 12, “Ye Banks and Braes of Bonnie Doon” (1891), Beach set 
Burns’ poem, “The Banks o’ Doon,” first published without music exactly a century earlier in 
1791. An altered version appeared with music one year later in the fourth volume of Scots 
Musical Museum (figure 1.3). The main difference between the two versions involves the overall 
number of lines and stanzas; the earlier version contains five four-line stanzas, while the later 
contains two eight-line stanzas. Textual differences between the two are otherwise negligible. 
For her setting, Beach used the first version of the poem, with the exception of the opening line, 
which comes from the second.  
The poem was said to have been inspired by a true story in which a woman, “deserted by 
her lover, dies of a broken heart.”44 Burns casts the tragic woman as the narrator. Throughout the 
poem, she evokes images from the Scottish countryside—the River Doon (near Burns’ birthplace 
in Ayrshire, western Scotland), warbling birds, roses and woodbine—that, though tranquil at first 
glance, ultimately remind her of "departed joys...never to return." Burns matched the mournful 
poem to a cheerful Scottish tune titled "The Caledonian Hunt’s Delight." Nearly every musical 
parameter of the song conforms to the archetypal characteristics of Scottish folk music. Like 
most of Burns’ songs, it is strophic, with each eight-line stanza following song (aaba) form. The 
song’s phrasing is moreover unflinchingly symmetrical—one line of text corresponding to two 
measures of music, cadences occurring every four measures at the conclusion of every other 
poetic line. The tune features lilting dotted rhythms, several Scotch-snaps, and is pentatonic 
(though the pentatonicism is somewhat obscured by the implied harmonies). The song’s 
harmony unfolds entirely in the major mode, the two-part texture suggesting throughout only I, 
 
44 Allen Cunningham, The Poetical and Prose Works of Robert Burns: With Life, Notes and Correspondence (London: 




IV, and V chords (sometimes in inversion). These techniques combine to make “The Banks O’ 
Doon” a quintessential exemplar of Scottish folk music, surely a significant reason it became one 
of Burns’ most popular songs. However—notwithstanding the score’s marking of “slow & 
tender”—the lilting rhythms and major chords create a lighthearted mood that seems at odds with 




























The Banks O’ Doon (Burns, 1791; SMM: v. IV, p. 387)  
 
A (mm. 1-4)  
Ye Banks and braes o’ bonie Doon, (2) 
How can ye bloom sae fresh and fair; (2) 
A’ (mm. 5-8)  
How can ye chant, ye little birds, (2) 
And I sae weary fu’ o’ care! (2) 
B (mm. 9-12) 
Thou’ll break my heart thou warbling bird, (2) 
That wantons thro’ the flowering thorn; (2) 
A’ (mm. 13-16) 
Thou minds me o’ departed joys, (2) 
Departed never to return. (2) 
 
 
The song proved to be one of Burns’ most popular, generating a number of arrangements 
largely in the manner of Haydn and Beethoven described above, as well as several instrumental 
theme-and-variations on its tune. The first versions to feature new music appeared in the 1840s, 
with a number of settings by German composers who clearly believed that more could be done to 
musically illuminate Burns’ heart-rending text. These included settings by Hubert Ferdinand 
Kufferath (1841), Moritz Hauptmann (1842), and Robert Franz (1845)—all published as “Ihr 
Hügel dort am schönen Doon.” As with “Wilt Thou Be My Dearie,” several decades elapsed 
before a new generation of composers took up the poem. Two settings by American composers 
appeared in the final decade of the nineteenth century, both of which emulate the aforementioned 
German settings (particularly Franz’s) by emphasizing the sadness and tragedy of Burns’ text. 
Beach’s setting appeared in 1891 as part of her op. 12. MacDowell set the poem in 1894, 
published under the title “Deserted,” likely an allusion to the tragic story that inspired the poem.  
Beach likewise draws attention to the poem’s darker aspects, relying on the full resources 
of the late-Romantic lied to do so. In contrast to Burns’ strophic original, her setting (figure 1.4) 




melody and harmony, Beach’s setting retains none of the original’s overtly folklike gestures. In 
other ways, though, she appears to seek some accommodation with Burns’ original. First, lines 1-
3 of her setting follows Burns’ regular phrase structure by matching one line of poetry to two 
measures of music, with a cadential gesture at the end of the second line. As noted above, this 
symmetry in phrasing was not typical of her previous songs, possibly indicating a nod to the 
poem’s folksong origins. Beach also leaves the original text relatively intact, retaining the Scots 
dialect, which is much more prominent here than in “Wilt Thou Be My Dearie.”  
 
Ye Banks And Braes O’ Bonnie Doon (Beach, 1891) 
 
A (mm. 1-12) 
Piano Introduction (2) 
Ye banks and braes o' bonnie Doon,  
How can ye blume (bloom) sae (so) fair? (4)  
How can ye chant, ye little birds,  
And I, and I, sae fu' o' care? (6)  
 
B (mm. 13-26) 
Thou'll break my heart, thou bonnie bird,   
That sings upon the bough; (4)  
Thou minds me o' the happy days,  
When my fause (false) love was true. (10)  
 
A’ (mm. 27-36) 
Thou'll break my heart, thou bonnie bird, 
That sings beside thy mate; (4) 
For sae I sat, and sae I sang,   
And wist, and wist na o' (did not know of) my fate. (6) 
 
C (mm. 37-53) 
Aft (Oft) hae (have) I rov'd by bonie Doon   
To see the wood-bine twine,  
To see the wood-bine twine, (7)  
And ilka (every) bird sang o' its luve,  
And sae, and sae did I o' mine. (10) 
 
 
C’ (mm. 54-74) 




Frae aff (From off) its thorny tree; (8) 
And my fause luver, And my fause luver staw my rose 
















































Figure 1.4: Amy Beach, "Ye Banks and Braes O' Bonnie Doon," op. 12, no. 2 (1891) 
 
As with “Wilt Thou Be My Dearie,” however, the overall effect is one of a folklike 
gesture nestled within a Germanic art song, rather than of a stylized folksong, which Beach 
would come closer to in her op. 43. In matters of harmony, form, and text setting, Beach 
provides a nuanced musical reflection of the text not always evident in Burns’ original folksong. 
Throughout, the text is closely matched to the musical expression, as for example at measures 6 
and 11, where questions posed by the narrator correspond to dominant harmony. While, as 
mentioned above, the phrasing is generally foursquare and predictable, it is also flexible in 
places. As in the earlier song, Beach expands phrase lengths at the conclusions of sections in 
order to draw attention to key lines. This occurs most strikingly at measures 17-26 where the 
narrator first reveals the cause of her sadness (“Thou minds me o’ the happy days when my fause 
luve was true”) and measures 61-74, where she delivers the tragic denouement, “And my fause 
lover staw the rose, but left the thorn wi’ me.” In the former instance, Beach utilizes long notes 
to extend the phrase to seven measures, (ten measures including the three-measure connecting 




Thou Be My Dearie,” Beach relies on a combination of reiterated text, melodic register, and 
changing tempo and dynamics to impart a sense of drama. After the first part of the penultimate 
line (“And my fause lover”) is heard at measures 61-62, a second iteration completes the line 
(“staw the rose”). An accompanying crescendo and accelerando generates a rush of agitated 
energy over the line, culminating with the song’s melodic high point, a long-held Ab5 on the 
word “rose.” Beach likewise follows the earlier setting by bringing the proceedings to a tranquil, 
but no less dramatic, conclusion, reducing the tempo (più lento at m. 68) and dynamics (p at m 
68, pp at m. 70) for the final line, “But left the thorn wi’ me.” 
Also like the earlier setting, harmony plays a prominent role in musically illustrating the 
mood of the narration. Whereas Burns sticks exclusively to major chords in detailing the 
narrator’s catalog of pastoral images, Beach echoes German composers like Franz by imparting 
to the poem a musical setting that is tragic in tone, emphasizing minor-key harmonies to evoke 
the sadness lurking behind the pastoral images. The first iteration of the A section (mm. 1-26) 
remains for the most part firmly grounded in C minor. At certain points, however, Beach strays 
from the minor mode to match fluctuations in the narrator’s tone. Three times during the 
setting’s first two sections the harmony veers towards the major submediant, Ab major (mm. 6-7, 
17-21, and 32-33), only to pull back each time to C minor. The second occurrence (mm. 17-21) 
corresponds to the passage cited above, where the narrator reveals that the pastoral scene 
reminds her of “the happy days when my fause luve was true.” The harmony here provides a 
momentary lift by outlining a subdominant-dominant-tonic progression in Ab major that resolves 
at the mention of “happy days” (mm. 18-19). At measures 21-22, however, the harmony slips 
from Eb7 (dominant of Ab major) to G7, resolving the next measure to C minor in an abrupt 




the A section (mm. 27-36) to similarly illustrate pleasant memories with major chords. Here the 
narrator recalls sitting and singing in the pastoral environment during a time when she was 
blissfully unaware of her current misfortune (“For sae [so] I sat, and sae I sang, And wist, and 
wist na [did not know] o’ my fate”). Beach underscores the recollection first by emphasizing the 
relative major, Eb (mm. 29-31), then the submediant, Ab major (mm. 32-33), before returning to 
C minor as the narrator registers the bleak reality.  
Beginning in the fourth stanza (m. 37), the narrator’s mood settles into a contented 
nostalgia as she recounts “roving by bonnie Doon to see the woodbine twine.” Beach follows suit 
in the music by shifting to the major mode. The melody here suggests a pan-diatonicism in G 
major that occasionally seems to float above the tonic G major chord, paralleling the narrator’s 
aloof daydreaming (see for instance the downward motion emphasizing E-C-A on the words 
“bonnie Doon” in m. 38). At measures 41-42, the harmony shifts downwards by chromatic third 
to Eb major, as the narrator recalls seeing the “woodbine twine.” As in the A section, however, 
daydreaming eventually gives way to reality. In the final lines of the song, the narrator bitterly 
recalls how her lover “staw the rose” that she picked from the tree, “but left the thorn wi’ me.” 
As noted above, Beach extends this tragic ending through long-held notes and the repetition of 
words, imparting maximum drama to the recollection. Harmony also plays a role in granting a 
sense of drama. During this long passage, the harmony returns to C minor by way of a 
wrenchingly chromatic series of chords that move from a briefly tonicized Ab major (m. 54) to 
Gb7 (m. 57) to Cb (m. 58), then down a third to a G7 chord that finally resolves to C minor at m. 
64). A final iv7-V progression beginning at measure 65 unexpectedly resolves, however, in the 
parallel major over the final drawn-out word, “me.” The surprise major-mode ending suggests 




accompanies her death—an aspect of the poem’s backstory not revealed in the text itself, but 
well-known by the time Beach set the song. 
Concluding Thoughts and Op. 43 
Nearly ten years elapsed before Beach again set Burns’ poems. In many ways the songs 
of op. 43 represent the inverse of Beach’s first Burns set. Here, Beach employed a somewhat 
contrived simplicity out of step with anything in her compositional output up to this point. Rather 
than subtly accommodating certain Celtic elements within the broad confines of the late-
Romantic lied, the songs of op. 43 resemble stylized folksongs. The set includes five numbers:  
1. “Dearie” (setting of Burns’ “How Long and Dreary is the Night”) 
2. “Scottish Cradle Song” (setting of Burns’ “Out Over the Forth”) 
3. “Oh Were My Love Yon Lilac Fair!” (setting of Burns’ poem of the same name) 
4. “Far Awa’!” (setting of Burns’ “Musing on the Roaring Ocean”) 
5. “My Lassie” (setting of Burns’ “O That’s the Lassie O’ My Heart”) 
 
In melody, harmony, and rhythm, all five settings unmistakably allude to folk music. All 
feature dotted rhythms in the melody, including conspicuous Scotch-snaps. While none of the 
melodies are exclusively pentatonic, all except no. 2 contain prominent stretches of 
pentatonicism. The melodies are otherwise almost completely diatonic, with a lower-neighbor 
raised second in no. 3 constituting the sole instance of melodic chromaticism in the entire set. 
They most often move by step or third, occasionally leaping upwards to begin the B section in a 
higher range, a technique that had long been associated with both Scottish and Irish folk songs.  
All five settings also contain far simpler harmony that found in op. 12. The harmonies are 
largely diatonic, and, aside from regular vacillation between relative major and minor keys—
itself another technique associated with Celtic folk music—none of the settings modulate.45 
 
45 See for instance, Annie W. Patterson, “The Characteristic Traits of Irish Music,” Proceedings of the Musical 




Another significant departure from op. 12 involves form. Whereas the op. 12 settings follow 
relatively complex forms designed to illustrate the emotional trajectory of the poem, the five 
settings of op. 43 are either strophic or follow a simple two-part form. They are also notably 
terse—with the exception of no. 5, none lasts longer than forty-five measures or exceeds two 
pages of music.46 Even within this limited framework, the settings make frequent use of literal 
repetition of both melody and harmony, a common feature of folk music, only rarely encountered 
in op. 12. 
Block argued that the pronounced folk aesthetic of op. 43 represented Beach’s attempt to 
engage in musical nationalism in the manner promoted by Dvořák.47 While this is undoubtedly 
true in part, Beach’s greater incentive may have been to musically reflect the directness and 
simplicity associated both with Celtic folksongs and with Burns’ poetry—the perceived 
simplicity of the latter, as discussed above, constituting a significant aspect of his American 
reception. This strategy represented less a response to Dvořák than a concession to the 
expectations of music critics. At least some critics had viewed the chromatic harmonies, 
expansive melodies, and more complex formal structures of op. 12 as contradictory to the 
directness of Burns’ texts. The American critic Rupert Hughes offered such a critique in an 1896 
article on the composer. Hughes observed in the article that Beach’s tendency towards 
complexity, while generally admirable, became a liability in her Burns settings.48 The critic 
described Beach’s setting of "Ye Banks" as "characteristically complicated" before comparing it 
unfavorably with MacDowell’s setting of the poem. The latter, according to Hughes, had "wisely 
kept…free of garish trinkets."49 The critic’s remark is difficult to reconcile, however, with the 
 
46 The average number of measures in op. 43 is 39, less than half that of op. 12 (82). 
47 Block, “Dvořák, Beach, and American Music,” 263. 





aural effect of the music. MacDowell’s setting follows an essentially strophic form, the 
simplicity of which recalls Burns’ original, but otherwise engages in a similar level of melodic 
and harmonic chromaticism as did Beach’s setting.50 
The notion that musical complexity and musical Celticism were incompatible crops up in 
the reception of Beach’s Gaelic Symphony, which premiered in October 1896 by the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra. In that work, Beach turned to Irish folksongs for much of the symphony’s 
thematic material. Although the Gaelic fared well with audiences and critics, its reception as a 
work of Celtic nationalism fell somewhat flat. In their reviews, critics expressed skepticism and 
confusion over the source of the symphony’s Celticness, with some insinuating that Beach’s 
intricate symphonic approach had obscured the simplicity they associated with Celtic music. 
More recent scholarship on Beach has tended to reiterate the idea that the symphony’s Celtic and 
German features constituted separate, even competing, impulses within the work (minus the 
implication that this strategy represented a failing on Beach’s part). As the following chapter will 
demonstrate, the Gaelic’s symphonic basis in fact proved central to its evocation of Celticism. In 
this respect, the symphony can be seen as Beach’s attempt on a larger scale to solve the 
compositional problem first broached in her op. 12 Burns settings. In both works, she attempts 
not simply to reconcile ostensibly opposed Celtic and Germanic aesthetics, but to use the tools of 
the latter to enhance the expression of the former.
 
50 The opening descending melodic gesture of “Deserted” bears a striking resemblance to the opening descent in 




Chapter 2: Symphonic Expressions of Celticness in Amy Beach’s Gaelic Symphony  
Since its premiere in October 1896, Amy Beach’s Gaelic Symphony has ranked among 
the most important American works of the late Romantic era. Much of the attention given the 
symphony has focused on its historical significance. At the time of its inaugural performance by 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the Gaelic counted as one of the relatively few full-length 
symphonies by an American composer. The highly anticipated premiere earned mostly positive 
reviews, propelling the twenty-nine year old composer to national stardom. In the words of a 
recent New York Times article commemorating the 150th anniversary of her birth, the Gaelic 
made Beach (1867-1944) “a national symbol of women’s creative power” and “the dean of 
American women composers.”1 Over the past twenty-five years, the symphony has attracted 
increased scholarly interest centered on its prominent use of preexisting folksongs, an aspect of 
the work largely neglected to that point. Beach quotes the melodies of four Irish folksongs in the 
symphony. Her probable source for all four tunes was the obscure Dublin-based periodical, The 
Citizen, where they were printed with English texts but with Irish Gaelic titles. In terms of sheer 
presence, the quoted tunes form a substantial part of the work, appearing in three out of its four 
movements, and constituting the sole thematic material of the middle two movements. 
The Gaelic’s folksong basis has prompted some scholars to view it as an early example of 
the turn towards musical nationalism by American composers following visits in the mid-1890s 
by the Czech composer Antonin Dvořák. While in America, Dvořák had proposed that the 
country’s composers develop a national style based on African American and Native American 
musical traditions, subsequently putting these ideas into practice with his Symphony no. 9, 
“From the New World” (premiered December 1893). According to Block, Beach composed her 
 




symphony in response—and partially in rebuke—to these developments. As discussed in the 
introduction, Beach objected to what she perceived as the narrow vision of Dvořák’s proposal, 
remarking that she and other composers “of the North” would be more likely to turn for 
inspiration to Irish and Scottish idioms. Her remarks were motivated in part by the suspicion that 
Dvořák’s ideas would encourage composers to adopt musical traditions with which they had 
little knowledge or sympathy. Hearing the New World Symphony at its Boston premiere in 
December 1893 confirmed her misgivings. Beach enjoyed the work, but thought that Dvořák had 
treated his subject in a manner that ignored the grim reality of recent African American history. 
After the performance, she wrote in her diary that the work seemed “light in 
caliber…represent[ing] only the peaceful, sunny side of the negro character and life. Not for a 
moment does it suggest their sufferings, heartbreaks, slavery. It is all active, bright, cheery and 
domestic.”2 Less than a month after making these observations, Beach began work on her own 
symphony. According to Block, the composer “determined not to repeat in her symphony what 
she considered the failings of Dvořák’s.”3 The Gaelic would present a more nuanced and realistic 
depiction of an oppressed American subculture—in this case, Boston’s immigrant Irish 
community. 
Recent scholars have echoed Block by situating the Gaelic as a response to Dvořák, 
focusing particularly on Beach’s use of preexisting folksongs in this regard. According to 
Douglas Shadle, the Gaelic “entered into a clear dialogue with Dvořák’s ‘New World,’ while 
addressing what [Beach] perceived as its true flaws.”4 Shadle cites two ways in which Beach 
sought to right the wrongs of Dvořák’s symphony: her use of actual (Irish) folk songs in contrast 
 
2 Qtd. in Adrienne Fried Block, Amy Beach: Passionate Victorian (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998). 89. 
Italics in original 
3 Ibid., 88. 




to Dvořák’s strategy of composing new themes that merely suggested certain styles of folk 
music; and what Shadle sees as her attempt to invest the work with a “greater emotional 
realism,” particularly as conveyed in the slow, lullaby-like third movement, built entirely on 
quoted folksongs.5 In a recent article, Sarah Gerk questioned the extent to which Dvořák directly 
influenced the symphony, but, like Block and Shadle, saw Beach’s use of Irish folk songs as a 
statement of sympathy and solidarity with the Irish broadly and with Irish Americans 
specifically.6  
Such interpretations hinge to a large extent on the symphony conveying recognizably 
Irish qualities. As discussed below, both Shadle and Gerk have cited musical features in the 
quoted songs which they believe Beach intended to signify Irishness. The latter has also pointed 
to remarks made in early reviews as evidence that the symphony’s Irishness not only registered 
with critics but proved a point of contention with some of them. Gerk cites two such examples. 
The first appeared in an article for the Boston Courier by the critic Philip Hale, who derided the 
third movement as “eminently Gaelic, dull, and long-winded.”7 The second came from Boston 
Daily Advertiser critic Louis Elson, who, following the second Boston performance of the 
symphony, quipped that “the long, slow [third] movement proved that the Gaels were a very 
deceptive race as regards their cadences.”8 According to Gerk, such remarks reflected deeper 
prejudices held by members of the Boston musical establishment like Hale and Elson, whose fear 
over the growing Irish presence in the city led them to mock the Irish qualities of Beach’s new 
work.   
 
5 Shadle, 252-253. 
6 Sarah Gerk, “‘Common Joys, Sorrows, Adventures, and Struggles’: Transnational Encounters in Amy Beach’s 
‘Gaelic’ Symphony,” Journal of the Society for American Music 10, no. 2 (2016).  
7 Philip Hale, “Music in Boston,” Musical Courier 33, no. 20 (Nov. 11, 1896), 15. 





For the most part, however, critics did not use their reviews of Beach’s new symphony as 
a forum to voice anti-Irish sentiments. Indeed many were prepared, even eager, to hear 
Celticness in the work. This included Elson, who began his Daily Advertiser review by noting 
that “the second hearing revealed rather more of the Gaelic spirit than was discovered in the first 
performance; something of Scottish lilt and of Gaelic melancholy are present but not treated with 
the directness and folk-music style of a Mendelssohn.” He goes on to describe the second 
movement as “a most charming movement if we do not seek too closely for a folk-song style to 
justify the title.”9 Elson’s disappointment in this regard reflected the main source of critics’ 
frustration—the work’s adherence to symphonic conventions and its lack of folklike qualities did 
not readily conform to their preconceptions of musical Celticness.10 Critics handled the 
predicament in different ways. A few simply ignored the title’s implications altogether; some, 
like Elson, wondered aloud about the symphony’s Celtic attributes; others explicitly denied that 
it sounded Celtic in any way. Nearly every notice, however, implied a disconnect between the 
symphony’s title and what was heard. Even those who might have been expected to show an 
open mind were unconvinced. New York Tribune critic Henry Krehbiel had dedicated much of 
his career to the “scientific” and “rational” study of folk music from around the world, and had 
taken a deep interest in the topic of musical nationalism following Dvořák’s New World 
Symphony.11 Nevertheless, Krehbiel’s review of the Gaelic, while praising the symphony’s 
“scholarship” and “ingenuity,” curtly dismissed any suggestion that it represented an authentic 
Celtic work. The critic conjectured that the symphony’s title might have referred to the 
 
9 Elson, “Musical Matters.” 
10 Elson’s “deceptive race” remark itself was likely meant as a comment on the lengthy duration of the symphony 
movement (usually lasting over twenty minutes in performance), not necessarily as a comment on an apparent 
abundance of deceptive cadences in Celtic folk music. 




occasional “Irish rhythm and turn,” but he believed the work as a whole lacked the “Gaelic 
spirit.”12 
The failure of critics to discern Celtic qualities (let alone specifically Irish qualities) in 
the symphony suggests a need to reconsider Beach’s nationalist goals and compositional 
strategies for the work. In truth, there is little direct evidence that she intended the Gaelic either 
as a “correction” of the New World symphony or as a sympathetic statement of Irish or Irish 
American nationalism. Indeed, many of Beach’s compositional choices evince a distinct 
ambivalence in this regard. First, by titling the symphony the “Gaelic,” she invited the possibility 
for more than one nationalistic interpretation—the term referring to a branch of Celtic languages 
encompassing Irish, Scottish, and Manx (Ilse of Man).13 Besides the Gaelic moniker, Beach 
initially offered no other hints concerning her inspiration, including in the program notes she 
helped prepare for the 1896 premiere.14 The notes provide somewhat dry, matter-of-fact 
descriptions of each movement; they never once mention the presence of the quoted songs, nor 
do they mention or allude to Ireland or Irishness in any way. Only twice do the notes refer to 
passages of a “Gaelic character” (discussed below). Furthermore, while there were many well-
known sources of Irish folksongs available such as the ubiquitous Moore’s Irish Melodies, Beach 
chose obscure songs from an obscure source, unlikely to be recognized by most listeners. The 
work’s nationalistic impact thus hinged a great deal on audiences simply identifying Irish 
qualities in the music unaided by anything other than a vague title, something that, as described 
above, by and large failed to happen.  
 
12 Ibid., The New York Tribune (Nov., 1896). 
13 The other being the Brythonic branch, encompassing Wales, Cornwall, and Brittany. 
14 Although the notes are credited to the critic and regular BSO program annotator, William Apthorp, he compiled 
them based on information provided by Beach. Adrienne Fried Block, “Dvořák, Beach, and American Music,” in A 
Celebration of American Music: Words and Music in Honor of H. Wiley Hitchcock, ed. Richard Crawford, R. Lott, 




Beach ultimately did not disclose her use of preexisting folksongs in the Gaelic until over 
twenty years after the symphony’s premiere.15 The occasion was an interview given ahead of a 
1917 performance of the work by the Minneapolis Symphony. In the course of the interview, 
Beach acknowledged her use of borrowed melodies, while providing insights into her 
compositional motivations and process largely absent from her humdrum program notes:  
I can ascribe no particular reason for my choice of Gaelic subjects for my symphony 
other than having been attracted by some wonderful old tunes in a collection of Gaelic 
folk music which came under my observation. These tunes, of course, are of unknown 
origin, and age, and like the folk music of every race, sprang from the common joys, 
sorrows, adventures and struggles of a primitive people. Their simple, rugged and 
unpretentious beauty led me to….try to develop their ideas in symphonic form. The work 
was so fascinating that I decided to systematize it seriously, and the ‘Gaelic’ symphony is 
the result. Most of the themes are actual quotations from this collection of folk music and 
those which are original I have tried to keep in the same idiom and spirit.16  
 
Beach goes on to single out the fourth movement in similar terms as “express[ing] the rough, 
primitive character of the Celtic people, their sturdy daily life, their passions and battles, and the 
elemental nature of their processes of thought and its resulting action.”17  
The remarks mainly serve to reinforce the Gaelic’s ambiguous status as a work of 
nationalism. Even at this later date, Beach neglected to specify the quoted tunes or any other 
aspect of the symphony as Irish, preferring the more general terms Gaelic and Celtic. The 
undeniable note of compassion running through her comments moreover has little to do with the 
recent plights of the Irish, either at home or in America. Rather, it functions as one aspect of a 
highly romanticized and condescending sketch of pan-Celtic traits—a depiction clearly indebted 
 
15 To date, no Beach scholar has located an earlier reference by the composer to her use of preexisting songs in the 
symphony. 
16 Qtd. in Block, “Dvořák, Beach, and American Music,” 264. “A collection of Gaelic folk music” does not exactly 
describe The Citizen, suggesting that it may not have served as Beach’s source. The journal nevertheless remains 





to stereotypes purveyed by writers like the English poet and critic Matthew Arnold (see 
introduction and chapters three and four).18 For Beach, as for Arnold, the image of constant 
struggle figured strongly in the Celtic experience, bringing to mind images of both perpetual 
victimhood as well as a sort of “primitive,” “elemental” heroism.  
As her comments indicate, these were the qualities Beach sought to convey in the Gaelic. 
Her strategies for doing so, however, depended less on an unmediated expression of musical 
Celticness than on the procedures and conventions of symphonic composition. Beach utilizes in 
particular two related strategies that split the symphony into two pairs of movements, 
corresponding to the sonata-form outer movements and the songlike inner movements (which 
contain the bulk of the quoted material). Taken together, the outer movements chart a trajectory 
from struggle to triumph, a familiar post-Beethovenian symphonic device that Beach employs 
here to capture the embattled heroism she associated with the Celtic experience.  
The middle two movements similarly rely for their effect on the extended treatment of 
material. Rather than simply quote the folksongs she found in The Citizen, Beach “systematizes” 
them so as to suggest a broad sense of resolution within each movement. In both movements, she 
first presents the tunes in an “incorrect” state, altered in some way— duration, form, harmony, or 
some combination of these—from their original appearance in The Citizen. After being broken 
apart and mined for their motivic and contrapuntal potential in middle sections that function as 
developments, the tunes return restored to their “correct” version, or at least more closely 
matching their presentation in The Citizen. Though the middle movements lack the audible 
markers of struggle and victory heard in the turbulent outer movements, the gesture evokes a 
 
18 It’s not clear if Beach knew of Arnold’s writings, but his ideas had long been part of the mainstream by this point, 
and, as discussed in chapters three and four, effected a significant influence on notions of Celticism among other 




certain sense of resilience in which the quoted songs emerge victorious from a corrupted to an 
“authentic” state. Beach applies the process to three out of the four tunes, and so almost certainly 
intended to convey some sort of meaning with the gesture. Nevertheless, while contemporary 
audiences may have noted differences in aspects of the tunes between exposition and 
recapitulation, only those familiar with the songs as they appeared in The Citizen (i.e. probably 
just the composer herself at early performances of the Gaelic) could have appreciated any deeper 
significance. For their part, critics took no note of the technique, focusing their search for 
Celticness on the intrinsic characteristics of the tunes rather than on how Beach used them over 
the course of each movement. 
Celtic Music Prior to the Gaelic Symphony   
Though there were relatively few precedents for Beach’s subtle mix of Celtic folk music 
and symphonic conventions in the Gaelic, the nineteenth century saw no shortage of Celtic-
inspired art music. Songs were especially popular in this regard. Throughout the century, 
composers produced numerous arrangements of Irish and Scottish folksongs as well as new 
musical settings of folksong texts, such as Beach’s op. 12 settings of Robert Burns (discussed in 
chapter one). Celticism also manifested in other genres, often in ways designed to highlight a 
sense of distinctiveness or exoticism. Examples might include theme-and-variations on famous 
Scottish or Irish tunes or stylized Scottish dances for piano such as the numerous Écossaises that 
appeared in the early nineteenth century by composers such as Beethoven and Schubert. In the 
realm of orchestral music, Celtic pieces often took the form of “rhapsodies” and “fantasies.” 
These usually comprised medleys of well-known Irish or Scottish songs. The most significant 
such work by an American composer was Victor Herbert’s Irish Rhapsody (1892), an 




Another similarly conceived work familiar to American audiences was German composer 
Max Bruch’s Scottish Fantasy for solo violin and orchestra (1880), programmed by the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra six times between 1888 and 1900.19 Beach attended one of these 
performances, recording her thoughts on the piece in her journal upon returning home. The 
journal entry reveals Beach as something less than an authority in matters of Celtic folk music 
history and traditions. For one, it is clear from her comments that she did was not familiar with 
any of the tunes featured in Bruch’s work—even “Scots Wha Hae,” one of the most famous 
songs by Robert Burns, a poet she had set only a few years prior. Beach’s remarks on the work 
additionally reveal many of the same biases and preconceptions that cropped up in the reception 
of her own symphony. Despite her efforts in the Gaelic to bridge Celtic folk music and the 
exalted symphonic tradition, Beach treats Bruch’s work as an enjoyable diversion from the more 
serious fare programmed by the BSO. In contrast to her detailed, technical analyses of works by 
composers such as Brahms and Tchaikovsky, Beach simply reiterates her impressions of the 
work’s “exquisite beauty,” noting in regard to the third movement, “I am not at all sure of either 
melody or harmony as the whole movement was so delightfully sweet & simple that I gave 
myself up to the pleasure of listening without attempting a close study.”20 
The so-called Ossian phenomenon (discussed in detail in the introduction) represented 
yet another subgenre of nineteenth-century Celtic music. Though constituting an ostensibly more 
“serious” body of music than the pieces mentioned above, Ossianic compositions purveyed 
similar notions of Celtic exoticness and otherness. The phenomenon, which took hold primarily 
 
19 This is according to the Boston Symphony Orchestra’s online archives, found at 
https://www.bso.org/brands/bso/about-us/historyarchives/archival-collection.aspx 
20 Amy Beach, “Music reviews, vo. 2," 37, box 4, folder 1, Beach Collection, University of New Hampshire Milne 
Special Collection. Beach’s journal is the source of her remarks on the shortcoming of Dvořák’s symphony cited at 
the beginning of the chapter. The journal entry for Bruch’s work is undated, but based on the surrounding entries, 




among German composers in the 1830s, represented a musical reaction to James Macpherson’s 
mid-eighteenth century “translations” of the third-century bard Ossian and, to a lesser extent, 
Walter Scott’s early-nineteenth century historical novels. The works of both authors inspired 
composers to create musical representations of an idealized Celtic, usually Scottish, past.21 
Instrumental Ossianic pieces were typically single-movement, programmatic, and relied on an 
established set of musical and extramusical conventions to evoke their intended meaning, the 
latter often centering on the evocation of battle and heroic valor.22 The most notable Ossianic 
pieces included Felix Mendelssohn’s Hebrides Overture (1832) and Danish composer Niels 
Gade’s Efterklange af Ossian Overture (1841). Other examples included instrumental works by 
Berlioz (Rob Roy Overture, 1831), and settings of Ossianic texts by Schubert and, later, 
Brahms.23 Although Celtic pieces by American composers appeared long after the Ossianic 
phenomenon had subsided, aspects of its legacy informed the composition and reception of 
works such as Edward MacDowell’s Keltic Sonata (discussed in chapter three) as well as the 
Gaelic Symphony. 
As the pieces mentioned above indicate, the Ossian phenomenon for the most part 
inspired programmatic and texted works, producing few full-length symphonies. Mendelssohn’s 
Symphony No. 3, the “Scotch,” represents the sole notable mid-century example. The “Scotch” 
does not explicitly allude to Macpherson’s poetry, but has been situated within the Ossianic 
tradition, having been influenced by Gade’s Efterklange af Ossian, itself influenced by 
Mendelssohn’s own Hebrides Overture.24 This lineage continued with the “Irish” Symphony 
 
21 The Ossian cycle of mythology was itself Irish in origin, but took on primarily Scottish connotations following 
Macpherson’s involvement. 
22 See John Daverio, “Schumann’s Ossianic Manner,” 19th-Century Music 21, no. 3 (Spring, 1998), and Balazs Mikusi, 
“Mendelssohn’s ‘Scottish’ Tonality?,” 19th-Century Music 29, no. 3 (Spring 2006).  
23 Daverio, 250. 




(1866) by English composer Arthur Sullivan, a work influenced by both the Hebrides and the 
Scotch Symphony.25  
By the end of the nineteenth century, however, four-movement Celtic symphonies still 
represented relatively uncharted territory. As the reception detailed below demonstrates, the 
symphonic genre itself presented immediate problems for interpretation. In the absence of texts 
or programs, determining whether or in what way a given piece of music was “Celtic” proved 
fraught with difficulty. Without these signposts, critics often struggled to distinguish Irish 
signifiers from Scottish ones or either from a general folk aesthetic. Certain techniques like 
pentatonicism or Scotch-snaps suggested folk music, but did not on their own prove any 
particular national origin or association. This issue affected the interpretation of folk-based 
nationalist works in general, not just Celtic ones—the ongoing debates over Dvořák’s exact 
inspiration in his New World Symphony being a case in point. Critics’ biases and expectations 
played a significant role in perpetuating this confusion. Symphonies epitomized a certain type of 
musical expression—scientific, intellectual, and, inescapably, German. Since the mid-nineteenth 
century, writers and critics had defined Celticness largely in opposition to these qualities. In the 
minds of people like the influential English literary critic Matthew Arnold (discussed in the 
introduction), Celtic artistic expression implied unreflective spontaneity and uninhibited 
emotionality—traits fundamentally incompatible with the long-range planning required of a 
symphony. These associations likely predisposed at least some critics to view even the idea of a 
“Gaelic” symphony skeptically. Indeed, a number of reviews of the Gaelic simply ignored the 
question of Celtic qualities in the work altogether.  
 




Two symphonies provided the closest recent precedents for the Gaelic: Symphony no. 4, 
the “Welsh” (1884) by the English composer Frederick Cowen, and Symphony no. 3, the “Irish” 
(1887) by the Irish composer Charles Villiers Stanford.26 Unlike most Ossianic compositions, 
these works downplayed notions of Celtic exoticism in favor of a more seamless integration of 
Celtic qualities within a symphonic framework. It is not clear if Beach was familiar with either 
work, but both were both performed in America in the decade prior to the Gaelic’s premier and 
received fairly extensive coverage in the music press. Their reception prefigures some of the 
skepticism that greeted the Gaelic. When Cowen’s symphony was performed in America in 
1885, critics expressed confusion over the title.27 A writer for the Christian Union believed that 
the symphony’s “national characteristics” were “decidedly Scotch rather than Welsh.”28 After a 
later performance in Boston, one critic confessed to being unsure even of what to listen for, 
lamenting that, “the local touches are lost at least upon me, because the Welsh music is not so 
distinctively characteristic as the Celtic or Gaelic. The tune for example, which forms the chief 
subject of the finale may be Welsh, but had a very Irish flavor.”29 
In the case of Stanford’s symphony, some critics specifically cited the genre as an 
obstacle to the work’s success. After its American premiere in 1888, a New York Times review 
described the work as “delightful…full of character, graceful, and rich in melody…”30 Two 
years later the symphony was heard in Boston, where it received a different reaction. The Boston 
Daily Globe began its review of the symphony by noting that “naturally no little interest marked 
 
26 Daverio, 252. 
27 Although the symphony had been named by a program annotator for the London Philharmonic, Cowen did 
apparently intend the work to convey Welsh qualities. “Mr. F.H. Cowen’s New Symphony,” Christian Union 29, no. 
25 (Jun. 19, 1884), 592. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Proteus, “Music in Boston,” The Musical Visitor, a Magazine of Musical Literature and Music 14, no. 6 (Jun. 
1885), 153. The writer presumably took Celtic to be synonymous with Scottish or Irish, but for some reason not 
Welsh. 




the first presentation in Boston of [Stanford’s] ‘Irish’ Symphony.”31 The work, however, proved 
disappointing on account of Stanford’s choice of genre: “[T]o attempt to put the wild, free 
characteristic Irish music into the conventional bounds of a symphony is to sacrifice much of its 
spirit, no matter how skillfully the task of arrangement is carried out…Had Stanford composed a 
suite or a ‘symphonic poem’…his purpose would assuredly have found much more effective 
illustration in the greater freedom offered, both as regards method and manner.”32 One of 
Stanford’s recent biographers likewise judged the first movement a failure, “its [sonata] form 
being unduly perceptible and, although containing some melodious and well-orchestrated 
material, not evidently Irish in character.”33 As Beach would do in the Gaelic, Stanford derived 
some of the symphony’s thematic material from preexisting tunes, quoting two Irish folksongs in 
the rousing finale. However, unlike Beach, he makes a point to emphasize the songs in their 
original, recognizable form. The two songs, “Remember the Glories of Brien the Brave” and 
“Let Erin Remember the Days of Old”—both of which were likely recognized by much of the 
audience, having appeared in several editions of Moore’s Melodies—simply repeat over and over 
throughout, showing more affinity in this respect with the “rhapsodies” and “fantasies” cited 
above than with a symphony movement.34 Perhaps not surprisingly, the Daily Globe critic, found 





31 “Concert and Opera,” Boston Daily Globe (Feb. 23, 1890). 
32 Ibid. 
33 Paul Rodmell, Charles Villiers Stanford, (London: Routledge, 2017), 125. 
34 During the final two decades of his career, Stanford would compose six Irish Rhapsodies, appearing to be 
strongly modelled on Herbert’s Irish Rhapsody of 1892. 




The Gaelic Symphony 
Beach worked on the Gaelic from March 1894 to February 1896. As noted above, she 
likely discovered the songs quoted in the symphony within The Citizen, a Dublin-based 
periodical active for only a few years in the early 1840s. While it seems to have been relatively 
unknown in America, copies were available at the Boston Public Library at the time Beach 
composed the symphony.36 Although the journal focused primarily on contemporary political 
topics, it included sheet music for two or three Irish folk songs per issue as a means of promoting 
its nationalist agenda. Strongly pro-Irish independence, The Citizen stressed the need to preserve 
Irish language and culture, and considered music an important part of this mission. The journal 
printed the songs’ texts in English, but provided Gaelic titles, presumably intended to confer 
upon them an aura of authenticity. Each song also appeared accompanied by a brief essay meant 
to establish and celebrate its authentic Irishness.  
Though there is no definitive proof that The Citizen served as Beach’s source, it seems 
the most likely candidate. Block was the first to suggest this possibility, noting several pieces of 
supporting evidence. As mentioned above, Beach would have had access to The Citizen at the 
Boston Public Library. The journal is also the only extant source containing in one place all of 
the tunes quoted in the symphony. It furthermore contains songs that Beach quoted in a much 





36 Block Amy Beach: Passionate Victorian, 88. 
37 Irish American publications such as the Boston Pilot carried occasionally carried brief advertisements for The 





The second movement, labelled Alla Siciliana, draws all of its thematic material from the 
gentle serenade, Goirtin Ornadh (“The Little Field of Barley,” shown in figure 2.1). The 
movement unfolds as a hybrid between ABA and sonata form in which the A sections present the 
melody of Goirtin Ornadh and the B section (Allegro vivace) develops figures derived from it in 
a lively dance rhythm somewhat resembling a Scottish reel. As Beach commented of the 
movement in her program notes, “one might almost call it a scherzo between two trios, instead of 
two scherzos with a trio between them.”38 The movement proved most successful of the four 
with critics, which Block ascribed to its “vivacity, clarity of form, and tuneful theme.”39 Indeed, 
some critics described the movement as “charming” and “simple,” qualities they doubtlessly 
thought appropriate for a work purporting to be Celtic.40 Nevertheless, they generally did not 
hear the tune itself as Celtic. As noted above, Louis Elson thought the movement “charming,” 
but was disappointed that it lacked the “folk-song” style he associated with Celtic music. A 
review in the Boston Daily Advertiser went further, flatly declaring that the melody was “not 
very Gaelic in character.”41 Beach’s program notes would have been little help in clarifying the 
matter. She describes the melody as possessing “the characteristic rhythm and tranquil, flowing 
grace of the Siciliano…” but says nothing about its Celtic or Gaelic qualities.42 However, as 
 
38 “Programme of the Third Rehearsal and Concert,” 81. Block and Gerk have noted formal similarities between 
this movement and the scherzo of Brahms’ Symphony No. 2 (1877), which also reverses the nominal “scherzo” and 
“trio” sections of the movement. Gerk has also noted similar correspondences between the Gaelic movement and 
Saint Saens’ Violin Concerto No. 3 (c. 1881). 
39 Block, Amy Beach: Passionate Victorian, 89. 
40 “Music and Musicians,” Boston Daily Globe, February 13, 1898; “Hear Mrs. Beach’s ‘Gaelic’,” Chicago Daily 
Tribune, April 9, 1898. 
41 “Musical Matters, The New Symphony of Mrs. Beach, the American Composer,” The Boston Daily Advertiser 
(Nov. 2, 1896). 




discussed above and demonstrated in the analysis below, highlighting the inherent Celtic 
properties of the song was not necessarily Beach’s primary concern. 
The Citizen’s accompanying commentary on Goirtin Ornadh, by contrast, stresses the 
song’s distinctive Celticness, specifically its Irishness. The writer highlights its mysterious 
origins, claiming only that a “friend” of the journal had “noted it down from the singing of a 
young woman, a native of Kerry.”43 He or she goes on to emphasize the song’s “simplicity” and 
“purity,” qualities which guaranteed that it was either an authentic Irish folk song or an expert 
modern imitation thereof.44 The writer cites both its melody and form as proof of its authenticity. 
The former comprises a leisurely, mainly stepwise tune that projects a certain folklike quality 
through its emphasis on scale degree 6 (e.g. the leap at the beginning of m. 2, the downbeats of 
mm. 5 and 9, and the long notes at mm. 8 and 12) and the higher ambitus of the B section 
(beginning at m. 5)—both techniques associated in particular with Irish folk music.45 In other 
ways, however, the melody of Goirtin Ornadh eschews folklike features. Although the opening 
phrase (mm. 1-2) articulates a pentatonic gesture, the remainder of the melody incorporates scale 
degrees 4 (last eighth-note of m. 2, functioning as a pickup to the next phrase) and 7 (mm. 5, 9, 
and 10).46  
 
 
43 The Citizen or Dublin Monthly Magazine, 3 (January-June, 1841), 260. 
44 The writer turns somewhat defensive discussing this possibility, remarking “Some more learned antiquarian may 
say that there is no proof that this is an old air, and that some of the triplets are not of the antique character. 
Suppose it to be modern, what is the result? It shows that our population, in the sequestered parts of the island, 
retain the same indigenous musical disposition which belonged to our ancestors” (260). 
45 See for instance Annie W. Patterson, “The Characteristic Traits of Irish Music,” Proceedings of the Musical 
Association 23rd. Sess. (1896-1897). 
46 The song’s harmony is also somewhat ambiguous with respect to projecting a folklike aesthetic. While several of 
the underlying chords contain scale degrees 4 and 7, further mitigating the pentatonic effect, they often occur over 





Figure 2.1: Goirtin Ornadh, ("The Little Field of Barley") The Citizen (April 1841). 
 
The commentary emphasizes in particular the issue of form, portraying this aspect of the 
song as uniquely Irish. Goirtin Ornadh conforms to a conventional sixteen-bar layout, 
comprising four phrases of four measures each. These phrases, however, follow an ABBA 




no country in Europe, save Ireland, in which the imitative relations between parts of airs ever 
assumed this peculiar form.”47 Although my survey of song forms represented in the two most 
popular nineteenth-century collections of Irish folk music—Edward Bunting’s Ancient Irish 
Music (published in three volumes from 1796-1840) and Moore’s Irish Melodies (published in 
ten volumes from 1808-1834)—fails to substantiate the claim, the assertion demonstrates the 
journal’s commitment to promoting and preserving Ireland’s unique musical contributions.48 
Beach was not bound by any such commitment, freely altering aspects of the song to suit 
her symphonic purposes. The introduction (figure 2.2) isolates the opening melodic motion of 
Goirtin Ornadh—a motive comprising an upper-neighbor figure and ascending stepwise third—
setting it imitatively in the horn and strings.49 Despite the limited material, Beach puts it to 
effective use. Each entrance of the motive occurs on successive beats, creating an enveloping 
web of sound that, combined with the directional harmonies (in the key of F) on the downbeat of 
each measure (C-F-Bb-C-F), seems to lead inevitably to the start of the A section at m. 5. 
 
47 Ibid. 
48 Binary and rounded binary designs represent by far the most common forms found in these collections. 














The A section (figure 2.3) presents the melody itself essentially unaltered, retaining its 
songlike dimension by assigning it to solo oboe. However, Beach makes several changes to the 
surrounding musical framework. First, she changes the meter from compound duple to 
compound quadruple and alters the original tune’s rigid succession of eighth notes to a lilting 
dotted-rhythm pattern, both changes justifying the movement’s “siciliana” label. Beach also 
significantly alters the song’s harmony. The Citizen had harmonized the tune simply and 
amateurishly, using mainly I, IV, and V chords. Beach greatly expands this framework, adding a 
chord change on nearly every downbeat. The harmonic additions include several secondary 
dominants and otherwise chromatically embellished chords that do much to enliven the original’s 
folklike austerity. A particularly significant harmonic change occurs at the cadence in the B 
section. Whereas these phrases in Goirtin Ornadh had come to rest tentatively on the 
subdominant (m. 8 and its repeat at m. 12), Beach replaces this with dominant harmony (m. 10) 
more in line with conventional practice (though retaining the D in the melody, creating a ninth 
chord). Finally, Beach takes certain liberties with the song’s form. Most importantly, she 
reshuffles the original ABBA form of the tune in the first A section to a more conventional 
AABA—a seemingly small detail that becomes retrospectively significant when the melody 
returns in the reprise of the A section in its original (and apparently more “authentically” Irish) 






Figure 2.3: Gaelic Symphony mvt. II, mm. 5-12 
 




The movement’s disproportionately weighty middle section—at 158 measures, seventy-
four percent of the total—offers a good illustration of Beach “systematizing” her source material. 
All of the thematic material of the B section derives from Goirtin Ornadh, mainly in the form of 
fragmented iterations of its first few measures. Beach staves off monotony by completely 







and increasing the tempo. The song theme occurs in three different guises over the course of the 
B section, demonstrating that Beach was as interested in Goirtin Ornadh’s motivic potential and 
expressive flexibility as in its intrinsic Celticness. The first occurs at measure 35, where a brief 
transitional passage establishing the new meter and tempo resolves into a bustling sixteenth-note 
figure in the strings somewhat resembling a Scottish reel (figure 2.4)—though if Beach intended 
this effect, it was completely lost on critics. Embedded within the figure, the second violin 
outlines the first four bars of Goirtin Ornadh (corresponding to the A section of the song). 
Combined with the changes in tempo and meter, the dancelike rhythm gives the tune a jaunty 
character entirely remote from its originally more placid mood. The sixteenth-note figure 
continues throughout the section as a spacer between new statements of the song melody, with 





















The Goirtin Ornadh melody is next heard at measure 58. Beach presents two partial 
statements of the melody, the first in Ab major in the flute (figure 2.5), the second (m. 66, figure 
2.6) in E major in the first violins. Each statement corresponds to the first measure of the song 
plus the leap to 6 on the downbeat of the second measure. The meter remains duple, with the 
sixteenth-note pattern heard initially as a quiet accompaniment, but Beach reverts the melody to 
its original triplet configuration, the resulting cross-rhythms generating a subtle tension in the 
music: 
 






Figure 2 5: Gaelic Symphony, mvt. II, mm. 58-61 
 
 






Following a repeat of the dance-like passage heard at the outset of the section, the tune 
reemerges in the horn at measure 94, now significantly altered from its original form (figure 2.7). 
For the first time in the movement, it appears in the minor mode (C# minor). Beach furthermore 
elongates and imposes a syncopated rhythm on the melody worlds removed from the lilting 
lyricism of its original form. Though the sixteenth-note rhythm continues as a rhythmic 
foundation, the above changes impose on the theme a foreboding, ominous quality entirely 
unhinted at by the modest folksong found in The Citizen: 
 
 










 meter and outlines the initial upper-neighbor motion of Goirtin Ornadh in 
successive statements by solo horn, clarinet, and flute. A fourth iteration of the upper-neighbor 
rhythm by the English horn merges into a full statement of the melody and the ostensible reprise 
of the A section at measure 172:50  
 
 
Figure 2.8: Gaelic Symphony, mvt. II, mm. 170-173 
 
 
50 Block conjectured that the use of the English horn may have represented an allusion to Dvořák’s New World 





The melody is now presented in its “correct” ABBA form. However, it occurs in the 
wrong key, Db major, quickly revealing the apparent reprise as a false recapitulation. At measure 
178, the F in the bass pivots from the third of Db to the root of F major, initiating the actual 









Though understated, the return of Goirtin Ornadh at measure 178 resonates with a sense 
of realization. The effect materializes on two fronts. On a more audibly obvious level, the 
appearance of Goirtin Ornadh in complete form at the reprise of A serves to resolve the 
developmental B section, where the melody had been progressively destabilized, almost to the 
point of being unrecognizable. More subtly, the reprise of the song in its more “authentic” 
ABBA form represents a symbolic resolution of the melody as it had appeared in the A section, 
where Beach presented it in an “incorrect” (AABA) form. As noted earlier, the full revelatory 
significance of the latter effect could be known only to those familiar with the original tune. The 
strategy nevertheless evokes the resilience that Beach associated with the Celtic experience, 
while also exemplifying her larger strategy in the symphony of suggesting Celticism not through 





the inherent properties of folksongs, but through recourse to techniques associated with large-
scale composition. 
The third movement, labelled by the composer Lento con molto espressione, likewise 
derives all of its thematic material from preexisting melodies, here two melancholy Irish  
folksongs, Paisdin Fuinne and Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si. The movement presents a 
considerably more complex treatment of the quoted material than found in the Siciliano, the 
overall form lending itself to more than one interpretation. One might view the movement as two 
juxtaposed ternary blocks, taking the form ABA-CDC (diagrammed below). Interpreted this 
way, each separate ternary segment presents one of the songs, with the middle sections (B and D) 
acting as developments, rather than occasions to present new material.51  
 































Paisdin Fuinne and Cia 







51 Most modern performances simply cut the second half of the movement, proceeding directly from the first 


















Cia an Bealach a 
Deachaidh Si 
 
Cia an Bealach a 
Deachaidh Si 
 
Cia an Bealach a 
Deachaidh Si and 
Paisdin Fuinne  
 
This reading captures the broad formal outlines of the movement, but glosses over a 
number of complications. As shown in the above diagram, the B section (m. 44) develops 
material from both songs. Further, when the A section returns at measure 60, Cia an Bealach a 
Deachaidh Si persists as a counter-melody against Paisdin Fuinne, making the section initially 
feel more like a continuation of the developmental B section. Finally, while section D develops 
only Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si, both songs are reprised during C’ (m. 129). In her program 
notes, Beach does not link the movement to an established form, stressing instead a sense of 
continuous interaction between the two songs, a characterization that comes much closer to the 
resulting aural effect. Nevertheless, for the sake of convenience (but taking into account the 
caveats noted above), the following analysis will refer to the labels as presented in the diagram. 
The A section itself (mm. 20-39) unfolds simply. Following a slow introduction that 
culminates in an impassioned recitative-like passage for solo violin (mm. 11-19), the section 
presents in full the lullaby-like Paisdin Fuinne (figure 2.10, translated roughly as “The Good 
Child”), found in the March 1841 issue of The Citizen. The song is likely not an “authentic” 
folksong, probably dating from the mid- to late-eighteenth century. According to the 




music, where it was set as a drinking song.52 Disapproving of both the text and the “faulty” 
accompaniment, The Citizen printed the melody without text (for violin), supported by an 
original piano accompaniment the commentary awkwardly describes as “intend[ed] to indicate 














In contrast to the numerous alterations applied to Goirtin Ornadh, Beach stayed relatively 
true to Paisdin Fuinne as it appeared in The Citizen, her main alterations being the addition of 
passing chords that enliven the song’s simple harmonization (originally limited almost entirely to 
repeated alternations of tonic and dominant). Otherwise, she hews close to the original, 
preserving the rounded binary form as well as the archaic 6/4 meter. Beach also duplicates the 
melody almost note-for-note—as with the previous movement, retaining a songlike quality by 















Commentators then and now have situated the symphony’s “Gaelicness” primarily in this 
movement, focusing in this regard on its pronounced songlike qualities. Some contemporary 
critics detected in the movement suggestions of Celtic folksongs. Following the second New 
York performance in February 1898, the New York Times noted that both middle movements 
were “built on melodies of Celtic character…engaging by their simple and fluent melody.”54 
After the work’s second Boston performance that same month, the Boston Daily Globe similarly 
observed that the third movement “cleverly suggested” Gaelic folk songs.55 Such observations 
may have been taking their cue from the program notes, which in this case do cite Celtic 
qualities, albeit in passing. In the notes, Beach referred to the “first theme” (Paisdin Fuinne) as a 
 
54 “Musical and Dramatic,” New York Times (Feb. 18, 1898), 6. 
55 “Music and Musicians,” Boston Daily Globe (Feb. 13, 1898), 22. 




“melody of a strongly-marked Gaelic character—it has the characteristic Keltic closing cadence, 
from the third degree of the scale to the tonic.”56 Otherwise, however, the song does not 
immediately suggest Celticness, at least in a folklike sense. The expansive tune utilizes less 
literal repetition than the stereotypical folksong. It is also decidedly non-pentatonic, featuring 
several half steps throughout. Furthermore, with one exception (m. 7 and its repetition at m. 15), 
the melody favors the leading tone over the flatted seventh generally associated with Celtic folk 
songs. More speculatively, critics may have also heard Celticness in Paisdin Fuinne’s mournful 
tone. As noted above, Gerk and Shadle linked the song’s melancholy quality to the symphony’s 
expression of Celticness. Gerk cited in particular the straining leaps in the melody, (particularly 
the minor-seventh leap at m. 14), as signifying the sadness and sympathy Beach sought to 
convey in the work.57 
Critics’ references to Celtic-sounding melodies may have also referred to the second 
quoted song, Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si (“Which Way Did She Go?” shown in figure 2.12). 
Like Paisdin Fuinne, the song has the quality of a lullaby, The Citizen instructing the performer 
to play it “slow,” at 60 bpm. Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si differs from Paisdin Fuinne, 
however, in being much more stereotypically folklike, featuring pentatonic phrases as well as 
more frequent internal repetition in the melody. Beach does not specify the tune as Celtic in her 
program notes, but does note its “well-marked folk-song character.”58  
 
56 “Programme of the Third Rehearsal and Concert,” 81. 
57 Gerk, 173-174. 
58 Critics might also have recalled this melody’s appearance in a recent orchestral work. Max Bruch had featured 
Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si in his 1891 Adagio on Celtic Melodies, a follow-up to his Scottish Fantasy. Beach’s 
handling of the tune differs significantly from Bruch’s, who simply quotes it in full no less than six times. Bruch’s 
use of the tune appears to have gone unnoticed by musicologists until 2016, when Nicholas John Hardisty made 
the discovery. Nicholas John Hardisty, “The Voice of Instruments: The Influence of Vocal Idioms in the Works for 
Solo Strings and Orchestra by Max Bruch,” (Master’s Thesis, Bangor University, 2016), 29. To my knowledge, no 





Figure 2.12: Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si ("Which Way Did She Go?"), The Citizen 





As in the previous movement, however, Beach was primarily concerned with exploring 
her source material’s motivic and expressive possibilities, and its potential to participate in the 
long-range psychological unfolding of a symphonic movement. This is especially evident in her 
treatment of Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si. While Paisdin Fuinne adheres to its original 
appearance in The Citizen each time it occurs, Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si traces a trajectory 
similar in certain ways to that of Goirtin Ornadh in the second movement. Allusions to the song 
first appear in the movement at the beginning of the B section (m. 44), where the first two 
measures of Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si are presented as a martial fanfare figure scored for 
trumpets and trombone. Beach then uses these two measures as the basis for a short development 
that features elements of both quoted songs. At measure 52, Beach introduces fragments of 
Paisdin Fuinne, played by the horn above murmuring string arpeggios, with the remainder of the 
B section emphasizing the fanfare figures taken from the first two measures of Cia an Bealach a 
Deachaidh Si.  
After reprising Paisdin Fuinne (mm. 60-92, section A’ in the above diagram), Cia an 
Bealach a Deachaidh Si is heard in full for the first time (figure 2.13, mm. 93-100, section C in 
the diagram). Beach reduces the scoring, assigning the first section (mm. 93-97) of the tune to 
strings alone and the second (mm. 98-101, the final measure not shown in figure 2.13) to 
woodwinds plus horn. She quotes the melody almost exactly as it appears in The Citizen, though 
it begins to divert towards the end of the second iteration. Although Beach reharmonizes the 
tune, she captures the generally simple, diatonic feel of the original. In a written analysis of the 
symphony—likely the document that provided the basis for the program notes—Beach 
commented on the overall effect: “[The theme’s] character is wholly changed by its manner of 




Figure 2.13: Gaelic Symphony, mvt. III, mm. 93-100 
strings playing as softly as possible (the mutes having been removed) and the folk-song character 
of the melody is at last clearly apparent.”59 Thus, although the progression from martial fanfare 
to melancholy lullaby reverses the typical struggle-to-victory trajectory, the appearance of Cia 
an Bealach a Deachaidh Si at measure 93 represents a symbolic “victory” for the quoted tune, 
















The remainder of the movement is taken up with what is in essence a repeat of this entire 
process. Another development section (D in the diagram) follows, beginning at measure 102, this 
 
59 Amy Beach, “The Composer’s Hand-Witten Analysis of the Gaelic Symphony,” box 4, folder 1, Beach Collection, 
University of New Hampshire Milne Special Collection. 






time focusing almost exclusively on Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si. Here, Beach develops the 
entire tune, rather than simply the first two measures. At measure 129 (section C’ in the 
diagram), both tunes return one final time. Paisdin Fuinne appears first, though only its first 
four-measure phrase is heard. Beach immediately juxtaposes a reprise of Cia an Bealach a 
Deachaidh Si, sounding the entire first section, again scored for strings only, though it occurs 
here in E minor, bringing the movement to a somber conclusion. 
Outer Movements  
The Gaelic’s outer movements stand apart from the middle movements, forming a unified 
musical statement of their own. Unlike movements two and three, the outer movements do not 
make prominent use of folksongs—rather, they express a sense of Celticness by evoking the 
images of heroic struggle that Beach raised in her 1917 remarks on the symphony. As discussed 
below, she achieves this in part by drawing on techniques familiar from mid-century Ossianic 
compositions. The two movements also share a thematic link, helping to facilitate the sense of a 
long-range emotional trajectory in which the finale effects a triumphant resolution of the strife 
introduced in the first movement. The shared thematic material is not newly-composed, deriving 
from one of Beach’s own earlier songs, “Dark is the Night” (1890). The text, by the English poet 
William Ernest Henley, describes a harrowing sea crossing: 
 
“The Sea is Full of Wandering Foam” (William Ernest Henley, 1888) 
 
The sea is full of wandering foam, 
The sky of driving cloud; 
My restless thoughts among them roam . . . 
The night is dark and loud. 
 
Where are the hours that came to me 
So beautiful and bright? 
A wild wind shakes the wilder sea . . . 




Gerk believes that Henley’s text prompted Beach to use elements of the earlier song in 
the symphony, as the idea of a turbulent sea voyage would have resonated with many recently-
arrived Irish Americans.60 For this connection to have registered with audiences, however, would 
have required knowledge on their part that the symphony quotes from “Dark is the Night,” as 
well as familiarity with the song’s text, both of which seem unlikely (not a single review 
mentions the presence of the earlier song). In any case, the symphony does not “quote” the song 
per se. Rather, movements one and four present something like a continuous development of 
select passages from “Dark is the Night,” and so cannot be considered merely orchestral 
transcriptions of the song.   
 
 









Figure 2.15: "Dark is the Night," mm. 1-6 
 
The first movement opens with a tremulous, highly chromatic accompaniment in the 
strings (figure 2.14) derived from the song’s piano accompaniment (figure 2.15), emphasizing 
chromatic motion around the dominant pitch, B, over a tonic E pedal in the bass. The first 
thematic area (in E minor) begins at measure 17. It draws on material from the second phrase of 
the song’s A section (figure 2.16, mm. 12-25), made up of two fanfare-like figures (bracketed 
below) that form a sequence. Block aptly noted that the quoted material seems especially suited 










Figure 2.16: "Dark is the Night," mm. 10-25 
 
This opening theme is notably developmental in quality, comprising several varied 
iterations of the initial fanfare figure, the martial effect enhanced by sounding primarily in the 
trumpets and horns. Beach retains the earlier song’s dissonant, unsettled harmonic character by 
making heavy use of diminished-seventh chords and deferring a perfect authentic cadence in E 




coalesce into two statements of the complete sequential phrase, culminating in a stepwise descent 
from scale degrees 5 to 1 supported by dominant-tonic harmony (mm. 70-71, taken from mm. 
24-25 of the song, shown in figure 2.16). In the song, the melodic descent functioned as a 
melismatic embellishment concluding the first A section. It plays a more significant role in the 
symphony. In addition to articulating the first cadence in the tonic, it provides the thematic link 
between the outer movements. After bringing the first thematic area to a close, an expanded 
version of the descending figure appears in the coda of the opening movement, before returning 
as the main theme of the finale. 
The minor key, unsettled harmonies, portentous fanfare figures, and atmospheric string 
tremolos combine to create a musical atmosphere fraught with tension and impending struggle, 
possibly alluding to the harrowing sea voyage described in Henley’s text. More likely, however, 
Beach meant to suggest a broader sense of atmospheric disquiet through musical tropes that had 
been used to the same effect in earlier Celtic works—namely the so-called Ossianic works by 
composers such as Mendelssohn and Gade (see introduction). Some critics attributed an Ossianic 
flavor to the Gaelic’s opening movement. A writer for the Boston Courier heard in the 
introduction’s highly chromatic string tremolos the sound of “Ossianic heroes…gathering in 
spite of whirlwind and storm.”62 Writing for the Boston Journal, Philip Hale (who reviewed the 
work on a number of occasions) commented that the movement’s themes created a “definite 
mood,” before quoting two lines from William Wordsworth’s 1807 “The Solitary Reaper” (“Old 
unhappy, far-off things; And battles long ago”), a poem set in the Scottish Highlands featuring 
Ossianic imagery.63 
 
62 The Boston Courier (Nov., 1896). 




Both the second and closing themes arrive as seeming afterthoughts, serving mainly to 
quell the accumulated tension. The brief second theme (mm. 114-146), assigned to clarinet, 
derives from the first five measures of the B section in “Dark is the Night.” The theme outlines 
yet another fanfare-like idea in G major, where the music remains for the equally brief closing 
theme. The closing theme represents the first appearance in the symphony of a quoted folksong. 
Here, Beach quotes the seventeenth-century instrumental tune, Conchobhar na Raghallaigh 
Cluan (“Connor O’Reilly of Clounish”), attributed to the Irish harpist Turlough O'Carolan 
(1670-1738). The tune appeared in the June 1841 issue of The Citizen (figure 2.17). It constituted 
one of only two references to Celtic folk music in Beach’s program notes, where she succinctly 
described the passage as “a brisk little conclusion-theme of Gaelic folk-song character.”64 
Indeed—more than any of the other quoted songs—the tune possesses an unmistakably Celtic 
flavor, featuring a jig-like rhythm, a Dorian melody, and a modal harmonization, using only 
tonic (A minor) and VII (G major). As noted, though, it exists largely as an afterthought. It is 
thematically unconnected to the rest of the movement, in many ways serving the same escapist 
function that Beach had ascribed to the Celtic folksongs in Bruch’s Scottish Fantasy.  
 
 





Figure 2.17: Conchobhar na Raghallaigh Cluan (“Connor O’Reilly of Clounish”) The Citizen (June 1841) 
 
Although Conchobhar na Raghallaigh Cluan does not participate in the movement’s 
larger unfolding as do the quoted tunes in the middle movements, its reappearance in the 
recapitulation prefigures Beach’s strategy of initially presenting the quoted tunes in an 
incomplete or “incorrect” manner, before presenting them in “corrected” form later in the 




minor melody over a G pedal in the bass. She also quotes only the first phrase of the tune, four 
measures of music that she sets in an overlapping canonic texture: 
 
The development sustains the tense mood, focusing almost exclusively on the first theme, 
and making use of the Ossianic tropes mentioned above. In her program notes, Beach noted of 
the section that “[T]he free fantasia [development] begins with the whizzing chromatic phrase of 
the strings, and is carried through at great length and with much contrapuntal elaboration. It ends 
with the Beethovenish moment of exhaustion after which a recitative-like solo clarinet [mm. 
318-326] leads over to the third part of the movement.”65 The recapitulation proceeds in a largely 
conventional manner, but contains two noteworthy events. First, when Conchobhar na 
Raghallaigh Cluan returns at measure 439, Beach presents the entire twelve-measure tune as it 
had appeared in The Citizen (retaining the pedal, but minus the canonic texture), thus prefiguring 
the incomplete-to-complete trajectory of Cia an Bealach a Deachaidh Si in the third movement. 
Second, as the coda of the movement draws to a close, Beach takes up the cadential passage 
 
65 Ibid. 
Figure 2.18: Gaelic Symphony, mvt. I, mm. 147-153 




from measures 70-71 of the exposition (measures 24-25 in the song), juxtaposing three iterations 
of the descending figure to form a precipitous plunge of more than an octave. This extended 
version of the passage returns in the finale as its primary theme. 
The first movement met with a relatively cool reception, critics generally concluding that 
the whole thing came off a bit clinical. The Boston Daily Globe noted the movement’s “over-
elaboration,” likely referring to the developmental-nature of the exposition and the extended 
development itself.66 The Boston Daily Advertiser described the movement as almost 
frustratingly conventional, commenting that “The first movement was what the German would 
call ‘Regelrecht,’ not breaking any rule in either succession of keys or relation of parts and 
themes; but it did not present a development of ideas that could be characterized by any higher 
term than ‘ingenious’…”67 The Advertiser writer did not make an explicit comparison between 
this Germanic approach and a more befitting Celtic alternative. But, like the Daily Globe review 
of Stanford’s Irish Symphony cited earlier, the remarks suggested a disconnect between what was 
expected and what was heard. 
The finale picks up where the first movement left off, beginning with the tumbling E 
minor figure heard during the coda of the earlier movement (figure 2.19). This passage 
constitutes the movement’s first theme, acting to recapture the fraught mood established at the 
outset of the symphony: 
 
66 “Music and Musicians,” Boston Daily Globe (Nov. 1, 1896). 











After arriving in E minor with a seemingly conclusive dominant-to-tonic progression at 
measures 6-7, one final iteration of the descending figure shifts the music unexpectedly to C 
major (figure 2.20). The following twenty measures establish a bouncy accompaniment pattern 
in the new key consisting of continuous eighth-notes shared between the strings, vaguely 
suggesting a jig or reel.68 As with the similar dance-like episodes in the second movement, 
though, it is not clear if Beach intended this effect (or if critics heard it as such).  
 
68 With the cut-time meter and quick tempo, the eighths sound more like sixteenths, contributing to the dance-like 
feel. 
Figure 2.19: Gaelic Symphony, mvt. IV, mm. 1-7 





Figure 2.20: Gaelic Symphony, mvt. IV, mm. 8-13 
 
Two further iterations of the descending figure sound in C major before the harmony 
abruptly reverts back to E minor at measure 27. The remainder of the first thematic area acts in 
essence as a development, “so protracted and elaborate,” as Beach proudly described it in her 
program notes, “that it has all the character of [an] actual working-out.”69 After reverting to E 
minor, the movement takes on a particularly tense quality. Throughout, variations of the 
descending figure sound, met by ascending figures that “heroically” strive to counteract the 
predominantly downward motion. The effect is particularly evident in the passage from measures 
 




31 to 36, where the brass, flutes, and oboes ascend step-by-step in broken triplet and dotted 
rhythms that grant the music an unmistakable feel of determined striving:  
 
 
Figure 2.21: Gaelic Symphony, mvt. IV, mm. 31-36 
 
A modulation to the dominant, B major (from measures 96-106) leads to the second 
theme at measure 107 (figure 2.22). Beach made a number of comments regarding the folklike 
nature of the theme that are difficult to reconcile with its aural effect. In her program notes, she 
describes the theme somewhat contradictorily as both “martial” and “folk like.”70 She similarly 
implied a folklike quality in her 1917 remarks, where, as noted earlier, she stated that “those 
 
70 Ibid. This theme constitutes the only thematic material in the symphony that is both original and newly-
composed, all of the other themes having been quoted either from the folksongs found in The Citizen or from her 




[themes] which are original I have tried to keep in the same [folklike] idiom and spirit.” Beach 
may have had in mind the theme’s pentatonicism. For its first nine measures, mm. 107-115, the 
melody contains only notes from the pentatonic scale. However, other factors obscure any 
potential folklike effect, including the repeated deferral of cadences and the predominantly 
disjunct melody. This latter factor in fact helps to grant the melody a soaring Tchaikovskian 
quality worlds removed from conventional notions of folk music. It is not unlikely that Beach 
had the Russian composer in mind as she was composing the finale, having attended a 
performance by the BSO of his Symphony No. 6, the “Pathétique” the same month she was 
working on the movement.71 Like much of that work, the theme here evinces a mix of despair 
and compassion, emotions in line with Beach’s rather patronizing view of Celts as perpetual 
victims. Harmonic factors also contribute to this effect. Right from the first few measures of the 
theme, the melody (taken by viola and cello) and harmony merge in a web of overlapping 
dissonances that shows the additional influence of Wagner, another composer Beach admired 
(note in particular the suspensions bridging mm. 109-110 and 112-113). 
 
 
71 According to dating in the symphony’s manuscript and in her journal, both occurred in February, 1896. Beach 





Figure 2.22: Gaelic Symphony, mvt. IV, mm. 107-115 
 
As with the first movement, Beach had little to say concerning the development itself. It 
constitutes a large portion of the movement, but essentially acts as a continuation of the 
developmental rhetoric established in the exposition. As in both the exposition and development, 
the recapitulation presents the descending figure in a seemingly endless barrage of variations, its 
agitated tone dominating the proceedings. However, the movement’s eventual pivot to a 
triumphant tone occurs via the second theme. The theme is heard twice during the recapitulation, 
first at measure 341, where it is presented in the relative major (G major, having occurred in the 
dominant during the exposition). Following another eighty measures of variations on the first 
theme, the second theme returns, significantly transformed (figure 2.23, showing the beginning 
of the passage in the strings). It now sounds triumphant—played fortissimo, in unison by violins 
violas, and cellos with support by the full orchestra. The harmony, moreover, is supported by a 
tonic pedal in the bass, containing fewer of the dissonances found in earlier iterations. Most 
significantly, the theme now occurs in the tonic, E major, where the remainder of the movement 
settles.  






Figure 2.23: Gaelic Symphony, mvt. IV, mm. 484-492 
 
After the theme comes to rest, Beach reprises passages heard earlier in the movement, 
including the descending figure, now projecting a celebratory spirit in its new major-mode 
surroundings. Following another forty measures of variations on the figure, the symphony 
concludes in a mood of unalloyed joy. Thus, while the second theme articulates the transition to 
the major mode, the larger minor-to-major harmonic resolution of the symphony as a whole 
centers on the descending theme first heard in the opening movement. 
Conclusion  
Like the first movement, the finale provoked a less enthusiastic response than the middle 
movements. Rather than send audiences away humming folksongs as Stanford had done, the 
Gaelic ended on a note of weighty, post-Beethovenian triumph, capping a movement that lasted 
nearly twenty minutes, a great deal of which consisted of intricate, developmental “working out.” 
Admittedly, some critics found the movement praiseworthy. The Boston Daily Globe review 




noted its “power and brilliancy.”72 Philip Hale enthusiastically agreed: “in the last movement, 
there are passages which proclaim loudly a breadth of conception, a skill in carrying out a grand 
design, a mastery of climax, that are not always found in modern symphonies. Themes that arrest 
the attention are treated in heroic spirit. The climax is sure, irresistible.”73 Such reactions, 
however, failed to equate the movement’s heroic manner with the symphony’s title or with 
Celticism more broadly. Others felt that the movement was anticlimactic, its heroic qualities 
forced and even contrary to a convincing Celtic aesthetic. The Boston Daily Advertiser 
commented that the “intention to be very grand was too obvious,” adding that that Beach’s heavy 
scoring had “buried” any hint of “Gaelic lilt.”74 Again, Beach’s own program notes made little 
effort to push listeners towards a Celtic reading of the movement, focusing almost exclusively on 
technical details and its adherence to conventional symphonic practices. 
Nevertheless, despite her initial reticence, a case can be made that Beach saw the 
symphony’s outer movements as the core of its Celtic identity. In her 1917 remarks, she singled 
out the finale as embodying those characteristics she associated with Celticism. While the 
folksongs featured in the middle movements grounded the Gaelic in some semblance of 
“authenticity” and “realism,” the symphony’s Celticness was not dependent on their presence, 
nor on the presence of a folk aesthetic more generally. Beach was concerned rather with using 
the tools of symphonic composition to depict the sense of resiliency in the face of perpetual 
struggle that she associated with Celtic life and history—an idea that comes through most vividly 
in the outer movements. Those critics who took an interest in the basis of the symphony’s title 
tended to fixate on the question of folk-style in this regard. Only a few considered the possibility 
 
72 The Boston Daily Globe (1896). 
73 Boston Journal (Nov. 4, 1896). 




that the symphony’s Celticness resided elsewhere, including the critic for the Boston Courier, 
who commented after the premier that “Mrs. Beach entitled her symphony Gaelic. Just why does 
not openly appear. Perhaps because some melody comes to its close with the peculiar drop which 
is accepted as significant of Celtic music, although it is found elsewhere. But, probably, as we 
would guess, rather because its moods are intended to hint to the hearer the windy waste, the 
gloomy world, the strange sadness, the scarcely less strange gayety and the restless combative 
spirit of the ideal Gael.”75 This approach looked back to the legacy of nineteenth-century 
European Celtic works as much as it represented a response to the post-Dvořák climate of 
nationalism in American music. As discussed in the following chapter, the approach also 
informed Edward MacDowell’s Fourth Piano Sonata, the “Keltic” (1901), a work that attempts 
to depict the qualities its composer associated with Celticism, entirely without recourse to a folk 
aesthetic.
 




Chapter 3: Being Celtic American: Edward MacDowell’s Keltic Sonata 
  
At some point in the mid-1890s, the composer Edward MacDowell (1860-1908) began to 
reconsider his opposition to musical nationalism. The first indication of his change in outlook 
came in a February 1894 conversation with the author Hamlin Garland.1 Garland was then one of 
America’s leading realist authors and one of the country’s strongest advocates for an 
uncompromising literary nationalism. MacDowell had been reading Garland’s recently-
published Crumbling Idols, a collection of essays urging American writers to stop imitating the 
European “masters” and forge a style that reflected their own backgrounds. The experience 
evidently pushed the composer to consider his own reliance on European practices. No sooner 
did Garland introduce himself than MacDowell confessed, “My problems as a composer are 
precisely those you have delineated in your essays…I am working toward a music which shall be 
American in the creative sense. Our music thus far is mainly a scholarly restatement of Old 
World themes. In other words, it is derived from Germany, as all my earlier pieces were.”2  
MacDowell did not explain what he meant by “American in the creative sense,” but even 
this qualified endorsement of musical nationalism signaled a notable shift in his thinking. Until 
now, he had expressed little interest in the idea of distinctly American music. Like many 
American composers, MacDowell had dismissed Czech composer Antonin Dvořák’s call for an 
American music based on the appropriation of folk music as shallow, while seeing the African 
American and Native American styles Dvořák promoted as unworkable for composers like 
himself who came from outside these cultures. MacDowell’s most well-known remarks on the 
topic occurred in a conversation with the music critic Lawrence Gilman during which he stated: 
 
1 Garland recounted his conversations with MacDowell in his Roadside Meetings (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1931), 318-325.  




“[W]e have here in America been offered a pattern for an ‘American’ national musical costume 
by the Bohemian Dvořák—though what the Negro melodies have to do with Americanism in art 
still remains a mystery. Music that can be made by ‘recipe’ is not music, but ‘tailoring’.”3  
MacDowell’s aversion to the issue of American musical identity to a large extent 
reflected his musical training and early career. The composer had lived in Europe for twelve 
years (1876-1888), immersed in its musical culture. During his first four years there, he studied 
piano and composition at a series of French and German institutions—briefly at the Paris and 
Stuttgart Conservatories, followed by a longer spell under Joachim Raff’s tutelage at the Hoch 
Conservatory in Frankfurt. Thereafter he remained in Germany, giving piano lessons and trying 
to make a name for himself as a composer—the latter goal aided by his friendship with Franz 
Liszt, who encouraged MacDowell in his early efforts. During these years, MacDowell formed 
compositional habits that reflected the influence of Raff and Liszt, assimilating in particular their 
Wagnerian harmonic language as well as their penchant for programmatic composition. This 
influence manifested in MacDowell’s earliest works, including his symphonic poems Hamlet 
and Ophelia (1884) and Lancelot and Elaine (1886).4 MacDowell returned to America in 1888, 
but his music retained its broadly European tone. Indeed there is little indication that he began to 
question his Euro-centric outlook until reading Crumbling Idols.  
 
3 Qtd. in Lawrence Gilman, Edward MacDowell: A Study (New York: John Lane Company, 1908), 84. MacDowell had 
earlier criticized Dvořák’s ideas in a letter written shortly after the premier of the Czech composer’s Symphony No. 
9, “From the New World.” E. Douglas Bomberger, MacDowell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 193. In 
posthumously-published lectures given during his stint as Columbia University’s first full-time Professor of Music 
(1896-1904), MacDowell similarly dismissed musical nationalism based in folk music quotation as an “outward 
garment” that had “no part in pure art.” Edward, MacDowell, Critical and Historical Essays: Lectures Delivered at 
Columbia University, (A.P. Schmidt, 1912), 146-152. The lectures themselves are undated, but likely took place 
around 1899-1900.  
4 Dolores Pesce, “New Light on the Programmatic Aesthetic of MacDowell’s Symphonic Poems,” American Music 4, 




MacDowell and Garland met again in the winter of 1896 at the composer’s New York 
apartment. In the intervening two years, the composer’s vague misgivings over the Germanic 
basis of his previous music had solidified into a belief that true national music would result only 
when composers could be themselves.5 After Garland suggested that MacDowell accompany him 
on an upcoming trip west in which he could collect Native American songs for use in his 
compositions, the composer protested, “I do not believe in ‘lifting’ a Navajo theme and 
furbishing it into some kind of musical composition. That is not American music. Our problem is 
not so simple as that…it is a question of personality. If a composer is sincerely American at 
heart, his music will be American…the weakness of our music is in its borrowing. I began by 
imitating the German composers. I am now on the way to being myself and as I am myself I will 
be Celtic-American rather than German-American or Afro-American.”6  
MacDowell, who possessed Irish and Scottish ancestry, thus framed his newfound 
commitment to musical nationalism as an expression of his individualism, not as a concern with 
American music per se. Unlike Beach, who intended her Gaelic Symphony as a response to 
broader questions relating to American musical nationalism, MacDowell’s Celticism took the 
form of a personal quest. By “being Celtic American" he could imbue his music with qualities 
that he believed reflected his own Irish and Scottish background, rather than arbitrarily 
appropriate the music of other cultures.7 By all indications, he appeared to have realized this 
goal. During MacDowell’s lifetime, critics began describing certain aspects of his music as 
Celtic, usually attributing these to his Irish and Scottish heritage. Indeed, as described below, 
some portrayed the composer’s Celticism as a defining element of his style. MacDowell himself 
 
5 Garland, 321.  
6 Ibid., 322-323. 




moreover believed he had successfully captured Celtic qualities in his music, even 
retrospectively attributing these qualities to his entire output. A few years before his death, he 
told Gilman, “In all my work there is the Celtic influence. I love its colour and meaning, The 
development in music of that influence is, I believe, a new field.”8  
Yet pinpointing precisely how this “color and meaning” materialized in MacDowell’s 
music has proven elusive. As a whole, the music he composed after speaking with Garland does 
not come across as Celtic in any obvious sense. Folklike gestures such as pentatonicism and 
Scotch-snaps do periodically crop up throughout MacDowell’s catalog. But for reasons described 
below, he likely considered these only incidentally related to his own Celtic musical identity. As 
mentioned in chapter one, MacDowell set a handful of texts by the Scottish poet, Robert Burns. 
These included three settings for solo voice and piano (Two Songs op. 34, published in 1889 and 
one number (“Deserted”) from Two Old Songs op. 9, published in 1894), plus two settings for 
four-part male chorus (Two Choruses for Male Voices op. 53, published in 1898). “Menie” (op. 
34, no. 1), with its archaic-sounding modal progressions (note the Dorian B natural in figure 3.1, 
m. 7) and folklike gestures (particularly the dotted rhythms that pervade the first phrase), typifies 
MacDowell’s strategies for conveying a folk song atmosphere in his Burns settings:   
 
 





Figure 3.1: Edward MacDowell, "Menie," op. 34 no. 1,  mm. 1-9 
 
The piano miniature “Scotch Poem” (figure 3.2) employs similarly transparent folklike 
gestures. The piece originally appeared in the 1887 piano set, Six Poems After Heine. In a revised 
1901 reissue of the set, MacDowell attached to “Scotch Poem” his loose translation of the final 
stanza of Heinrich Heine’s 1827 poem, “Sturm:” 9 
 
9 Oscar Sonneck, “MacDowell Versus MacDowell: A Study in First Editions and Revisions,” Proceedings from the 




Far on Scotland’s craggy shore 
An old gray castle stands, 
Braving the fierce North Sea; 
And from a rugged casement 
There peers a lovely face, 
A woman’s, white with woe. 
She sweeps the harp strings sadly, 
And sings a mournful strain; 
The wind plays through her tresses, 
And carries the song amain. 
 
After a tempestuous A section depicting “the fierce North Sea,” the opening phrase of the B 
section features symmetrical phrasing, Scotch-snaps, and pentatonic melodic gestures, 
techniques meant to mimic the woman’s song and place the listener in the Scottish setting of 
Heine’s poem.10  
 
 
10 MacDowell’s music history student, the future author Upton Sinclair, recalled MacDowell playing this particular 
piece for him: “Sometimes he [MacDowell] would prepare unhappiness for himself, by playing us this or that bit of 
his own music and expecting us to guess what it was about. He played us a Scotch bit—I don’t recall the title, but 
its theme had something to do with a maiden looking out of a window while her lover was at war, or in a storm, or 
something violent. It was easy for him to explain why this was Scotch, and the storm, or the war, was there all 
right; but it was more difficult for him to show the maiden looking out of the window!” Upton Sinclair, “Memories 
of Edward MacDowell,” The Sackbut 6 (Dec. 1925), 127.  




To take one final example, the second theme in the opening movement of MacDowell’s 
Piano Sonata no. 2, the “Eroica” (1895), sounds like a stylized folksong, an interpretation 
reinforced by MacDowell’s direction, Mit volksthümlichen Ausdruck.11 The melody’s songlike 
quality along with its pervasive dotted rhythms clearly recall the B section of “Scotch Poem:”  
 
Figure 3.3: Piano Sonata no. 2 ("Eroica"), op. 50,  mvt. I,  mm. 55-60 
 
Folklike passages such as these may have helped to bolster MacDowell’s Celtic image, 
and possibly even reinforced his sense of his own Celticness. Nevertheless, they ultimately 
stemmed from immediate programmatic or textual concerns rather than a desire to affirm a deep-
rooted Celtic musical identity. For one, they constitute a small, scattered portion of MacDowell’s 
output—nothing resembling a unified statement of national identity. Second, few contemporary 
critics cited passages like these as examples of MacDowell’s Celticness. Finally, the use of stock 
folk gestures like those featured in the above passages represent precisely the type of musical 
 
11 Musicologist Paul Bertagnolli has described the dotted rhythms in this passage as representative of the 
composer’s “Celtic scores,” but provides no further examples of such scores. Paul Bertagnolli, “Edward 




“tailoring” that he impugned as an unworthy form of musical nationalism. As MacDowell told 
Garland, his goal was not to “lift themes” but to be himself. Rather than simply interject the 
occasional Scotch-snap, MacDowell would embrace a Celtic musical identity that spoke to 
fundamental aspects of his existing practice, above all his adherence to programmatic 
composition and his view of music as a form of poetic communication.  
MacDowell would remain an active composer for only a few more years after talking 
with Garland. Having published what were to be his final pieces in 1902, he began showing the 
symptoms of a mysterious illness two years later, dying at forty-seven years old in January 1908. 
During the final years of his career, MacDowell composed only one large-scale work, his Fourth 
Piano Sonata, the “Keltic” op. 59 (1901). The sonata derived its name from its depiction of two 
characters from Irish mythology, the warrior Cuchullin (first and third movements) and the tragic 
heroine Deirdre (second movement).12 Since its publication, critics have viewed the Keltic as the 
musical fulfillment of MacDowell’s Celtic identity. Many commentators have read biographical 
meaning into the sonata’s evocation of a “heroic” Celtic past, some even framing this aspect of 
the work as a reflection of MacDowell himself. In his 1922 biography of the composer, the 
English critic John Porte noted for example that the Keltic was “full of the passion and heroic 
fervor of the Celtic strain in MacDowell’s own nature.”13 Writing about the sonata a decade after 
its publication, the Irish American poet Shaemas O’Sheel implicitly compared MacDowell to 
Cuchullin, focusing on their shared heroic qualities (discussed further at the end of the chapter). 
 
12 Although op. 59 would be MacDowell’s sole large-scale composition based on Celtic subject matter, he 
apparently planned to follow it with a larger work on the same characters treated in the sonata, perhaps indicating 
the beginnings of a more sustained interest in Celtic topics. MacDowell alluded to this planned work in a letter 
written around the time of the Keltic’s publication. Gilman, who printed the letter in his 1908 biography of 
MacDowell, believed that it was to be an orchestral work on the death of Cuchullin based on an original poem by 
the composer. Gilman Edward MacDowell: A Study, 160.  
13 John Porte, Edward MacDowell: A Great American Tone Poet; His Life in Music (London: Keegan Paul, Trench, 




Recent scholars have also portrayed the Keltic as an especially personal work for MacDowell, 
though tending to frame it more as a manifestation of his interest in Celtic mythology than as a 
reflection of his own Celtic “nature.”14  
“Being Celtic-American”: MacDowell’s Bardic Pose in the Keltic Sonata 
MacDowell’s manner of conveying the Keltic’s subject matter proved just as important 
for his new musical direction as did the subject matter itself. Although, as discussed below, the 
sonata relies largely on the same techniques that had governed the composer’s earlier 
programmatic works, it also evinced an unmistakably new quality. MacDowell hinted at the 
nature of this change in letters written around the time of the Keltic’s publication. In a letter to 
his friend, the Detroit-based organist, Newton J. Corey, he wrote that “Like the third [sonata], 
this fourth sonata is more a ‘bardic’ rhapsody on the subject than an attempt at an actual 
presentation of it, although I have made use of all the suggestion of tone-painting in my 
power…”15 On a another occasion he wrote to Gilman that the Keltic “is more a commentary on 
the subject than an actual depiction of it.”16 
Phrases such as "bardic rhapsody” and “commentary on the subject” point to subtle but 
significant shifts in MacDowell’s programmatic approach. In addition to directly depicting 
extramusical content (“an actual presentation of it,” as he put it), several passages in the Keltic 
relate events in Dierdre’s and Cuchullin’s stories by way of a simulated bardic performance.17 
 
14 See, for instance, Bomberger, 231-232.  
15 Letter from MacDowell to Newton J. Corey, qtd. in Gilman Edward MacDowell: A Study, 158. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Aside from the question of a bardic aesthetic in the Keltic, the issue of MacDowell’s overall programmatic 
approach throughout his career remains a point of interest. Occasionally, as in his Columbia lectures, he 
sometimes framed the literal depiction of extramusical phenomena as a lesser form of programmaticism 
compared to approaches that attempt to elucidate an underlying “poetic idea” associated with particular 
extramusical phenomena (see discussion on pp. 146-147). As discussed in chapter four, the critic Lawrence Gilman 
situated MacDowell’s programmatic approach within the latter category. However, as recent scholars have 




MacDowell achieves this effect primarily through the use of textures evoking the harp, the 
traditional bardic instrument. All three movements feature rapid arpeggiations and scalar runs 
emulating the instrument’s characteristic sweeps and glissandos. On other occasions, the sonata’s 
harp imitations comprise longer passages, even encompassing entire themes. These longer 
passages, which often evoke a singing voice with harp accompaniment, participate more directly 
in the sonata’s programmatic unfolding—resembling either a bard recounting events in the 
stories, or, as in the second movement, simulating a performance that takes place within the story 
itself. As MacDowell stated in his correspondence with Corey, he also considered his previous 
piano sonata, the “Norse” (1899), to be a bardic work. Indeed, similar harp imitations crop up 
there, albeit less frequently and less systematically than in the Keltic. MacDowell’s use of such a 
technique in a work treating Scandinavian myths suggests that he viewed it as part of a more 
broadly defined bardic aesthetic, one not necessarily limited to the depiction of Celtic subject 
matter. Nevertheless, for reasons discussed below, adopting a bardic musical voice represented a 
significant way in which MacDowell sought to “be Celtic-American” in his music, acting as a 
means of merging his programmatic approach with the broader image of Celts as natural poets 
and storytellers. 
While MacDowell’s bardic pose in the Keltic sprang from his desire to assert a more 
personal musical voice, it also participated in the larger nineteenth-century phenomenon known 
as the Celtic Rival (discussed in the introduction). The revival witnessed a widespread 
fascination with all things Celtic, including bardic history and culture. This fascination stemmed 
partly from a renewed interest in the legacy of historical figures like the Irish composer-harpist 
and “last of the bards,” Turlough O’Carolan (1670-1738, usually referred to simply as Carolan). 
 
Bertagnolli 67-70). In his letter to Corey, the composer seems to acknowledge that the Keltic engages in “an actual 




Nineteenth-century composers, however, were primarily attracted to the mythological side of 
bardic history, as demonstrated in the plethora of mid-century Ossianic pieces.18 James 
Macpherson’s eighteenth-century “translations” of Ossian, the legendary warrior-bard, provided 
inspiration for many pieces including several songs by Franz Schubert, Felix Mendelssohn’s 
Hebrides Overture (1832), Niels Gade’s Echoes of Ossian Overture (1840), and Johannes 
Brahms’ Gesang Aus Fingal (1861). Like Amy Beach’s Gaelic Symphony (discussed in chapter 
two), the Keltic falls outside the Ossianic tradition, but does evince the movement’s influence, 
most notably in its evocation of the harp as an emblem of bardic performance.  
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, some writers and poets began to self-
consciously assume the guise of modern-day Celtic bards. The most famous of these, W.B. 
Yeats, sought in his poems to “recover a mystical union between music and verse.”19 As will be 
discussed further in chapter four, Yeats saw the merger of poetry and music as fundamental to 
the revival of bardic practice, and even took to chanting his own poems in a quasi-musical 
fashion in pursuit of this ideal. MacDowell embodied a similar mix of musical and poetic 
expression that characterized the bardic tradition. He was himself a prolific poet, writing many of 
the texts for his own songs, as well as numerous epigraphs attached to his works, posthumously 
published along with other original poems in the collection, Verses.20 More significantly, 
MacDowell viewed music itself as a form of poetic expression. In its highest form, he believed, 
instrumental music could disclose extramusical meaning just as readily as poetry itself.  
MacDowell’s belief in the capacity of music to communicate distinct poetic ideas 
reflected his early immersion in the programmatic aesthetics of composers such as Raff and 
 
18 John Daverio, “Schumann’s Ossianic Manner,” 19th-Century Music 21, no. 3 (Spring 1998), 248.  
19 Harry White, Review of The Last of the Minstrels and the Revival of the Bardic Arts by Ronald Schuchard, Music & 
Letters 93, no. 3, 439. 




Liszt. For MacDowell, as for the elder composers, music’s communicative potential hinged to a 
great extent on composers’ handling of form. His most thorough discussion of the topic occurs in 
his Columbia University lectures. In his lecture on “Suggestion in Music,” MacDowell argues 
that “Form should be a synonym for coherence. No idea…can find utterance without form, but 
that form will be inherent to the idea, and there will be as many forms as there are adequately 
expressed ideas. In the musical idea, per se, analysis will reveal form.”21 Though MacDowell 
refers here to the “musical” idea, the remarks articulate the Lisztian view that, to convey poetic 
meaning, a given work’s form should emanate from a unique underlying idea—whether musical 
or extra-musical—rather than arbitrarily adhere to a preexisting form. Indeed, throughout the 
lectures MacDowell implies that composers who follow this path can function simultaneously as 
poets. More than once he uses the term “tone poet,” applying the label not just to composers of 
programmatic genres like tone poems, but more broadly as a synonym for composers whose 
music expresses an underlying poetic idea (even using it to describe such seemingly un-
programmatic composers as J.S. Bach).22  
The Keltic elucidates a number of “poetic ideas” referenced in an original four-line 
stanza MacDowell attached to the score (see p. 152 below). As most critics observed, the sonata 
clearly represents a celebration of heroism. Alongside its triumphant tone, however, exist other, 
more ominous ideas, most importantly the inexorable power of fate and the inevitability of defeat 
and death. MacDowell reconciles the Keltic’s heroism and fatalism in the concept of the heroic 
death. These were favorite themes of MacDowell’s, featuring in previous works including his 
 
21 MacDowell, Critical and Historical Essays, 264. 
22 Ibid., 265. The term “tone poem” of course did not originate with MacDowell, having been long associated with 
the programmatic compositions of Liszt. The term “poetic idea” also predated MacDowell’s lectures. Prior writers 
had used the term in a similar sense, including Philipp Spitta, who discusses the underlying “poetic ideas” in Bach’s 
music in his 1880 biography of the composer. Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastien Bach, His Work and Influence on the 




Second Orchestral Suite (the “Indian” Suite, published in 1897) and his Second (“Eroica”) Piano 
Sonata (1895), the finale of which depicts the “heroic” death of King Arthur.23 However, they 
also would have had wider resonance as a defining condition of Irish history and culture. Such 
themes figure prominently throughout Irish mythology, particularly in the stories involving 
Cuchullin and Deirdre that inspired the Keltic. They also touched more broadly on contemporary 
Irish and Irish American thought. As discussed further at the end of the chapter, many Irish 
writers of the late-nineteenth century had taken to portraying their history as a series of proud, 
even heroic, failures. According to some, the strategy formed part of an escapist aesthetic 
response to the reality of mounting political setbacks.24 Whether or not MacDowell intended 
such a connection, the Keltic provided a contribution to this aesthetic response—musically 
portraying what historian Charles Fanning calls the “Celtic formula” of reveling in defeat.25  
On a programmatic level, MacDowell’s Celticism thus manifested as an extension of his 
earlier practices. Through the lens of well-known stories from Irish mythology, the Keltic Sonata 
takes up themes considered distinctly “Irish,” but also broadly familiar from the composer’s 
previous works. In illustrating these themes, MacDowell imparted to the sonata a bardic 
aesthetic, thereby linking his programmatic approach to a quintessentially Celtic tradition of 
poetry and performance. Aside from its bardic pretensions, however, the Keltic evinced few 
substantive changes to MacDowell’s compositional approach, relying largely on procedures 
established in his first three piano sonatas. As he did in those works, MacDowell utilizes the 
broad outlines of sonata form, along with techniques emphasizing thematic and motivic unity 
across movements to convey programmatic meaning. In the Keltic, these techniques establish an 
 
23 See Bertagnolli, 96-98. 
24 Charles Fanning, “Respectability and Realism: Ambivalent Fictions” in The Irish Voice in America ed. Charles 





emotional trajectory corresponding to events in Deirdre’s and Cuchullin’s stories, and projecting 
the themes of fate and heroic defeat discussed above. Though MacDowell’s use of such 
techniques casts doubt on whether he wholly succeeded in asserting a “Celtic” musical voice 
distinct from his earlier style, the strategy allowed him to partake in a type of nationalistic 
expression while also maintaining a sense of stylistic continuity—to “be himself” as he put it to 
Garland. 
Lawrence Gilman and MacDowell’s Celtic Reception 
MacDowell’s Celticism strongly informed his reception during his lifetime and in the 
years immediately following his death, often centering on his reputation as a “poetic” composer. 
In the introduction to her 1905 collection, Seventy Scottish Songs, the Scottish pianist Helen 
Hopekirk noted that, even though MacDowell was born in America, Scotland and Ireland could 
“claim him as the one who has most artistically expressed the old poetic atmosphere.”26 
Elizabeth Fry Page, one of MacDowell’s early biographers, echoed this sentiment in her 1910 
study of the composer.27 Like Hopekirk, Page tied MacDowell’s Celticism to his poetic 
inclinations, writing that he “owes to his Celtic lineage the mystic, poetic, dashing, 
unsophisticated vein...”28 Page believed, moreover, that these inclinations freed MacDowell from 
outmoded formal conventions. The composer, she claimed, “[was] no adherent to strict forms, 
placing inspiration ahead of tradition…there is more than form in the compositions under 
consideration; the tinge of color is everywhere; the wave of poetry that produces soul excitement 
and elevation from signature to final chord.”29  
 
26 Helen Hopekirk, Seventy Scottish Songs, (Courier Corporation, 1905), x. 
27 Elizabeth Fry Page, Edward MacDowell: His Work and Ideals, (New York: Dodge Publishing, 1910), 25-26. 
28 Ibid., 26. 




Extravagant assessments of MacDowell like this undoubtedly reflected the influence of 
the critic Lawrence Gilman. No one did more than Gilman to establish MacDowell’s musical 
Celticness and its links to an underlying poetic quality in the composer’s style. He was one of the 
composer’s most ardent supporters, writing a book-length biography and numerous articles about 
him, all of which describe MacDowell as a quintessential musical Celt. For Gilman, 
MacDowell’s Celtic nature defined all of his musical endeavors. The composer was, he wrote, 
“constitutionally, and by right of ancestry, Celtic of the Celts, with the Celt’s intimate vision of 
natural things, and his magic power of poetically vivifying them.”30 In his unabashed 
romanticizing and overt racial essentializing, Gilman’s criticism likely strikes most modern 
readers as hopelessly dated. He has nevertheless exerted considerable influence, largely because 
he claimed an insider’s knowledge of MacDowell’s music. Gilman knew MacDowell personally, 
maintained a correspondence with him, and eventually came into possession of a number of the 
composer’s manuscripts.  
Gilman’s criticism functioned as a conduit between MacDowell’s music and the literary 
side of the Celtic Revival. As described below, he acted as an intermediary between MacDowell 
and Fiona Macleod, the author whose works helped to inspire the Keltic Sonata. Gilman also 
tended to frame MacDowell’s Celticism as part of a broader milieu of Celtic artistic expression 
that encompassed literature just as often as music. The Celtic qualities he applied to 
MacDowell’s music clearly derived from Matthew Arnold’s ubiquitous On the Study of Celtic 
Literature (1867) (discussed in detail in the introduction and in chapter four). Gilman knew the 
book well, peppering his own writings with quoted passages from it. On a number of occasions, 
he explicitly discussed MacDowell in connection with Arnold, stating shortly after the 
 




composer’s death for instance that his music “would have compelled the delighted attention of 
Matthew Arnold…”31 In an article written several years after MacDowell’s death, Gilman more 
generally cited the composer’s music as the sole worthy musical analogue to the artistic and 
poetic ideals associated with the Celtic Revival.32  
Like Page, Gilman saw MacDowell’s poetic impulses as an aspect of the composer’s 
Celticism with tangible musical effects. As will be discussed in chapter four, this poetic quality 
functioned as one of several Arnoldian “Celtic” traits in the composer’s music—others including 
a sense of spontaneity, a oneness with nature, and a heightened emotional sensitivity—that led 
Gilman to describe MacDowell as a musical impressionist. In this respect, he focused mainly on 
MacDowell’s shorter piano pieces, such as “To a Water-Lily” and “To a Wild Rose” from the 
suite Woodland Sketches (1896), which conveyed to Gilman a “graphic nearness and beauty, an 
imaginative intensity and lyric fervor…”33 Though Gilman never referred to the Keltic as an 
impressionist work, he described it in these same general terms. He viewed the sonata as the 
crowning expression of MacDowell’s Celtic identity, writing that “it was a fortunate, if not 
inevitable event, in view of his temperamental affiliations with the Celtic genius, that Mr. 
MacDowell should have been made aware of the suitability for musical treatment of the ancient 
heroic chronicles of the Gaels…”34 He also noted its bardic atmosphere, claiming that the Keltic 
evoked “that miraculous world of superhuman passions and aspirations, of bards and heroes and 
sublime adventure…”35 As the comment indicates, he also emphasized the Keltic’s heroic tone, 
writing that the sonata had “achieved that ‘heroic beauty’ which, believes Mr. [W.B.] Yeats, has 
 
31 Ibid., “Landscape in Music,” Harper’s Monthly Magazine 120, no.717, 388. 
32 Ibid., “Music of the Month: Some Celtic Music, Old and New,” The North American Review  213, no. 786 (1921).   
33 Ibid. “The Music of Edward MacDowell,” 929. 
34 Ibid., 930. 




been fading out of the arts…that heroic beauty which is of the very essence of the imaginative 
life of the primitive Celts…”36  
In short, nearly everything Gilman wrote about the sonata centered on its apparent 
commitment to programmatic expression, implying in the process a liberated approach to form. 
As noted above, however, the Keltic ultimately remained dependent on established formal 
conventions, a fact that the critic reluctantly conceded. Most troublingly for Gilman, all three 
movements of the sonata unfold within pre-established forms, something he saw as limiting the 
sonata’s programmatic potential. Gilman’s reaction to the Keltic will be discussed in more detail 
in the conclusion to this chapter. 
The Keltic Sonata: Background  
Published in 1901, the Keltic Sonata was MacDowell’s fourth and final piano sonata and 
his last major work. MacDowell based the sonata on stories from the Ulster Cycle (also called 
the Cycle of the Red Branch), one of the four major traditions of Celtic mythology along with the 
Ossian tales, the Mythological Cycle, and the Historical Cycle.37 He appended a short original 
stanza to the work, which reads:  
Who minds now Keltic tales of yore, 
Dark Druid rhymes that thrall, 
Deirdre’s song and wizard lore 




37 The Ossian tales that inspired nineteenth-century composers came from the Fenian Cycle. The cycle charts the 
exploits of the mythical warrior Fionn mac Cumhaill (father of the purported narrator of the tales, Ossian). The 
Mythological Cycle deals with the godlike, supernatural figures known as the Tuatha De Danann. The Historical 





Though only four lines long, the stanza provides insight into both the poetic ideas and 
specific events depicted by MacDowell in the sonata. The first movement doesn’t connect to the 
stanza in an obvious way, but its references to “dark druid rhymes” and “wizard lore” point to 
the important role played by fate in the work. A thematic link between this movement and the 
third movement also suggests that it correlates in some fashion to the Ulster warrior, Cuchullin, 
the focus of the third movement. The second movement relates to the tragic tale of Deirdre, who 
is forced into marriage with the Ulster king, Conchobar, eventually committing suicide. The third 
movement depicts the death of Cuchullin, who is killed in battle at the conclusion of the cycle’s 
final story.  
MacDowell’s music and stanza reflected his admiration for the Scottish writer, Fiona 
Macleod, one of the most prominent literary figures of the Celtic Revival, and well-known in 
both Britain and America. A 1902 issue of the Irish American magazine, The Catholic World, 
profiled Macleod, describing her as second only to W.B. Yeats in possessing those qualities that 
supposedly set the Celtic “temperament” apart: “She has…that rare power, the hall-mark of 
genius, to create palpable atmosphere.”38 Like Yeats, her writing also blended elements of poetry 
and music, and were ideally to be performed aloud rather than read silently.39 It is easy to see 
how these qualities might resonate with MacDowell’s aesthetic sensibilities. Around the time of 
the Keltic’s publication, MacDowell wrote to Macleod, requesting permission to make her the 
work’s dedicatee:  
Miss Fiona Macleod, 
My Dear Madam, 
 
Your work has so grown into my life that I venture to ask you to permit my placing your 
name on some music of mine. Your poems have been an inspiration to me and I trust you will 
accept a dedication of music that is yours already by right of suggestion. By this I do not mean 
 





that my music in any way echoes your words but that your words have been a most powerful 
incentive to me in my music and I crave your sympathy for it. 
 
                                           
Sincerely yours, 
         Edward MacDowell40  
 
Scholars have never determined exactly which of Macleod’s works inspired the sonata. 
Most have simply noted her general influence and left it at that. Others have attempted to suggest 
a more specific source, only adding to the confusion. In a 1998 biography of MacDowell, Alan 
H. Levy erroneously claimed that Macleod had in fact written the stanza affixed to the work.41 In 
1969, music theorist William S. Newman suggested the 1896 anthology of Celtic-themed poems, 
Lyra Celtica, as MacDowell’s main source.42 The fact that Macleod had played a part in editing 
the volume (under her given name of William Sharp, see footnote 40) likely led Newman to 
single out this title. Unsurprisingly, the collection contains numerous poems by Macleod, but 
Lyra Celtica likely did not serve as MacDowell’s main source. MacDowell specifies in the above 
letter that Macleod’s poems had inspired him, and none of Macleod’s poems within the volume 
refer to either Cuchullin or Deirdre. In fact, while Macleod dealt with aspects of the Deirdre and 
Cuchullin stories in prose, she did not publish any poems on Cuchullin, and only one on Deirdre. 
While Macleod’s prose treatments of the characters may have specifically inspired the Keltic, the 
 
40 Qtd. in Elizabeth Sharp, William Sharp (Fiona Macleod): A Memoir Compiled by his Wife, Elizabeth Sharp (New 
York: Duffield & Company, 1911), 389-390. The letter conveys a couple of noteworthy points. As he states here, 
MacDowell drew inspiration from Macleod’s poems, but he did not necessarily attempt to musically portray their 
content. The claim reiterates a basic point about MacDowell’s composing style—his music often drew on 
extramusical sources, but rarely depicted them literally. The letter also shows that MacDowell, like all but a 
handful of people at the time, did not yet know that Fiona Macleod was the literary alter-ego of Scottish writer 
William Sharp. This would not become general knowledge until Sharp’s death in 1905. All three of the letters 
involving MacDowell, Macleod, and Gilman are reproduced in Elizabeth Sharp’s 1911 biography of her late 
husband.  
41 Alan H. Levy, Edward MacDowell: An American Master (Scarecrow Press, 1998), 167. 
42 William S. Newman, The Sonata Since Beethoven, Third Edition (New York: W.W. Norton & Company), 763. Lyra 
Celtica: An Anthology of Representative Celtic Poetry, ed. by Elizabeth A. Sharp with Introduction and Notes by 




work probably drew on a wider array of literary sources. These likely included in addition to 
Macleod, the Irish author, Standish O’Grady, considered by many to have been responsible for 
initiating contemporary interest in Irish mythology and literature.43   
Due to a postal error Macleod’s acceptance never reached MacDowell, who eventually 
dedicated the sonata to Edvard Grieg, the dedicatee of the Norse Sonata. Macleod did apparently 
soon hear the work. After reading Gilman’s book, Phases of Modern Music, she wrote to the 
critic expressing an affinity with MacDowell’s music: 
Dear Mr. Gilman,  
  
Some time ago a friend played to me one or two lovely airs by Mr. [Charles Martin] 
Loeffler, and I was so much impressed by their unique quality and their atmosphere of 
subtle beauty that I wrote to find out what I could about this composer, and also about 
another, Mr. MacDowell, whose beautiful Keltic Sonata I have heard…I wish I knew 
more about the music of these two composers. There is a spirit abroad just now, full of a 
new poignancy of emotion, uplifted on a secret wave of passion and ecstasy, and these 
men seem to me of that small but radiant company who have slept and dreamed in the 
other world and drank moon-dew. 
Let me thank you again for all the pleasure you have given me, and 
       
      Believe me 
       Most truly yours, 
        Fiona Macleod44  
 
Gilman wrote back to Macleod that “Mr. MacDowell will be glad to hear of your 
pleasure in his ‘Keltic Sonata,” for he is one of your most sensitive admirers: it was he, indeed, 
who first made me acquainted with your work.” Gilman then asked if Macleod had heard 
MacDowell’s first three piano sonatas. “They are not very far behind the ‘Keltic’ in distinction 
and force, though lacking the import and exaltation of the latter.”45  
 
43 John Porte states that MacDowell was familiar with Standish O’Grady’s works on Irish mythology. Porte, 140. 
Gilman mentions O’Grady in his own discussion of the Cuchullin legend, but doesn’t connect him directly to 
MacDowell.  
44 Qtd. in Sharp, 390-391.  




Evoking the Harp in the Keltic Sonata 
While MacDowell’s first two sonatas had attempted to recreate orchestral effects on the 
piano, often emphasizing heavy chordal textures to this end, numerous passages in the Keltic 
(and to a lesser extent, its predecessor the Norse) emphasize sparser textures in imitation of the 
harp, the traditional bardic instrument. For centuries composers had used the harp to signify 
Celticism in their music. The popularity of the instrument increased in the nineteenth century 
thanks to developments like the Celtic Revival, the Ossian phenomenon, and the publication of 
books such as Edward Bunting’s Ancient Music of Ireland, a collection of harp pieces arranged 
for piano that MacDowell owned.46 It is easy to see how a book like Bunting’s might appeal to 
MacDowell. The introduction discusses the Irish bardic tradition in great detail, situating the 
harp at the center of that tradition. Bunting claimed that he had transcribed much of the music in 
the collection at a legendary 1792 harp convention in Belfast. According to Bunting, he 
witnessed performers there representing the last “vestiges” of the bardic system, who even in 
their old age supposedly performed virtuosic feats on the instrument.  
Harp-like imitations occur in the Keltic in a number of different contexts, including rapid 
scalar or arpeggiated interjections, longer passages that mimic an instrumental harp performance, 
and textures that evoke a voice with harp accompaniment.47 The frequent rapid scalar runs and 
arpeggiations in the Keltic may reference the virtuosic harp performances described in The 
 
46 Edward Bunting, The Ancient Music of Ireland, Arranged for the Pianoforte (Dublin: Hodges and Smith, 1840). 
47 As discussed below, the Keltic tends to feature passages like these with the “voice” set in the tenor range, a 
technique that may have had precedent in terms of MacDowell’s expression of an Irish identity. Bomberger has 
noted in reference MacDowell’s earlier piano piece, Hexentanz (op. 17, no. 2) that B section features a “broad, 
tuneful melody in the tenor register” that he claims some critics attributed to MacDowell’s Celtic ancestry.  
Bomberger does not provide further musical examples or any instances of this criticism. The technique 
furthermore does not appear to be a particularly common feature of MacDowell’s piano music overall until his 




Ancient Music of Ireland. The effect appears immediately in the thunderous arpeggio that 
introduces the first movement: 
 
 
On the surface, the passage comes across as a superhuman flourish resembling the type of 
idealized harp performances described by Bunting. Gilman heard it this way, describing the 
opening arpeggio as possessing a “superb virility, dynamic power, and sweep of line.”48 Looked 
at more closely, the passage actually mimics a subtle technical detail associated with the harp. 
The arpeggio contains two seemingly pointless rearticulated E’s that may reference a peculiarity 
of the instrument. As Jeremy Day-O'Connell explains, the harp’s natural fingering positions 
tended to group notes into discreet sets of four pitches, making pure triadic arpeggiations 
difficult.49 One consequence was a plethora of harp pieces emphasizing dominant- and 
diminished-7th chords. Other times, harpists attempted to fit essentially triadic harmony into 
spans of four notes, the effect captured at the beginning of the Keltic. Often they did this by 
simply rearticulating pitches, easily done on adjacent harp strings.50 An etude by the composer-
 
48 Gilman (1908), 108. 
49 Jeremy Day-O'Connell, Pentatonicism from the Eighteenth Century to Debussy, (Rochester: University of 
Rochester Press, 2007), 146-147.  
50 Ibid. 




harpist Félix Godefroid contains a clear instance of this technique—the repeated pitches here 
spelled enharmonically: 
 
Figure 3.5: Félix Godefroid, Etudes mélodiques no. 2," Les Arpeges" (c. 1800),  m. 9 
 
Passages with rearticulated pitches crop up again in the Keltic’s development, such as at 
measure 117: 
Figure 3.6: Keltic Sonata, mvt. I, m. 118 
 
Other harp-like embellishments recur throughout the sonata, particularly in the first 
movement, where they breathlessly connect one thematic idea to the next. Following the opening 
arpeggio, these usually occur as stepwise 32nd-note runs whose unpredictable groupings mimic 
rhythmically-indeterminate sweeps and glissandos across the harp strings. They are particularly 
prominent at the outset of the movement; from measures 7-14, no more than a single measure 





Figure 3.7: Keltic Sonata, mvt. I, mm. 7-14 
 
MacDowell’s other two techniques for evoking the harp add much more substantially to 
the Keltic’s bardic tone by projecting the illusion of a performance within a performance. These 
passages often encompass entire themes, and will be discussed in the analysis below. In these 
moments, the Keltic functions not simply as a programmatic representation of extramusical ideas 




Movement I:  
                      Exposition                                                                                       Development    Recapitulation 
Measures 1-14 15-26 27-50 51-70 71-173 174-187 188-197 198-214 
Section Theme 1: “with 
great power and 
dignity” 
Restatement 
of theme 1  
 





E minor (no PAC) E minor  
 












































directly out of 
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First Movement: Introducing Cuchullin 
  
The Keltic’s opening movement has elicited a variety of interpretations since the work’s 
publication. In 1903, Washington Post music critic Berenice Thompson wrote that the movement 
evoked not a character, but the “nobility” of Ireland itself.51 More recently, Levy described 
hearing in the movement “the craggy misty landscape of the tale.” He also inexplicably 
associated the movement with Cuchullin’s uncle, King Conchobar—unlikely given that 
Conchobar proves to be a villainous character.52 It seems more likely that MacDowell intended a 
loose musical portrayal of Cuchullin, the central heroic figure of the Ulster Cycle. Several clues 
point in this direction. Aside from Deirdre, Cuchullin is the only character named in the attached 
stanza. Aspects of the movement’s opening theme moreover clearly signify the entrance of a 
heroic figure. Most tellingly, the theme returns thematically transformed at the end of the final 
movement in a passage likely depicting Cuchullin’s death.  
Although now a relatively obscure mythological character, Cuchullin was probably more 
familiar to late-nineteenth-century readers, appearing in numerous contemporary versions of 
stories from the Ulster Cycle.53 In most versions he serves as a knight of the Red Branch, one of 
Ulster’s chivalric orders. Born “Setanta” to a Celtic deity and Irish princess, from a young age he 
exhibits a hunger for adventure and an almost supernatural physical strength. While still a child 
 
51 Berenice Thompson, “Music and Musicians: Edward MacDowell’s Piano Sonatas,” The Washington Post (Mar. 1, 
1903), 35. 
52 Levy, 169. In a 2014 dissertation, Yuchi Sophie Wang also stated that the movement depicted King Conchobar, 
but doesn’t provide evidence to support the claim. Yuchi Sophie Wang, “Edward MacDowell: A Poetic Voice as 
Seen in the ‘Eroica’ and ‘Keltic’ Sonatas. PhD diss., University of Cincinnati, College-Conservatory of Music, 2014, 
55. 
53 In 1899, Eleanor Hull published her The Cuchullin Saga in Irish Literature, which chronicled the many historical 
and recent versions of the character’s story. While Macleod did not publish a prose version of Cuchullin’s life, 
Standish O’Grady’s, The Coming of Cuculain, (New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1894) may have served as 
MacDowell’s source. Gilman refers to O’Grady several times in his writings on MacDowell, claiming that the 




he travels to the capital of Ulster, Emain Macha (near present-day Armagh), where his uncle, 
King Conchobar, rules over all of Ireland. There, Setanta undergoes training to become a knight, 
taking the name Cuchullin (“the hound of Chullin”) after killing a guard dog with his bare hands. 
As an adult, he leads defenses of Ulster against a series of invasions from the neighboring 
Connacht province, most famously in Táin Bó Cúailnge (“The Cattle Raid of Cooley”). 
The stanza’s reference to “Druid rhymes that thrall” touches on the importance of fate 
and druidic prophecy in both Cuchullin’s and Deirdre’s stories (the latter described in the 
discussion of the second movement below). Cuchullin’s short life unfolds largely as a series of 
prophecies and curses. As Setanta, he is welcomed to Emain Macha only because a druid 
prophesied that a noble warrior would one day appear and defend Ulster. At the conclusion of 
the Ulster Cycle’s final story, a number of prophecies conspire to bring about his death at the 
hands of his enemy, Lugaid mac Con Roi (discussed in connection to the third movement). The 
sonata expresses the idea of fate through a descending-third skip paired to a short-long iambic 
rhythm (depending on the harmonic context, the intervals are sometimes altered to a descending 
step or descending fourth). The figure (hereafter, “fate motive”) derives from Cuchullin’s theme 
and occurs frequently throughout the sonata, often juxtaposed to another musical idea, as if 
reminding a character of its inescapable presence.54   
Rather than depict specific events from Cuchullin’s life, the opening movement functions 
as something closer to a character study in which MacDowell introduces Cuchullin with an 
 
54 Though there is not necessarily widespread agreement on the issue, descending (sol-mi) thirds have been 
associated in cognition studies with a taunting quality. See W.R. Crozier and A.J. Chapman, eds., Cognitive 
Processes in the Perception of Art (North Holland: Elsevier Science Publishers, 1984), 161. Some, including 
Bomberger (231), have heard this motive not as an allusion to fate, but as a birdcall. The motive’s consistently high 
register does suggest a birdcall (a bird appears at the end of some versions of Cuchullin’s story), but the 
association doesn’t take into account its taunting quality. Wang uses the phrase, “fate motive” to label the figure, 
stating that it “provides an emotionally suggestive commentary” (62). She provides a partial list of its occurrences, 




appropriately heroic-sounding opening theme, then subjects that theme to an emotional trajectory 
that upends the typical Romantic-heroic blueprint and encapsulates in microcosm the sonata’s 
subject of inevitable defeat. The opening harp-like arpeggiation lands on a fff E minor chord that 
loudly proclaims the arrival of Cuchullin. The wide-ranging, expansive melody (figure 3.8) 
highlights a D-natural on the downbeat of measure 3 whose modal inflection seems intended to 
evoke the past, in this case a mythical ancient Ireland. Other aspects of the theme signify the 
impending arrival of an important individual, including the fanfare-like figure bridging measures 
2-3 (B, leaping to E, descending to D, a dotted-rhythm variation of the melodic shape heard in 
mm. 1-2—E, leaping to B, descending to A) and the second-inversion chord in measure 3, which 
imparts a suspenseful, anticipatory atmosphere to the music. 
 
Figure 3.8: Keltic Sonata, mvt. I, mm. 1-3 
 
After its confident start, the theme gradually begins to waver, setting in motion the 
beginning of a struggle on the part of Cuchullin that is not fully resolved until the coda of the 
third movement. Following the fanfare rhythm bridging measures 2-3, the melody makes a 
number of attempts to descend to the tonic, but either reverses course (ascending to scale degree 
5 in mm. 4 and 6) or is undermined by the harmony (the deceptive motion from 5 to 6 in the bass 
at mm. 5 and 7, and the placement of the dominant in second inversion at m. 8). This initial 





3.9, mm. 12-14) that at first sounds simply like another failed attempt to cadence, but which is 
revealed in retrospect to have programmatic significance. At measure 12, the melody descends 
from F# to the tonic pitch, E, in a clear reference to the iambic downward motion bridging 
measures 1-2 and 2-3. The following measure expands this motion, with the melody skipping 
down from G to E in the same iambic rhythm, representing the first appearance of the fate 
motive, hereafter a ubiquitous aspect of the sonata. 
 
 
Figure 3.9: Keltic Sonata, mvt. I, mm. 12-14 
  
The motive’s emergence out of the music that introduced Cuchullin suggests that 
MacDowell associated it with the character. Its inaugural appearance occurs, moreover, in a 
bracingly dissonant harmonic context, immediately granting it negative connotations. In the first 
half of measure 13, the initial pitch of the motive, G, sounds over an F#7 chord that is ostensibly 
trying to tonicize the dominant (B major), creating a grating flatted-ninth dissonance between the 
outer voices. In the second half of the measure, the top voice skips down by third, sounding the 
second note of the motive, while the bassline shifts up by step to G to form an A# diminished-
seventh chord in third inversion.55 The downbeat of measure 14 sounds the same dissonant 
 
55 Strictly speaking, beat two of this measure spells an E minor chord in first inversion. It makes more sense, 
however, to treat the middle-voice B as a neighbor tone, as F#7 to E minor makes little tonal sense. Treating the 





flatted-ninth in the outer voices. Here, however, the top voice G rings out over the whole 
measure while the bassline goes on to articulate the entire motive (G skipping down to E) in the 
second half of the measure, bringing the passage to rest on a tentative A# diminished-seventh 
chord in second inversion. As described below, MacDowell presents a varied repeat of the entire 
passage (hereafter “b9 cadence” referring to the jarring dissonance, F#-G, heard on the 
downbeats of mm. 13 and 14) at the end of the first thematic area, and again at the close of the 
sonata’s final movement. where it immediately precedes the depiction of Cuchullin’s death. 
Having barely emerged from this ordeal, the theme is restated (mm. 15-26), now 
completely stripped of its heroic character. After the initial tonic pitch, the line listlessly skips up 
only to scale degree 3 (rather than the exuberant leap to 5 in the first statement of the theme). 
Thereafter, MacDowell introduces into the melody several half-steps that undo its original modal 
quality. At measures 16-17, the double-dotted fanfare rhythm disappears in favor of a far less 
jubilant single-dotted pattern. Finally, nearly the entire passage occurs over a foreboding 
dominant pedal, fulfilling the tonicization implied by the F#7 and A# diminished-seventh chords 
in measures 13-14. The passage leads to the first clear cadence in E minor on the downbeat of 
measure 21 in a final, fleeting burst of energy. On the very next beat, MacDowell inserts a 
dissonant parallel-motion chordal passage derived from the iambic downward motion of the 
opening theme. The chords descend nearly three octaves from F#6 in the top voice to G3, leading 
to a condensed paraphrase of the b9 cadence (figure 3.10, mm. 25-26, though here the interval is 






While the transition contains the type of musical rhetoric one would expect to find in 
such a section—featuring highly angular, disjunct versions of the downward motion that 
characterized the opening theme—it loses much of its identity as a separate section after an 
opening theme that was itself so fragmented and transition-like. The section moreover forgoes 
some of its conventional functions, most importantly by not harmonically preparing the next 
theme. As expected, the second theme occurs in the relative major (G), but at no point in the 
transition does even a single instance of its dominant harmony appear. After a brief passage 
suggesting a modulation to A minor (mm.45-48), an enharmonically-spelled B augmented chord 
at m. 49 positions E major/minor as the key of the new theme. However, the bassline’s B pivots 
on the downbeat of measure 50 to become the third of a G major chord. From here the line 
descends B-A-G (beginning with the familiar iambic rhythm), then leaps down to D as the root 
of a dominant seventh to begin the new theme at measure 51 (figure 3.11). Thus, instead of 
















MacDowell’s characterization of the sonata as a “bardic rhapsody” and “commentary on 
the subject” applies especially well to the second theme. Floating in on the dominant of the new 
key, and set in a notably lighter texture, it resembles an interlude for harp that exists outside the 
main flow of the surrounding musical action. The theme indeed establishes a set of conventions 
that MacDowell uses throughout the sonata to suggest a bardic performance. The first is the 
reduced texture, which evokes a harp and provides a clear departure from the “clattery” nature of 
the surrounding music.56 Just as important is his approach to phrasing. The twenty-measure 
theme unfolds as five iterations of a four-measure phrase. This regularity in phrasing is not only 
worlds removed from the disjointed musical syntax heard thus far, but is uncharacteristic of 
themes in MacDowell’s large-scale pieces in general, suggesting that he meant to convey here 
the illusion of a distinct performing persona. Despite feeling set-off from what precedes and 
follows it, the theme maintains a connection with the surrounding musical action through two 
means. Each iteration of the four-measure phrase is punctuated by the fate motive (sounding a 
descending minor third in each case except at m. 58, where it outlines a descending fourth over 
the E minor harmony). Four out of the five phrases (mm. 52, 60, 64, and 65), moreover, begin 
with the same iambic downward motion that earlier generated the motive. In other words, 
although the exact nature of the bardic “commentary” here is unclear, it relates in some way to 
Cuchullin, as represented by the motivic allusions to the first theme.  
The development (m. 71) begins as a continuation of the second theme, gradually 
morphing into paraphrased statements of the first theme by way of their shared iambic downward 
motion (by m. 79, the music resembles the first theme more clearly than it does the second 
theme). This overlap makes clear the connection between the preceding “bardic rhapsody” and 
 
56 The critic Joseph Horowitz aptly used this term to describe the sonata’s overall tone. Joseph Horowitz, 




music depicting Cuchullin, while furthering the sonata’s overall sense of motivic continuity. The 
remainder of the development mixes varied, fragmented iterations of the first theme with harp-
like runs (the latter occurring for example at mm. 117-119 and 137-139). Unlike the transition, 
the development provides a lengthy harmonic preparation for the ensuing recapitulation. At 
measure 156, a false recap sounds over a dominant pedal. After three measures, the music 
splinters into more fragmentary statements of the opening theme, reaching ii7-V7 in E at 
measures 170-173. The first theme finally returns in E major at measure 174:   
 













Instead of definitively resolving the ongoing struggle, the recapitulation begins with a 
fleeting suggestion of victory before enacting the inevitable trajectory towards defeat that 
characterizes the sonata as a whole. In his review of the Keltic, the critic James Huneker noted 
the resulting sense of ambiguity: “When the first theme reappears in E major you feel that 
something has happened, a lost cause won, a hill crest gained and the enemy routed. Then almost 
without transition the lovely second subject is repeated and in muted accents the movement from 
sheer climax declines to a whispering minor. The tale is told—the end tragic?”57 Indeed, the 
opening measures of the recapitulation convey a sense of hard-won victory. At measure 174, the 
theme returns in the parallel major. However, MacDowell recapitulates only the second version 
of the theme that skips up a third (corresponding to m. 15 in the exposition), granting the passage 
a feeling of exhausted relief rather than sheer triumph. From here, the turn towards defeat is swift 
and pitiless, as the music quickly shifts to the relative minor (C#) at measures 180-181 and 
cadences in that key at measure 184. MacDowell all but eliminates the transition, moving 
directly from the dissonant parallel-motion chordal descent (mm. 184-187) to a brief restatement 
of the second theme (only two iterations of the harp phrase) in the major tonic.58 A brief coda 
sounds yet another variant of the opening theme, returned to a bleak E minor. The movement 
closes with repeated iterations of the fate motive, now expanded to a fourth (E descending to B), 
but still in the minor. Musically, the movement resolves; programmatically, it is left open-ended. 
As Huneker observed, the mood strongly hints at tragedy, but the taunting fate motive renders 
the ending inconclusive, to be settled only at the conclusion of the third movement. 
 
57 James Huneker, “The Raconteur,” Musical Courier 42 (May 15, 1901), 53. 
58 The return of the second theme obligingly fulfills the procedures of a recapitulation, but represents one of 
several points in the sonata where MacDowell followed the dictates of conventional forms to no clear 
programmatic purpose. As discussed below, MacDowell’s reliance on such procedures was noted by critics 
including Huneker and, particularly, Gilman, who saw this aspect of the Keltic as contrary to the composer’s 




Second Movement: “Deirdre’s Song” 
Critics and scholars have typically described the second movement as a musical portrayal 
of another Ulster Cycle character, Deirdre, many tying the apparent placidity of the music to the 
character’s famed beauty.59 According to Gilman, MacDowell “realized [Deirdre] exquisitely in 
his middle movement: that is her image, in all its fragrant loveliness.”60 Recent writers have 
echoed this assessment, including Levy who wrote that the movement’s “gentle, almost casual 
aura” evoked the character.6 However, MacDowell likely intended something more substantive. 
No less than in the outer movements, the second movement depicts the themes of heroism, fate, 
and the ambiguity of death that lie at the heart of the Ulster Cycle, and which figure prominently 
in Deirdre’s story.   
As with the first movement, the second movement unfolds within a conventional form, in 
this case a hybrid containing elements of ABA form and sonata form (diagrammed on p. 175). 
The A section (figure 3.15) presents two distinct themes, but both are in the same key (G major). 
Accordingly, there is no transition section linking them. The B section does not present new 
thematic material, but instead develops previously-heard music, and at certain points loosely 
references passages from the first movement, contributing to the sonata’s overall unified 
impression. Thematic similarities between this movement and the previous movement impart a 
further sense of inter-movement unity. The A section’s first theme (mm. 1-16) begins as an 
altered version of the opening movement’s first theme (compare figures 3.13 and 3.14). Here, it 
starts on scale degree 5 instead of the tonic. It then leaps up to the tonic and proceeds by step up 
a third, in place of the corresponding descent by third in the first movement. This ascending-third 
 
59 The story of Deirdre inspired numerous adaptations, including two of the most well-known stage works of the 
Celtic Revival, W.B. Yeats’ Deirdre (1907) and John Millington Synge’s Deirdre of the Sorrows (1910). 
60 Gilman, Edward MacDowell: A Study, 159. 




motion occurs periodically throughout the A section (see the downbeats of mm. 7, 8 and 14 in 
figure 3.15), and might be heard as a hopeful, if futile, striving against the inexorability of fate 
and druidic prophecy, one of the central themes of Dierdre’s story (discussed below).  
                                     
                                                          
                                                     
                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                     
Allusions to the fate motive itself crop up throughout the movement, most notably the 
dotted-rhythm “fanfare” figure that in the first movement generated the motive. The second 
theme (mm. 17-24) also contains a possible reference to the fate motive. Though it occurs here as 
a skip between chord tones, the second two notes of the three-note figure replicate its short-long 
rhythm. It first appears at measure 19, where the skip occurs within a third; the motive sounds 
again at measure 22, where the interval expands to a fourth.   
 
Figure 3.13: Keltic Sonata, mvt. I, mm. 1-3                       






Figure 3.15: Keltic Sonata, mvt. II, mm. 1-24 
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The persistent references to the motive illustrate the importance of fate in Deirdre’s story. 
Although MacDowell’s exact source is unclear, most versions of the tale retain the same basic 
plot points. In the story, Deirdre is the daughter of the renowned harpist Felim. Immediately 
prior to her birth, a druid predicts that Felim’s child will grow up to be the most beautiful woman 
in Ireland—a beauty so great that it will ultimately bring about the fall of Emain Macha, the 
capital of Ulster. After Deirdre’s birth, the Ulster king, Conchobar claims her for himself, hiding 
her away in the woods until she is old enough to marry. One day Deirdre manages to escape her 
prison and meets Naesi, son of an exiled king from Scotland. The two fall in love and run away 
to the Scottish Highlands, where for the next few years they live in peaceful bliss. Hearing of 
Deirdre’s escape with Naesi, a furious Conchobar dispatches a messenger to convince the couple 
to return to Ireland where all will be forgiven. Naesi naively agrees, but Deirdre protests, 
foreseeing the terrible events that will unfold once they arrive. En route back to Ulster, she sings 
a lament for the idyllic life she is leaving behind in Scotland, accompanying herself on the harp. 
As given by Macleod in her version of the tale, the opening stanza reads: 
Dear is this land to me, dear is this land: 
O Alba [Scotland] of the lochs! 
Sure I would not be sailing sad from thy foam-white sand 
Were I not sailing with Nathos [Naesi] for the Irish strand.2 
 
As most commentators have suggested, the movement’s A section might function as a 
general musical representation of Deirdre. Alternatively, either of its themes may represent a 
bardic re-creation of this lament. In this interpretation, MacDowell’s bard temporarily takes on 
the persona of Deirdre, performing her song in the course of telling her tale—that is, he offers a 
 
2 Fiona Macleod, The Laughter of Peterkin: A Retelling of Old Tales of the Celtic Wonderworld (London: Archibald, 
Constable, & Co., 1897), 252. The song is nine stanzas long in total. Although it takes place within a prose rendering 
of Deidre’s story, MacDowell’s comment that it was Macleod’s poetry that inspired him possibly referred 




programmatic realization of the stanza’s reference to “Deirdre’s song.” Admittedly, neither 
theme within the A section resembles a stereotypical lament, but both project a mournful affect, 
particularly through harmonic means.3 Both themes begin and end in the major mode, but shift 
quickly to minor key areas. The first theme cadences in iii on the downbeat of measure 9 and 
contains either minor chords or their secondary dominants in half of its sixteen measures. The 
second theme also begins and ends in the major mode, but moves to iii at measure 19 and 
tonicizes vi from measures 20-22.  
Additional musical details suggest that MacDowell intended the A section as a simulated 
performance of someone else’s song. Similar to the bardic second theme in the opening 
movement, the A section here demonstrates a formal symmetry generally uncharacteristic of 
MacDowell’s large-scale works. Though the internal divisions are often irregular, the twenty-
four measure section as a whole divides into subsections of sixteen and eight measures 
corresponding to themes 1 and 2 respectively, with theme 1 further dividing into two subsections 
of eight measures each.6 The A section also shares textural similarities with an earlier piano 
piece by MacDowell that had depicted a performance. The B section of “Scotch Poem” 
(mentioned above in regard to its pentatonic melody, see figure 3.2) is supported by a left-hand 
accompaniment that MacDowell directs to be played “like a harp.” The piano part creates this 
effect with rolled chords on every downbeat. The right-hand melody, representing a woman’s 
voice, is to be played “Softly, with pathos….as a voice heard from afar:” In the sonata 
movement’s first theme, MacDowell likewise supports the songlike melody with rolled piano 
 
3 Previous settings of Deirdre’s lament had likewise tended to avoid treating the song as a conventional lament. In 
1903, for example, American composer Henry Gilbert published “The Lament of Deirdre,” a setting that bore no 
resemblance to a traditional lament. MacDowell himself may not have even thought of the song primarily as 
lament, referring in the stanza simply to “Deirdre’s song.”  
6 There is an elided cadence from V7-i in B minor on the downbeat of measure 9, which both concludes the 




chords evoking a harp. For the second theme, he also recycles the “as heard from afar” 
performance direction from “Scotch Poem.” He doesn’t specify a singing voice in this case, but 
the melody, which begins high on a G5 and precipitously descends an 11th after only a measure 
and a half might be heard as an especially dramatic lament sighing gesture (mm. 17-18 in figure 
3.15).   
The B section (mm. 25-64) functions as a development, referencing material from both 
this movement and the previous movement. MacDowell focuses in particular on developing the 
iambic downward motion by step introduced in the first movement and heard prominently to this 
point. This motion occurs prominently throughout the B section, for example at measures 26 and 
30 (compare to m. 12 in the first movement, figure 3.9 above): 




Figure 3.16: Keltic Sonata, mvt. II, m. 26 




Beginning at measure 35, MacDowell begins to allude more directly to material from the 
previous movement, inserting a series of heavily-accented descending parallel-motion chords, 





At measure 39, MacDowell breaks up this chordal surface into a texture that resembles a 
singing voice and harp accompaniment, again suggesting a bardic performance. An underlying 
symmetry adds to the bardic aesthetic, MacDowell initiating at measure 41 a series of two-
measure phrases in which the first measure occasionally alludes to material from the first 
movement (figures 3.20 and 3.21). The link to the previous movement is most pronounced at 
measures 45-46, which quote the melody from measures 176-177 of the first movement over the 





Figure 3.18: Keltic Sonata, mvt. I, 
mm. 21-22 Figure 3.19: Keltic Sonata, mvt. II, mm. 35-36 
Figure 3.20: Keltic Sonata, mvt. I, mm. 
176-177 





Inasmuch as Deirdre and Cuchullin barely interact in their respective stories, 
MacDowell’s precise programmatic intent in alluding to the previously-heard music is not 
entirely clear. The highly tempestuous nature of much of the B section does, however, reflect the 
chaos marking the second half of Deirdre’s story—in which Dierdre and Naesi are forced to 
confront their personal fates as well as the larger tragedy set in motion with her birth. After 
sending a messenger convincing them to return to Ulster, the duplicitous Conchobar imprisons 
Deirdre and Naesi, instigating a battle in which Naesi is killed and Emain Macha burns to the 
ground, fulfilling the druid’s prophecy. Conchobar thereupon marries Deirdre against her will. 
After a prolonged and miserable period of time in which she refuses to speak to or even make 
eye contact with him, Deirdre commits suicide by throwing herself from a speeding chariot. In 
the return of the A section music (figure 3.22), MacDowell foreshadows his treatment of 
Cuchullin’s demise in the third movement by presenting Deirdre’s death as a form of victory. 
Unlike its downcast first appearance emphasizing the minor mode, MacDowell reharmonizes the 
reprise of the first theme primarily with major chords, directing it to be played fff and “stately 
and sonorous.” The music projects an unmistakable feeling of joyous celebration reflecting the 
triumphant subtext of Deirdre’s suicide.6 For one, by ending her own life, she exerts a measure 
of control over the circumstances of her death. Further, as most versions of the story point out, 
she can now spend eternity with her true love, Naesi.6 
 
 
6 The return of the mournful second theme is less easily explained. It speaks to the overall ambiguity at the heart 
of Deirdre’s story. Like the recapitulation of the second theme in the first movement, however, it seems in place 
mainly in order to fulfill the requirements of the form. 
6 The story typically ends with Deirdre being buried next to Naesi. In the ensuing weeks, two trees rise from each 





Figure 3.22: Keltic Sonata, mvt. II, mm. 65-81 
 
Third Movement: “Great Cuchullin’s Fall” 
The third movement (diagrammed on page 183) resumes Cuchullin’s story, providing a 
resolution to the struggle initiated in the first movement. The end of the movement almost 
certainly represents a depiction of the character’s final battle and “heroic” death as told in the 











Movement III  
Introduction   Exposition                                                    Development   Recapitulation               Coda 
Measures Mm. 1-12 13-72 73-89 90-141? 142?-209 210-242 243-252 253-272 
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Most versions of “The Death of Cuchullin” begin with Cuchullin and his soldiers 
preparing to meet his enemy, Lugaid mac Con Roi in battle. Intent on avenging his father’s death 
at the hands of Cuchullin, Lugaid had earlier enlisted druids to curse the city of Emain Macha, 
rendering all of the inhabitants’ weapons useless, and forcing Cuchullin to emerge and engage 
him in battle. The following morning, Cuchullin sets off with his charioteer Loeg in a chariot 
pulled by his horse, Liath Macha. Introduced by a harp-like sweep similar to that which opened 














MacDowell utilizes continuous triplets to project a sense of rapid forward motion, a 
familiar nineteenth-century musical topic with precedents in Schubert’s “Erlkönig,” Liszt’s 
“Wilde Jagd,” and MacDowell’s own “Wilde Jagd” (from his 12 Virtuoso Etudes, published in 
1894). After twelve measures of chromatic triplets over a static bass, the first theme proper 







begins. Here, the dynamics decrease to pppp, and MacDowell introduces a sinister-sounding 
galloping figure emphasizing the minor third between scale degrees 1 and 3 (beginning at mm. 
13-14 in figure 3.23). The figure repeats incessantly throughout the first thematic area, reflecting 
Cuchullin’s single-minded determination riding into battle.6 As shown in figure 3.24, the first 
definitive cadence occurs on the downbeat of measure 65. However, this downbeat immediately 
elides with a cryptic interjection of two phrases of the upcoming second theme, each answered 




Figure 3.24, Keltic Sonata, mvt. III mm., 61-73 
 
The transition (figure 3.25, mm. 73-89) functions similarly to the opening movement’s 
transition section, featuring highly active rhetoric, but providing only minimal harmonic  
 
6 The motive occurs first over tonic harmony (mm. 13-20), then chromatic pre-dominant harmony (the left-hand 
suggesting an augmented-sixth chord from m. 21-24); after a linking passage sounding a viidim7/V (mm. 25-28), 






preparation for the subsequent theme. In the context of a bardic reading, the transition might be 
thought of as a brief harp prelude to the songlike second theme. The section features the 
symmetrical phrasing that had characterized previous bardic evocations—unfolding as a series of 
four-bar phrases in which a descending chromatic line in the tenor range is answered by two 












Figure 3.25: Keltic Sonata, mvt. III, mm. 73-89 
 
After two and a half iterations of this phrase, the ubiquitous fate motive again interrupts 
the proceedings (mm. 83-85) as part of an off-kilter interjection of three measures. A final 
iteration of the phrase (mm. 86-89) concludes with a harp flourish outlining a second-inversion B 
diminished-7th chord. This sonority ultimately functions as the only harmonic preparation for the 







Figure 3.26: Keltic Sonata, mvt. III, mm. 88-104 
 
The second theme itself (beginning at m. 90) clearly suggests a bardic song. As with the 
previously-heard bardic passages, the phrasing is symmetrical, proceeding largely in four-






a generally stepwise melody set in the tenor range and supported by arpeggiated triplets.6 
MacDowell’s instruction to play “the triplet accomp. detached” furthermore suggests that he 
wished the texture to evoke two separate lines, i.e. a vocal line with harp accompaniment. 
Beyond its texture and phrasing, the theme demonstrates programmatic and expressive 
similarities to the second theme of the opening movement. Having received virtually no 
harmonic preparation, both themes arrive unexpectedly and appear to exist outside the highly 
dramatic action of the surrounding music. In this case, the unexpected key (C minor), the 
preponderance of inverted chords, and a melody consisting mainly of long notes reinforce the 
sense of a bardic song that hovers above the surrounding music. In this case, the nature of the 
bardic commentary is easier to discern than in the opening movement. The theme’s reappearance 
in the recapitulation marks the moment Cuchullin is fatally wounded, retrospectively granting its 
appearance here the aura of an ominous prediction or forewarning.  
The second theme never clearly cadences, making it difficult to determine the start of the 
development. One plausible starting point is measure 142, where the music takes on a decidedly 
virtuosic tone that eliminates any reference to a human voice. From here, MacDowell 
emphasizes the kinds of scalar runs and arpeggiations that had served as accompaniment for the 
tenor melody in the previous transition and second theme areas. The drop-out of the “vocal” line 
indicates that MacDowell may have intended the development section to function as a 
continuation of the previous bardic performance, taking the form of an extended display of harp 
virtuosity. 
 
6 Although likely nothing more than a coincidence, the theme’s first phrase bears an unmistakable resemblance to 
the opening theme of the finale of Dvořák’s New World Symphony. Its more likely genesis is the first theme of this 





The recapitulation begins at measure 210 (figure 3.27). As in the first movement, 
MacDowell does not recapitulate the entire first theme, including only the second statement of 
the theme (the one that had sounded over a dominant pedal, corresponding to m. 29 in the 
exposition). In this case, after one complete iteration, the theme repeats (m. 226), continuing the 
dominant pedal and adding the direction “gradually increasing in violence and intensity.” From 
here, the music can be plausibly matched to events in the story. As Cuchullin and Liath near their 
destination, they dismount the chariot to engage some of Lugaid’s men in battle. Meanwhile, the 
approaching Lugaid throws the first of three spears at Cuchullin and Loeg, striking and killing 
the latter. Cuchullin then remounts the chariot, now driving it himself, and races towards Lugaid, 
likely the motivation for MacDowell’s “increasing violence and intensity” performance 
direction. Lugaid then throws his second spear, killing the horse, Liath. Cuchullin charges on, 
now struggling to pull the chariot himself. The music mimics Cuchullin’s sluggish motion 
beginning at measure 239, where, having reduced the phrase to only its first measure, 
MacDowell instructs the performer to slow down. On the downbeat of measure 241 the bass 
sounds a jolting, unexpected A#. The note is played fff and in octaves in the lowest range of the 














Figure 3.27: Keltic Sonata, mvt. III, mm. 210-245 
 
After he is struck, Cuchullin asks Lugaid to allow him to crawl to a nearby river for a 
drink of water before he dies. This manifests at measure 243 in MacDowell’s restatement of the 
second theme—originally the bardic song, now altered almost beyond recognition to match 
events in the story. Although it is now in the expected tonic, MacDowell reduces the tempo to 88 
bpm, and gives the direction “with tragic pathos.” The passage plods forward with the barest 
minimum of energy, bringing to mind Cuchullin’s agonizing crawl to the river. The theme in fact 
does not even make it through the first phrase. As shown in figure 3.28, at measure 248, the 
melody begins a descent from scale degree 5 (corresponding to m. 100 in the exposition). When 
the melody reaches scale degree 3, MacDowell seamlessly merges the passage into the parallel-
motion chordal descent and b9 cadence from the exposition of the first movement, the b9 
cadence appearing at measures 251-252 (corresponding to mm. 25-26 of the first movement). 
The entire passage and the fate motive it generated are now revealed in retrospect as harbingers 
of Cuchullin’s death. 







Figure 3.28: Keltic Sonata, mvt. III, mm. 246-272 
 





Once Cuchullin reaches the river, he spots a tall stone pillar and ties himself to it, so that 
he can die heroically standing up. At measure 253, following the dissonant b9 cadence, 
MacDowell reintroduces the first movement’s opening theme as it appeared there in the 
recapitulation, in the major mode (see figure 3.12, m. 174). The theme now projects a peaceful 
quality representing Cuchullin’s acceptance of his death, its chordal, homophonic texture and 
tonic pedal in the bass granting it a hymn-like quality. After one complete iteration of the 
phrase’s first four measures, the melody contentedly moves up and down between scales degrees 
1 and 3. At measure 262, the fate motive returns one final time, dotting a series of chromatic 
harmonies on the downbeat of each measure that gradually morph the prevailing E major into its 
parallel minor. A Lisztian flourish in octaves and three fff E minor chords bring the work to an 
end (mm. 269-272). 
The sonata’s conclusion is notably ambiguous. Rather than celebrate one of Cuchullin’s 
many combat triumphs, MacDowell makes the character’s demise the goal of the work. This 
approach obviously shuns the typical “heroic” musical narrative established by Beethoven. But 
neither does it reflect the unmitigated despair that characterizes, for instance, the finale of 
Tchaikovsky’s Pathétique Symphony. The Keltic’s denouement, as well as the second 
movement’s depiction of Deirdre’s death, occupies a middle ground between these outcomes. 
Although MacDowell graphically depicts Cuchullin’s battlefield defeat, the subsequent major-
mode coda grants an aura of peaceful acceptance. In this respect, its closest precedent was 
probably the finale of MacDowell’s own Second Piano Sonata, the “Eroica” (1895). There, 
music heard at the outset returns thematically transformed at the close of the final movement, 
signaling the passing of that work’s protagonist, King Arthur. Musicologist Paul Bertagnolli 





and sometimes impl[ying] religiosity with sustained, rising figures, chorale-like textures, and 
plagal cadences.”6 The coda of the Keltic features some of the same signifiers, particularly the 
chorale textures and plagal motion (e.g., mm. 257-260), granting Cuchullin’s death a similar 
sense of muted apotheosis.  
Although neither composer nor critics raised any such connection, the Keltic’s equivocal 
ending also tapped into a trope pervasive in late-nineteenth century Irish thought. A simultaneous 
wallowing in, and celebration of, defeat was considered a distinctively Irish outlook, functioning 
according to some as a defense against a history of political and military misfortunes.7 Like so 
many other Celtic stereotypes, Matthew Arnold had promoted this view in his On the Study of 
Celtic Literature (1867), writing that the “immense calamites” suffered by the Celtic people 
throughout history had made them “the prime authors of piercing regret and passion.”7 By the 
turn of the century, the era’s leading Irish writers had proudly adopted this line of thinking. In an 
1899 article for the North American Review, Yeats summed up the attitude, writing that “The 
popular poetry of England celebrates her victories, but the popular poetry of Ireland remembers 
only defeats and defeated persons.”7 In 1911—the same year he wrote poems memorializing 
both MacDowell and the Keltic Sonata (discussed below)—the Irish American poet Shaemas 
O’Sheel captured the sentiment in the title of his poem, “They Went Forth to Battle But They 
Always Fell.” While MacDowell himself generally seemed aloof from such weighty matters, the 
Keltic’s ending resonates with the ambiguous treatment of death and defeat so prominent at the 
time in Irish and Irish American thought. 
 
6 Bertagnolli, 97. 
7 Fanning, 169-170. 
7 Matthew Arnold, On the Study of Celtic Literature (London: Smith, Elder, & Co., 1867), 152. 






Conclusion: Reception of the Keltic Sonata 
The Keltic’s reception highlighted questions surrounding its status as an “authentic” 
Celtic work. Upon hearing the sonata, most critics praised its atmospheric portrayal of the 
ancient Celtic world. Helen Hopekirk claimed that the Keltic “wrapped [one] in the elemental 
atmosphere of the heroic times, with all the largeness and pathos, and tragedy of ancient loves 
and wars.”7 Local newspapers also praised the work’s successful evocation of a mythical Celtic 
past. After a 1902 performance by MacDowell, a Dallas Morning News writer described hearing 
“the stately and mysterious character of the druids, the gentle love and poetic nature of Deirdre, 
and the savage yet mighty and warlike character of Cuchullin...”7 A writer for the Lexington 
Herald stated after a 1906 performance that the sonata was “as Keltic as the combined poetic 
forces of the entire neo-Celtic renaissance in Ireland.”7  
Reactions in this vein continued after MacDowell’s death—now with the composer 
himself eulogized as a sort of fallen bardic hero. As noted above, the author John Porte made 
comments to this effect in his 1922 biography of MacDowell (see p. 143). In 1911 Shaemas 
O’Sheel published The Blossomy Bough, a collection of poems on Irish themes.7 O’Sheel was 
born James Shields in New York, but later changed his name to reflect his Irish ancestry and his 
support of the ongoing Irish independence movement. In The Blossomy Bough, he paid tribute to 
the recently-deceased MacDowell in verse. In “MacDowell: An Elegy,” the first of two poems 
about the composer, O’Sheel portrays MacDowell as an artist in touch with the Celtic past, 
specifically linking him with bardic culture. The penultimate stanza reads in part: 
 
 
7 Hopekirk, x. 
7 “Music by MacDowell,” Dallas Morning News, December 18, 1902. 
7 “World of Music,” The Lexington Herald, November 11, 1906.  





The universal music of mankind. 
He rose above it to an Heroic call, 
Triumphing with great heart and soul and mind. 
He listened to the Immemorial Wind 
That bloweth ever from the far Dawn-Days 
Old epic fragments and old bardic lays: 
He learned their secret and their prophecy— 
Listen:—Eternal Beauty!—Immortality!7 
 
O’Sheel titled his second MacDowell poem simply “The Keltic Sonata.” The poem reads 
like an embellishment of MacDowell’s original four-line stanza. O’Sheel’s final stanzas capture 
the emotional ambiguity of Cuchullin’s death. Intriguingly, he also implicitly connects the 
character to MacDowell himself, stressing the same theme of immortality that had appeared in 
his elegy to the composer:  
And now against the flare of a weeping West 
Waits he, Cuhullin [Cuchullin], guardian of the ford, 
And from the red and whirling cloud of battle 
Lightning-like flashes the fell spear of Lewy [Lugaid], 
And great Cuhullin falls—Cuhullin falls!— 
The heavens are troubled and the hills are shaken… 
 
Firm-braced before the pillar-stone, grows limp, 
And droops, and strains the girdle; then come ravens 
And shadow with grey plumes the glazing eyes; 
And all is silent, save the gentle drip 
Of oozing drops of blood; now that has ceased 
 
A wind blows softly from some distant place, 
Kissing his hair; I hear it singing low 
“Cuhullin lives; Cuhullin is not dead!” 
 
In a footnote following the poem, O’Sheel describes the Keltic as “perhaps the 
masterpiece of the late Edward MacDowell’s work in musical composition…” In addition to 
hearing allusions to Cuchullin’s death in the third movement, he claimed to have heard 
 





connections to Deirdre in the second movement, and noted of the first movement that it “gives 
expression to the mood induced by a contemplation of the whole body of Gaelic legend of 
Heroic time.”7 
Assessments such as those by Hopekirk and O’Sheel focused on the Keltic’s 
programmatic success, celebrating by extension both its authentic Celticness and its embodiment 
of MacDowell’s own Celtic identity. In their enthusiasm, they unsurprisingly glossed over the 
sonata’s musical details, particularly its dependence on German musical conventions. Only a few 
critics raised this issue, implying in the process a tension between MacDowell’s reliance on 
techniques like sonata form and the heightened commitment to expressing an underlying poetic 
idea that they associated with his emerging Celtic voice. One such critic, James Huneker 
(discussed above in relation to the end of the first movement), acknowledged the sonata’s 
success as a Celtic work, describing it as “well-named” and “the most Celtic of MacDowell’s 
composing.”7 For Huneker, however, the work’s sonata form outline proved an unnecessary 
restraint on its evocative musical materials, the critic noting that “Properly speaking…the music 
MacDowell pours into his sonatas ought to be within the broader, more elastic walls of the 
ballade.”8 Huneker predicted that in future works, MacDowell would dispense with sonata form 
and embrace an approach more suited to his programmatic ambitions, conjecturing “one organic 
whole without even the faint subdivision employed in the ‘Keltic’.”8 
Gilman expressed similarly conflicted views on the sonata’s merits, praising its 
programmatic accomplishment but raising concerns about the sonata-form blueprint lurking just 
 
7 Ibid., 92. 







in the background. Both views come through in his 1904 article on MacDowell. On the one 
hand, Gilman cites the Keltic as a crowning illustration of MacDowell’s programmaticism, 
proclaiming that the composer’s music “makes small appeal to the tonal sense per se…Mr. 
MacDowell does not presume to write what we call ‘absolute’ music; if one looks to such a work 
as the ‘Keltic’ Sonata for the kind of gratification which he is accustomed to derive from, for 
example, a Brahms symphony, he will not find it. It is impossible to account satisfactorily for the 
last page of the ‘Keltic’ upon exclusively musical grounds…its ultimate appeal is conditioned 
upon an understanding of the basis of drama and emotional crisis upon which the musician has 
built.”8 
Gilman believed furthermore that the sonata represented not just another of MacDowell’s 
successful programmatic works, but a decisive merger of his ancestry and artistic maturation—a 
view implied in much of the reception cited above, but most explicitly articulated by Gilman. For 
him, “It was a fortunate, if not inevitable, event, in view of his temperamental affiliations with 
the Celtic genius, that Mr. MacDowell should have been made aware of the suitability for 
musical treatment of the ancient heroic chronicles of the Gaels, and that he should have gone for 
his inspiration, in particular, to the legends comprised in the famous Cycle of the Red Branch.”8 
Gilman continued that with the Keltic Sonata, “Mr. MacDowell’s genius has found its 
consummate flowering: nowhere else in his work are its distinguishing traits so strikingly 
disclosed—the breadth and reach of imagination, the magnetic vitality, the richness and fervor, 
the conquering poetic charm.”8 
 
8 Gilman, “The Music of Edward MacDowell,” 931. 






Yet the critic’s zeal wavered when he attempted to discuss the sonata in any detail. A 
confirmed musical modernist, Gilman viewed techniques like sonata form as relics of a bygone 
compositional era that placed unnecessary restrictions on a work’s expressive potential. Gilman 
registered his concern most directly in his 1904 article. After claiming the Keltic’s independence 
from “Brahmsian” absolute music, he confesses that “I cannot help wishing that [MacDowell] 
might contrive some expedient for doing away…with the sonata form which he occasionally 
uses.” Gilman concludes by bluntly noting that “Mr. MacDowell is less fortunate in his sonatas 
than in those freer and more elastically wrought tone-poems in which he voices a mood or an 
experience with epigrammatic concision and directness. The ‘Keltic’ sonata succeeds in spite of 
its form…”8 In his 1908 biography of the composer, Gilman attempts to reach a reconciliation 
with MacDowell’s stubborn use of sonata form as a formal template. Referring to the composer’s 
four piano sonatas—all programmatic works that, to varying degrees, make use of sonata form—
he accurately notes that, though these works follow “the classic forms…the classic prescription 
is altered or abrogated at will, in accordance with the requirements of the underlying poetic 
idea.”8 
Gilman ran into fewer difficulties when discussing MacDowell’s shorter piano pieces. 
Although even these tend to follow some variation of ABA form, their brevity allows them to 
sustain a single idea that could be more plausibly tied to an extramusical source. In his 
descriptions of these pieces, Gilman repeatedly connected them to an impressionistic aesthetic. 
As will be discussed in the next chapter, impressionist musical language seems to have 
functioned as a significant part of Gilman’s Celtic ideal. The critic’s own music provides support 
 
8 Ibid., 932. 





for this idea. An amateur composer himself, Gilman’s extant compositions—three settings of 
texts by the Irish poet W.B. Yeats—make overt nods to the type of musical impressionism then 
being practiced by composers like Debussy. Though these pieces did not reach a large audience, 
they provide unique insights into the views Gilman voiced in his criticism, particularly 
concerning musical expressions of Celticness. While Gilman’s Yeats settings foreground some 
of the same Celtic signifiers found in the Keltic Sonata (a basis in the Celtic literary revival, 
references to bardic performance), their impressionistic cast and general air of self-conscious 
experimentation present an aesthetic take on musical Celticness notably unlike any of the works 





Chapter 4: Lawrence Gilman, Impressionism, and “Celtic Magic” 
 
As discussed in chapter three, Edward MacDowell’s reputation as a “Celtic” composer 
owed much to his zealous supporter in the music press, Lawrence Gilman. Although Gilman 
frequently cited the Keltic Sonata as evidence of MacDowell’s Celticness, he did not limit his 
assertions to works explicitly advertising an Irish or Scottish basis. For Gilman, MacDowell’s 
Celtic qualities governed his broader compositional approach, and were particularly evident in 
late-career piano pieces such as those contained in the suites Woodland Sketches (1896) and Sea 
Pieces (1898). Gilman’s claims drew heavily on essentialist Celtic stereotypes popularized by 
writers such as Matthew Arnold, including a oneness with nature and a heightened emotional 
sensitivity. For Gilman, these “Celtic” traits explained MacDowell’s ability to elucidate the 
deeper meanings of a given extramusical detail, often drawn from the natural world. In an article 
that appeared shortly after the composer’s death, Gilman credited MacDowell with “that deep 
and abiding intimacy with natural things which is the incontestable heritage of the Celt.”1 Later 
in the same article, he declares that “above all, [MacDowell] had that distinctively Celtic way of 
transcribing nature which [Matthew] Arnold has called ‘magical’…what is unique and 
unparalleled in his music is its quality of Celtic magic, which touches and transfigures even his 
frankest rendering of the sunlit scenery of the accustomed world.”2 
Gilman never attempted to account for such effects in terms of specific musical 
techniques. Indeed, as the above remarks make clear, he preferred to frame the Celtic dimensions 
of MacDowell’s music as mysterious and ineffable, something detailed analysis would implicitly 
undermine. He nevertheless appears to have had a particular aesthetic in mind in connection with 
MacDowell’s “Celtic magic”—namely, impressionism. Gilman frequently referred to 
 
1 Lawrence Gilman, “Landscape in Music,” Harper’s Magazine 120 no. 717 (1910), 388. 





MacDowell as an impressionist and his music as impressionistic. He tended to apply the label 
loosely, for instance when he declared in a 1904 article that the composer “stands 
uncompromisingly for music that is, of intention, persistently pictorial and impressionistic.”3 
Other times he used the term to describe the same underlying “poetic” qualities of the 
composer’s music discussed in chapter three. For Gilman, all of these designations—the 
“pictorial,” the “poetic,” and the “impressionistic”—encompassed MacDowell’s ability to 
vividly bring to life and capture the psychological or emotional essence of a particular work’s 
extramusical basis, an ability that he put down in large part to the composer’s Celtic ancestry.  
Despite his casual use of the term, several factors suggest that Gilman viewed 
impressionist musical language as an important ingredient not only of MacDowell’s Celtic voice 
but of musical Celticism in general. First, the pieces that he believed most exemplified 
MacDowell’s Celtic attributes, such as “To a Wild Rose” and “To a Water-lily” from Woodland 
Sketches, were among the most overtly impressionistic of MacDowell’s compositions. Second, 
Gilman’s writings on Debussy, the archetypal impressionist composer, emphasize the same 
elusive qualities that he described as Celtic when discussing MacDowell.4 Finally, Gilman’s own 
music combines Celtic poetic texts with techniques derived from musical impressionism. Though 
far better known as a critic, Gilman composed sporadically during the first few years of the 
twentieth century. His extant works amount to only three short pieces for voice and piano. All 
three set texts by the Irish poet William Butler Yeats, and all three appeared over the course of 
 
3 Lawrence Gilman, “The Music of Edward MacDowell,” The North American Review 178, no. 6 (1904), 928.  
4 By the turn of the century, Debussy was synonymous with musical impressionism. Use of the term 
“impressionism” in a musical context (such as by Gilman) would have undoubtedly brought to mind the French 
composer. See Ronald L. Byrnside, “Musical Impressionism: The Early History of the Term, The Musical Quarterly 





1903-1904 in the progressive American publishing venture, the Wa-Wan Press.5  
Following a brief discussion of impressionism in MacDowell’s “To a Water-lily,” this 
chapter will analyze two of Gilman’s Yeats settings “The Heart of the Woman” (1903) and “The 
Curlew” (1904), both texts taken from Yeats’ 1899 collection of poems, The Wind Among the 
Reeds. While these pieces generated little critical reaction and now languish in obscurity, they 
merit attention for several reasons. On one level, they might be seen as an extension of Gilman’s 
criticism, manifesting the aesthetic ideals that he enthusiastically promoted but evasively 
described.6 While none of Gilman’s three Yeats settings can be considered impressionist works 
per se, they demonstrate that he regarded certain impressionistic techniques as effective tools for 
conveying the “Celtic magic” that he often expounded upon. Two techniques in particular grant 
the pieces analyzed in this chapter an impressionist cast. Both pieces emphasize colorful 
harmonies (including extended, 9th, 11th, and 13th chords and other non-triadic formations) 
unmistakably redolent of Debussy. While MacDowell’s impressionist music makes limited use 
of extended harmonies, they are pervasive in Gilman’s Yeats settings, where they provide an 
especially effective musical embodiment of the evocative texts. Both songs also feature an 
idiosyncratic approach to vocal writing suggesting a hybrid of Debussyan recitative and the 
musicalized bardic chanting that constituted one of Yeats’ primary contributions to Celtic literary 
revival (see introduction for a discussion of the revival).  
Gilman’s pieces can be seen moreover not merely as an extension of his own criticism, 
 
5 According to his September 1939 obituary in the New York Times, Gilman also composed an unpublished opera 
“in the Wagnerian idiom.” “Lawrence Gilman, Music Critic, Dead,” New York Times (Sept. 10, 1939), 49. 
6 In contrast to his work as a composer, Gilman wielded considerable influence as a critic. As his New York Times 
obituary put it, the critic enjoyed a “wide and appreciative following throughout the United States and Europe.” 
New York Times (Sept. 10, 1939), 49. In England, The Musical Times also recognized Gilman’s prominence, 
describing him as “one of the foremost of the group of writers who raised American music criticism to the high 





but as a musical response to larger issues concerning the nature of Celtic artistic expression. In 
this respect, they reflected the influence of Arnold, whose ideas clearly shaped Gilman’s views 
on the topic. In addition to the qualities mentioned above, Arnold’s influential tract, On the Study 
of Celtic Literature (1867), depicted a Celtic artistic temperament given to caprice and the 
immediate, indiscriminate venting of emotion, and therefore incapable of success in large-scale 
forms. Arnold cited these traits as the reason Celts had made little substantial impact in the world 
of music outside song, seeing genres like symphonies and sonatas as the domain of supposedly 
more patient, scientifically-minded Germans. In certain ways, Gilman’s pieces provide a musical 
illustration of Arnold’s ideas—seeming to enact at times a performance of Celtic caprice and 
emotionalism tied to, but also transcending, the immediate implications of Yeats’ texts. While 
these pieces by no means entirely discard a Germanic basis, much about Gilman’s compositional 
approach implicitly reinforces Arnold’s portrayal of musical Celticism as peripheral to the 
German mainstream—not least in the immediate aural effects created by his use of non-
Germanic impressionist techniques. In this respect, Gilman’s Yeats settings presented a different 
approach to musical Celticism than found in the works discussed earlier in this study. While 
Beach’s Gaelic Symphony and MacDowell’s Keltic Sonata tend to subsume their Celtic features 
within German formal and harmonic conventions, these conventions co-exist in Gilman’s music 
with strikingly novel techniques, often derived from impressionism, meant to capture a particular 
vision of Celticness.7  
 
 
7 Without wishing to imply that Gilman’s pieces alone were responsible for such developments, they did prefigure 
a number of later works, including several by American composers, that paired Celtic subject matter with 
impressionist musical language. These included among others, George Chadwick’s tone poem Tam O’Shanter 
(1915, based on poem by Robert Burns—see chapter one), a number of pieces by the American composer Charles 
Tomlinson Griffes during the years 1915-1920, and The Garden of Fand (1916), a tone poem by the English 





The Intersection of Celticism and Impressionism in the Music of Edward MacDowell 
Although Gilman was not the only critic to characterize MacDowell as an impressionist, 
he emphasized this aspect of the composer’s style more than anyone else.8 His most thorough 
discussion of MacDowell’s impressionism occurred in a 1904 article for the North American 
Review. In later writings, Gilman tended to apply the label to MacDowell in passing, clearly 
assuming that readers by this point grasped his particular meaning. In his 1908 biography of 
MacDowell, for instance, he refers to the composer as “a master of musical impressionism” 
without further explanation. The penultimate chapter of the biography is titled simply “A 
Matured Impressionist.”9  
In the 1904 article, Gilman situates MacDowell’s impressionism as a form of enlightened 
romanticism. Although much of the composer’s music appeared to be steeped in familiar 
romantic trappings, his ability to musically elucidate the psychological essence of these trappings 
qualified him as an impressionist. Gilman explained, “I account Mr. MacDowell so notably a 
romantic of the finest attainment because…he devotes himself, in his practice of it, to a 
rendering, extraordinary for vividness and felicity, of those essences and impressions which have 
seemed to me to be the ultimate concern of the romantic spirit in its dealings with life.”10 Gilman 
then connects this approach to a broader tradition of Celtic practices, noting that “[though] 
dryads and elves inhabit [MacDowell’s] world, and he dwells at times under faery boughs and in 
enchanted woods…for him, as for the poets of the Celtic tradition, these things are but the 
 
8 MacDowell’s image as an impressionist took hold during his lifetime and informed his reception well into the 
twentieth century. See for example “Music and Musicians,” Los Angeles Times, (May 7, 1899), 18; L.G. del Castillo, 
“Edward MacDowell, the Impressionist,” The Harvard Musical Review 1, no. 4 (Jan. 1, 1913); and Neil Leonard, 
“Edward MacDowell and the Realists,” American Quarterly 18, no. 2, part 1 (Summer, 1966), in which Leonard 
describes MacDowell’s impressionism, somewhat counterintuitively, as a form of realism. Richard Crawford made 
similar observations in a chapter on MacDowell in his America’s Musical Life: A History (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 2001), 380.   
9 Lawrence Gilman, Edward MacDowell: A Study (John Lane Company, 1908), 130-131. 





manifest images of interior passion and delight.”11 In this sense, Gilman asserted, MacDowell 
“stood for music that was persistently…impressionistic.”12  
As discussed in chapter three, Gilman framed the decidedly non-impressionistic Keltic 
Sonata as the ultimate expression of MacDowell’s Celtic voice—his claim undoubtedly swayed 
to a certain extent by the work’s title. Otherwise, his attention in this regard centered on 
MacDowell’s numerous late-career piano miniatures, those contained in the suites Woodland 
Sketches (1896), Sea Pieces (1898), Fireside Tales (1902) and New England Idyls (1902). In his 
1904 article, Gilman named several of these pieces, in one instance explicitly situating them at 
the juncture of MacDowell’s Celticism and impressionism. According to the critic, MacDowell 
was “by right of ancestry, Celtic of the Celts, with the Celt’s intimate vision of natural things, 
and his magic power of poetically vivifying them. It is making no transcendent claim for him to 
affirm that in such splendid fantasias as his ‘To the Sea,’ ‘In Mid-Ocean,’ ‘In Deep Woods’; in 
such exquisite impressions as ‘Starlight,’ ‘To a Water-lily,’ ‘To a Wild Rose,’ there is an 
inevitable felicity, a graphic nearness and beauty, an imaginative intensity…”13   
Gilman’s characterization of MacDowell as Celtic in fact largely depended on these 
unimposing, impressionistic pieces. As discussed in the previous chapter, he struggled to 
harmonize the requisite Celtic sense of spontaneity with MacDowell’s formalistic approach in 
larger works like the Keltic Sonata. Although he labored to frame that work as the very 
embodiment of MacDowell’s Celtic voice, Gilman ultimately conceded that “I cannot help 
wishing that he might contrive some expedient for doing away, so far as he himself is concerned, 
with the sonata form which he occasionally uses, rather inconsistently, as a vehicle for the 
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expression of that vision and emotion that are in him…the ‘Keltic’ sonata succeeds in spite of its 
form…”14 At least on the surface, MacDowell’s piano miniatures more convincingly conformed 
to Gilman’s ideal. In contrast to his sonatas, their brevity allowed the composer to elucidate the 
essence of an extramusical detail or idea with isolated, apparently spontaneous gestures, such as 
a piercingly dissonant chord, an unexpected change in dynamics or texture. Gilman concludes 
his 1904 article by implicitly and favorably comparing these pieces to MacDowell’s sonatas, 
noting that the composer “is never so compelling, so uniquely and persuasively eloquent, as in 
those impressionistically conceived pieces in which he moulds his inspiration upon the events of 
an interior emotional programme, rather than upon a musical formula necessarily arbitrary and 
anomalous…”15 
“To a Water-lily” (no. 6 in Woodland Sketches) epitomized to Gilman the 
impressionistic, Celtic aspects of MacDowell’s mature style, the critic attributing the piece’s 
“graphic nearness and beauty” and “imaginative intensity” to the composer’s Celtic heritage (see 
quote above). Indeed “To a Water-lily” represents an especially stark demonstration of those 
qualities in MacDowell’s music that Gilman described as “Celtic.” In his 1908 biography of 
MacDowell, the critic hyperbolically noted of the piece, “It is difficult to recall anything in 
objective tone-painting, for the piano or for the orchestra, conceived and executed quite in the 
manner of this remarkable piece of lyrical impressionism.”16   
Like many of the other pieces by MacDowell that Gilman characterized as Celtic, “To a 
Water-lily” contains outwardly impressionistic features—particularly in its use of both melodic 
and harmonic non-chord tones, usually serving purely decorative functions. A notable instance of 
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the former occurs in measure 3, in which a melodic scale degree 7 (E#) functions as a lazy 
upper-neighbor, rather than as a leading tone in the key of F-sharp major (figure 4.1, m. 3). In 
terms of harmony, MacDowell often adorns triads with added notes that, in Debussyan fashion, 
become de facto chord tones through sheer repetition. In nearly every measure in which it 
appears, the tonic carries an added sixth (figure 4.1, mm. 1-3, 5, and 8). The dominant seventh 
also frequently appears with an added ninth (figure 4.1, m. 7; figure 4.3, m. 18).  
Other impressionistic techniques surface, such as the pedal tones in the bass that appear 
at key structural moments. These include the tonic pedal underpinning the first subphrase of the 
piece (mm. 1-4, continuing into the first measure of the next subphrase); and most of the B  
section, which features a long dominant pedal stretching from measures 24 to 32. Partway 
through the passage (figure 4.2, beginning at m. 26), MacDowell juxtaposes a series of free-
floating chords in parallel motion against the dominant pedal, recalling numerous pieces by 
Debussy such as Nuages, Clair de lune, and Voiles:






Figure 4.2: "To a Water-lily," mm. 24-32 
 
When Gilman credited MacDowell with a “distinctively Celtic way of transcribing 
nature,” he surely had in mind the effects created by these impressionistic techniques. Along 
with other features like the generally soft dynamics and the gently oscillating rhythmic effect, the 
techniques described above create an especially serene ambience. The pedal points and harmonic 
lethargy in particular help to convey a sense of suspended time, encouraging the listener to 
contemplate the beauty of the present moment. The piece also succeeds as a more literal musical 
transcription of an outdoor scene, often in ways that capture the “graphic nearness and beauty” 
that Gilman ascribed to it. The oscillating chords convincingly map onto purely physical 
qualities like the undulating motion of water-lilies on the waves. Additionally, the B section 
(figure 4.3), which begins in a lower range (“soft and liquid in tone”) before gradually rising 
over the course of several measures, might be heard as mimicking the gradual growth of the 







The piece is undoubtedly evocative, and falls broadly within the range of what might be 
called an impressionistic aesthetic. But Gilman’s rhetoric about MacDowell’s achievements 
implied a more radical break with past conventions than what actually occurs in works like “To a 
Water-lily.” In truth, if Gilman had analyzed the piece in any depth, he would have run into 
problems akin to those encountered in the Keltic Sonata but on a smaller scale. “To a Water-
lily,” like nearly all of MacDowell’s shorter pieces, follows an easily discernible form, in this 
case a clear-cut ABA. The phrases, moreover, unfold in a boxy, foursquare fashion, which (at 
least on paper) is worlds removed from the flexible, poetically-derived form that Gilman held up 
as an ideal. The opening A section outlines a sixteen-measure parallel period consisting of two 
eight-measure phrases, which further subdivide into two four-measure subphrases. The B section 
is similarly symmetrical, implying a single sixteen-measure phrase that divides into two eight-
measure subphrases. Furthermore, the sense of harmonic stasis is something of a sleight of hand, 
an effect created largely by the slow pace and frequent harmonic non-chord tones—the latter of 
which often occur at cadences, obscuring a firm sense of arrival. In reality the piece outlines the 





strongly directed sense of harmonic motion that impressionist composers like Debussy often 
eschewed. The A section establishes the tonic by way of a stock ii-V-I progression (mm. 6-8). 
The B section, though highly adorned with surface activity like the parallel sonorities mentioned 
above, outlines a rudimentary modulation to the dominant by way of the pivot chord D# minor 
(vi in F# major, ii in C# major). Beginning at measure 21, MacDowell quickly refashions the 
new tonic as a dominant in F# major, preparing the arrival in that key for the repeat of the A 
section at measure 33.   
Gilman’s florid remarks about “To a Water-lily” and MacDowell’s other “Celtic” pieces 
apply more convincingly to the full-throated impressionism of composers like Debussy. Along 
with MacDowell, the music of Debussy ranked high among Gilman’s interests. As the New York 
Times noted after the critic’s death, “few contemporaries were better versed [than Gilman] in the 
art of Debussy.”17 Gilman indeed wrote a great deal about the French composer, including three 
articles, a book chapter, and a book-length guide to Pelléas et Mélisande that—
uncharacteristically for Gilman—discusses the opera’s approach to melody, harmony, and form 
in thoroughgoing detail.18 Most often, though, he described Debussy’s music using the sweeping, 
rhapsodic generalizations familiar from his writing on MacDowell, stressing many of the same 
characteristics. Like MacDowell (at least according to Gilman), Debussy prioritized extramusical 
considerations, allowing these to shape a given work’s structure. In a 1906 article for the North 
American Review, Gilman observed in Debussy’s music “a delicately inexorable logic, an 
uncompromising ideal of form, underlying the shifting and apparently lawless structure.”19 Also 
 
17 New York Times (Sept. 10, 1939), 49. 
18 Gilman, Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande: A Guide to the Opera (New York: G. Schirmer, 1907). Gilman had not yet 
seen a performance of Debussy’s opera when he composed his songs, but was likely familiar with it through the E. 
Fromont vocal score published in 1902. After witnessing a staging of the opera in 1907, he produced his guide. It is 
Gilman’s most technically astute music writing, far more detailed than his accounts of MacDowell’s music.    





recalling his writings on MacDowell, Gilman emphasized Debussy’s ability to go beyond the 
simple depiction of extramusical details and elucidate their deeper psychological significance. In 
his 1906 article on the composer, Gilman described this ability with characteristic ostentation, 
writing that “[Debussy’s] music is colored, not with the hue and quality of moods which are the 
result of vague or specific emotional stimuli, but, as it were, their astral images—their reflection 
in the supersensuous consciousness”20  
Though Gilman never explicitly labelled Debussy a “Celtic” composer, he seems to have 
included the French composer under the broad umbrella of musical Celticism. For Gilman, the 
same elusive qualities at the heart of Debussy’s style also characterized MacDowell’s Celticness. 
On at least one occasion, Gilman explicitly discussed Debussy’s impressionism in the context of 
a broader Celtic aesthetic. Quoting the Scottish author William Sharp (discussed in the previous 
chapter in regard to MacDowell’s Keltic Sonata), Gilman claimed in a 1910 article that, as “in 
the traditions known to the old Celtic poets,” Debussy’s music captured “the noise of the sunfire 
on the waves at daybreak.”21 The remark reiterated the composer’s capacity for making audible 
the hidden psychological dimensions of particular extramusical phenomena, and thus asserts a 
direct connection between impressionist musical and Celtic poetic aesthetics. If there was any 
doubt that Gilman saw Celticism and impressionism as linked aesthetics, his own music makes 
the connection clear.  
The Wa-Wan Press 
Gilman’s three extant pieces appeared in the progressive turn-of-century publishing 
venture, the Wa-Wan Press. The press’s significant impact on American music reflected the 
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vision of its founder, Arthur Farwell (1872-1952). Born in St. Paul, Minnesota, Farwell’s early 
career superficially resembled that of MacDowell. After informal study in America, he travelled 
to Germany where he studied with the Wagner acolyte, Engelbert Humperdinck. Farwell’s first 
compositional efforts bore the stamp of his German training. Shortly after returning to America 
in 1899, however, he resolved to direct all of his efforts towards the development of distinctly 
American music.22 After becoming acquainted with some promising unpublished pieces by 
American composers, Farwell determined that the establishment of a music press would best 
serve his nationalist goals. Shortly thereafter he founded the Wa-Wan Press, which for most of 
its decade-plus existence (1901-1912) Farwell ran out of his home near Boston.23 Farwell 
focused the press’s objectives along two lines. According to the prefatory note that accompanied 
each new release of music: “The object of the Wa-Wan Press is primarily to publish the most 
progressive and significant compositions by American composers, wholly upon considerations of 
artistic merit; and secondarily to give due attention to the development of various forms of 
primitive folksongs in America…”24  
The latter goal reflected Farwell’s determination to implement Dvořák’s ideas for 
American music (see introduction and chapter two). Over the course of its existence, the Wa-
Wan Press would indeed issue a large number of compositions grounded in diverse styles of 
American folk music—with Native American, African American, “Cowboy,” and Spanish 
American traditions the most prominently represented. The press’s success in this regard has 
shaped its reputation as a purveyor of unassuming folk-based works. Nicholas Tawa, for 
 
22 The biographical information on Farwell comes mainly from two sources: Nicholas E. Tawa, Mainstream Music of 
Early Twentieth Century America: The Composers, Their Times, and Their Works (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood 
Press, 1992; Evelyn Davis Culbertson, He Heard America Singing: Arthur Farwell, Composer and Crusading Music 
Educator (Metuchen, N.J. : Scarecrow Press, 1992).  
23 The name of the press referred to an Omaha Native American ceremony, and translates as “to sing to someone.” 





example, noted of Farwell that he “welcomed the refreshingly honest naivete that was 
inseparably wedded to native music, in contrast to the precious sophistication shown in some of 
the newer European compositions.”25 Referring to works issued by the press, Tawa stated, 
“Through means of the vernacular, a sensitive composer could capture in his music a pungency 
and an actuality not found in big transcendental works.”26  
Although this picture of folksy naivete flies in the face of everything Gilman stood for, 
the Wa-Wan Press was in many ways an ideal vehicle for the critic’s experimental compositions. 
For one, Tawa’s emphasis on the press’ vernacular-based offerings overlooks the wide variety of 
music it issued. In terms of subject matter, composers published in the press set texts by 
everyone from familiar standbys like Shakespeare and Heine, to symbolists like Edgar Allan Poe 
and Maurice Maeterlinck, to figures associated with the Celtic Revival, such as W.B. Yeats and 
Fiona Macleod. Musical styles were equally varied, with many pieces venturing far outside the 
orbit of American folk idioms and evincing a self-conscious complexity. Indeed, contrary to 
Tawa’s observations, much of the music issued by the press demonstrates the influence of recent 
European music—featuring thickly chromatic harmonies, unconventional formal designs, and 
disclosing a preoccupation with weighty themes that led the press’s catalog to grandiosely 
describe some of them (often only a couple of pages long) as “tone poems.”  
Among the variety of modern styles featured in the press’s output, impressionism crops 
up consistently. This is not to suggest that every composer utilized impressionist techniques, nor 
is it meant to imply that any composition published by the press would ever be mistaken for a 
work by Debussy. The press’s catalog moreover does not use the term “impressionism” itself. 
Rather, descriptions frequently point out the influence of “modern French styles,” “the French 
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school,” and the like. Impressionist techniques did in fact play a significant part in the press’s 
output. The compositions that most overtly betray an impressionist influence are often, 
paradoxically, those ostensibly grounded in American folk traditions, such as Farwell’s 
numerous harmonizations of Native American melodies.27 Like much of MacDowell’s music, 
these pieces incorporate certain impressionist techniques without fully embracing the aesthetic. 
Most notably, Farwell’s folksong harmonizations are replete with extended, largely decorative 
harmonies that superficially recall Debussy and effectively obscure a clear recognition of the 
source material. 
Despite sometimes disguising the recognizably American features of their music, the use 
of impressionist techniques by composers like Farwell played an important role in situating their 
works within a nationalistic context. According to Christopher Butler, by the early twentieth 
century an impressionist aesthetic had become a regular feature of nationalist movements in 
music.28 Butler focuses on the capacity of impressionist techniques to conjure evocative effects 
specific to particular locales, citing works such as Manuel de Falla’s Nights in the Gardens of 
Spain (composed 1909-1915) and Frederick Delius’ Brigg Fair (1907).29 There is likely another 
even more basic explanation for the link between impressionism and musical nationalism. In 
short, impressionist techniques offered composers a means of quickly differentiating their sound 
from prevailing Germanic styles.  
It was this latter consideration rather than defining a particular American sound that most 
drove the Wa-Wan Press’s nationalist agenda. The rejection of German musical dominance 
 
27 Most notably his American Indian Melodies (1901), one of the press’s first publications. 
28 Christopher Butler, ”Innovation and the Avant-Garde, 1900-1920,” in The Cambridge History of Twentieth-
Century Music, ed. Nicholas Cook (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 73. 
29 One might also cite Ralph Vaughan Williams. Vaughan Williams studied with Ravel, and infused his 





served as an explicit aspect of Farwell’s goals for American music. Although Farwell initially 
composed in a manner that reflected his German training, he changed course when he “began to 
perceive how much his elder colleagues in American composition were a product of the 
dominant German influence in their own works as manifested in traditional forms, harmonies, 
and subject matter.”30 He came to believe that, as a prerequisite to forging a national style, 
American composers had to wean themselves from the German influence that he blamed for 
stifling the country’s musical progress. In the introduction to an early issue of the press, Farwell 
took a stand against the German dominance of American music, and offered the first step for a 
remedy:  
Since our national musical education, both public and private, is almost wholly German, 
we inevitably see everything through German glasses…The result of this today is that the 
German quality in music dominating our whole musical life, has made it almost impossible for 
any other quality to gain recognition…Therefore the first correction we must bring to our 
musical vision is to cease to see everything through German spectacles…This correction is to be 
effected by making the thorough acquaintance of Russian and French music of the present. Thus 
fortified, we will no longer fear that the composer is going to the dogs when he revels in a new 
and unusual combination of notes; that is, one which differs from the good old German 
tradition…The promise of our national music lies in that work of our composers which is 
sufficiently unGermanic31 
 
To be sure, none of the composers published in the Wa-Wan Press, including Gilman, 
completely abandoned the Germanic compositional grounding that so troubled Farwell. But in its 
sprawling, somewhat directionless presentation of American folk traditions, the press found a 
more convincing unifying voice in this desire to seek alternative aesthetic inspiration. The 
suspicion of German musical dominance also overlapped with Gilman’s objectives. While 
Gilman did not share Farwell’s nationalistic zeal, indirect evidence (discussed below) suggests 
that he did see ingrained German traditions as contrary to the realization of a particular musical 
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vision—in his case, an idealized view of Celtic music. Also like Farwell, Gilman turned not to 
the unmediated source as it were (i.e. Celtic folk songs) but to another European style to realize 
this vision. There were important differences between the two, however. Farwell’s comment 
above implies that he saw “making the acquaintance” of French music as a means to an end—the 
eventual discovery of an American musical voice. Gilman, by contrast, utilized an impressionist 
aesthetic as an end in itself. For him, impressionist musical language not only provided an 
alternative to oppressive German conventions, but captured the very qualities he associated with 
Celticism.  
Celtic “Flightiness” vs. German “Steadfastness:” The Influence of Matthew Arnold  
The Celtic essentialism that informed Gilman’s writings and music reflected centuries of 
stereotypes that had gained renewed traction over the previous few decades, particularly in the 
writings of Matthew Arnold. Gilman’s criticism evinces the clear influence of Arnold—indeed 
his articles are littered with (usually uncredited) quotations from the elder critic, sometimes in 
reference to MacDowell. But he also drew on Arnold’s themes in a broader sense, particularly as 
it related to the apparent contrast between Celtic and German modes of artistic creation.  
As discussed in the introduction, Arnold outwardly sought to “objectively” study the 
history and continuing influence of Celtic culture. His most oft-cited remarks on the topic 
appeared in his On the Study of Celtic Literature (1867).32 While ostensibly an effort to “[know] 
the Celt and things Celtic more thoroughly,” the tome is largely a condescending stream of 
observations that depicts Celts as racially inferior to other groups, particularly German.33 
Throughout On the Study of Celtic Literature, German “steadfastness” acts as a foil to Celtic 
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“flightiness.” Though Celts, according to Arnold, possessed an undoubted “genius” it was “more 
airy and unsubstantial…than the German.”34 This contrast, Arnold claimed, demonstrated why 
Celts had made virtually no long-term impact on art music—Celtic contributions to music, while 
intensely expressive and emotional, were ultimately ephemeral: “All that emotion alone can do 
in music the Celt has done; the very soul of emotion breathes in the Scottish and Irish airs; but 
with all this power of musical feeling, what has the Celt, so eager for emotion that he has not the 
patience for science, effected in music, to be compared with the less emotional German, steadily 
developing his musical feeling with the science of a Sebastian Bach or a Beethoven, has 
effected?”35  
By the turn of the century, other voices were expanding on Arnold’s ideas in a variety of 
directions. The English writer and amateur composer, Francis Grierson (1848-1927), explored 
many of the same themes in his 1901 The Celtic Temperament and Other Essays.36 For Grierson, 
“the Celtic temperament is characterised by imagination, sentiment, and an indefinable sense of 
poetic mystery…the style produced by these qualities is marked by intense personality—a style 
which, like all passionate and poetic art, is individual and spontaneous…”37 Grierson does not 
directly tie these traits to impressionism, but he equates them primarily with a French aesthetic, 
focusing on writers like François-René de Chateaubriand, Ernest Renan, and Pierre Loti, “all 
semi-mystical Celts.”38 Like Arnold, Grierson pits this Celtic spontaneity against Germany and 
its “scientific absolutism.”39  
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The Celtic/German dichotomy asserted by writers like Arnold and Grierson comes 
through strongly in Gilman’s writing. While Gilman, who revered Wagner and Strauss, could not 
plausibly be described as harboring antipathy to German music, he clearly subscribed to the 
Arnoldian idea that Celtic and German approaches were antithetical. Regarding MacDowell, 
Gilman equated the composer’s inner Celtic musical voice with the increasingly impressionistic 
quality of his music, and, by implication, with his growing independence from the grip of his 
German training. In his 1908 biography of the composer, Gilman cited the piano suite, Six Idyls 
After Goethe (1887) as the first instance in which MacDowell began to assert an individual 
musical voice.40 These pieces were, Gilman stated, “noteworthy as foreshadowing the candid 
impressionism which was to have its finest issue in the ‘Woodland Sketches,’ ‘Sea Pieces,’ and 
‘New England Idyls’.”41 Yet, for Gilman, even after MacDowell became a “Matured 
Impressionist,” outmoded German habits from his youth retained the potential to surface. As 
noted earlier, the critic saw MacDowell’s use of sonata form as ultimately undermining the 
Keltic Sonata’s Celtic potential. 
Gilman’s belief that certain German musical conventions could not be reconciled with 
musical Celticism cropped up on other occasions, not directly related to MacDowell. In a 1921 
article for the North American Review, Gilman compared two Celtic works, the Danish composer 
Niels Gade’s Echoes of Ossian overture (1840) and the English composer Arnold Bax’s 
relatively recent tone poem, The Garden of Fand (composed in 1916). Gade’s piece exemplified 
the Ossian musical phenomenon of the mid-nineteenth century, which produced numerous 
works, primarily by European composers. Gilman believed that the Ossianic legend should have 
inspired Gade to compose a work that “achieve[d] the heroic beauty, which is of the essence of 
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the imaginative life of the pagan Celts.” Rather, Gilman complained, Gade’s music was 
“unrewarding to the imagination, trite and vapid in the ear, utterly colorless and flat.”42 
Predictably, Gilman does not cite any musical details to support the charge. He likely had in 
mind Gade’s use of sonata form. Aside from a palindromic structure in which the recapitulation 
reverses the first and second themes, Gade’s piece followed standard sonata form. The phrasing 
of both main themes, moreover, is rigidly symmetrical.  
Bax’s tone poem, by contrast, was “saturated with that ‘Celtic magic’ for which 
[Matthew] Arnold, in his famous cliché, taught us to look, but which is so rarely found in 
music.”43 Gilman again cites no musical details, but his enthusiasm seems to have centered on 
the work’s impressionistic ambience. He directly references the quintessential impressionist 
composer, noting that despite its originality, The Garden of Fand proved that Bax “cannot forget 
Debussy.”44 Indeed many aspects of The Garden of Fand evince Debussy’s influence. Several 
melodic passages in the first section derive from the whole tone scale, while the harmony 
features many extended and augmented chords. Additionally, the middle section features a 
pentatonic tune evoking a cross between Irish folk music and Debussy’s use of pentatonicism. 
Formally, the work is actually structured more simply than Echoes of Ossian, following a large-
scale ABA plan. Within this framework, however, Bax employs other Debussyan techniques, 
most notably the episodic juxtaposition of interior themes, clearly recalling similarly abrupt 
shifts found in La Mer. Again, Gilman’s analysis does not in itself reveal an anti-German bias 
such as displayed by Farwell. But it does demonstrate that he saw German compositional 
procedures (exemplified by Gade’s misguided use of sonata form in Echoes of Ossian) as 
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incompatible with his idealized notions of Celtic imagination and magic (exemplified by Bax’s 
impressionistic tone poem).   
Gilman’s Contributions to the Wa-Wan-Press 
Gilman’s contributions to the Wa-Wan Press were twofold. In addition to his three 
published pieces, he acted as an unofficial spokesperson for Farwell’s endeavor. Although 
Gilman had little interest in conventional notions of musical nationalism, he responded to the 
press’s progressive spirit with enthusiasm. In a 1904 article on “The New American Music,” he 
heaped praise upon the press, describing it as “beyond question…the most determined, 
enlightened and altruistic endeavor to advance the highest interests of American music that has 
yet been made.”45 Unsurprisingly, Gilman singled out the press’s Celtic works for special notice. 
Falling back on his stock Celtic catchwords, he described Henry F. Gilbert’s “The Lament of 
Deirdre” (1903) as “music saturated with the sense of that ‘heart-break over fallen things,’ that 
wildness of passionate revolt, that tragic and piercing melancholy, which are Celtic—and 
overwhelming.”46   
Gilman published three songs with the Wa-Wan Press. A setting of Yeats’ poem, “The 
Heart of the Woman,” appeared in 1903 in the press’ fifteenth issue. Settings of two further 
Yeats poems, “A Dream of Death” and “The Curlew,” appeared the following year. Though 
these are highly individualistic pieces and unlikely to be confused with the work of any other 
composer, each to varying degrees demonstrates the influence of Debussy. This influence 
 
45 Lawrence Gilman, “The New American Music,” The North American Review 179, no. 577 (Dec., 1904), 869. In the 
article, Gilman makes a point to distance himself from nationalist concerns. Although he appreciated the press’s 
efforts in boosting the careers of American composers (including himself), he concludes by stating “We hear much 
talk of the need of such a national school, whereby we may offset an assumed ‘German,’ ‘French,’ or ‘Russian’ 
school. But when will it be recognized that there are no such schools, in any important sense of the 
term?...[A]mong this group of young American music-makers, there are separate and resolute individualities, 
associated though they may be, and characterized by an allegiance to certain informing tenets and convictions.”  





manifests most directly in Gilman’s experimental harmonic techniques and vocal writing. Nearly 
every measure of “The Heart of the Woman” features lush extended harmonies, often 
chromatically altered. As in many pieces by Debussy, the added tones here tend to serve a 
decorative, rather than harmonic, function. Atop these harmonies, Gilman approximates the 
speech-like vocal writing found in Debussy’s early songs and in the continuous recitative of 
Pelléas et Mélisande. Gilman’s subsequent two pieces, “A Dream of Death” and “The Curlew,” 
carry both techniques a step further. In both, he sets Yeats’ texts as spoken recitations with piano 
accompaniment, approximating the bardic chanting associated with the poet. Both of these 
subsequent pieces also make frequent use of non-triadic combinations taken from the whole-tone 
scale, as well as other sonorities reminiscent of Debussy’s music, such as chords built on fourths.  
Gilman clearly viewed Debussyan musical language and Yeats’ poetry as a natural 
pairing. The affinity comes through in particular musical techniques. As mentioned above, 
Gilman’s pieces highlight connections between Debussy’s characteristic manner of vocal writing 
and Yeats’ bardic chanting style. Gilman directly compared the composer and poet a number of 
times, further evidence that he considered Debussy’s music representative of a broader Celtic 
aesthetic. In his 1906 article on the composer, Gilman notes that Debussy, “in his eager and 
insatiable thirst for all beauty that is fugitive, and interior, and evanescent…reminds one of that 
most sensitive of modern poets, William Butler Yeats.”47 In his guide to Pelléas et Mélisande, 
Gilman furthermore declared that both Debussy and Yeats were part of the “brotherhood of those 
mystical explorers” who sought “not the echoes of passional and adventurous experience, but the 
vibrations of the spirit beneath.”48  
Gilman’s references to “beauty that is fugitive and interior” and “the vibrations of the 
 
47 Ibid. “Claude Debussy, Poet and Dreamer,” 880. 





spirit beneath” allude to the important role played by symbolism as a point of contact between 
musical impressionism and literary Celticism. Appropriately, then, symbolism played a 
significant role in the overall aesthetic of Gilman’s pieces, beginning with his choice of texts. 
Gilman drew the texts of two of his settings, “The Heart of the Woman” and “The Curlew,” from 
Yeats’ 1899 collection of poems, The Wind Among the Reeds. Though the collection outwardly 
resembles a series of love poems, Yeats frequently interjects symbolic imagery—often, as 
discussed below, of a foreboding or apocalyptic nature. The symbolist cast of Yeats’ poems 
likely helped spur Gilman to adopt an impressionistic style in his settings. As a recognized expert 
on the composer, he surely knew of Debussy’s settings of texts by symbolist poets like Charles 
Baudelaire and Paul Verlaine. The texts selected by Gilman also well exemplified the larger 
significance of symbolism in contemporary Celtic literary developments, a topic undoubtedly on 
Gilman’s mind as he sought to define his own Celtic style. By the 1890s, symbolism had come to 
be seen as an important element of the Celtic literary revival—in large part due to Yeats, both 
through the direct example of his poems and through his thoughts on the topic. In their 
introduction to the 1994 edition of The Wind Among the Reeds, R.K.R Thornton and Ian Small 
note that during the 1890s, the poet embraced symbolist ideas with growing fervency.49 
According to Ronald Schuchard, Yeats moreover began to associate symbolist aesthetics with 
the elusive “Celtic magic.” Schuchard observes that, by the publication of his A Book of Irish 
Verse in 1895, Yeats “[had begun] to reassess Irish poets in terms of imaginative energy, 
spiritual passion, organic rhythm, and the evocative power of their images and symbols.”50 The 
poet’s interest in symbolism later waned in favor of a more realistic style, but his output over the 
 
49 R.K.R Thornton and Ian Small, The Wind Among the Reeds: 1899 (Oxford: Woodstock Books, 1994), [1-7]. 
50 Ronald Schuchard, The Last of the Minstrels: Yeats and the Revival of the Bardic Arts (Oxford: Oxford University 





remaining years of the decade strongly reflected his interest in symbolist aesthetics, an interest 
that culminated in The Wind Among the Reeds.51 
 “The Heart of the Woman” 
The Wa-Wan Press catalog description (possibly written by Farwell) notes of “The Heart 
of the Woman”: “This song, of the nature of a tone-poem, intense and emotional and very 
modern in its harmonic effects, reflects an aspect of the Celtic spirit expressed with particular 
poignancy by Yeats.”52 This “aspect of the Celtic spirit” undoubtedly referred to the poem’s 
striking mix of dread and rapture, two qualities existing side-by-side in the poem and ultimately 
left unresolved. “The Heart of the Woman” comprises three stanzas, each containing four lines. 
The first two stanzas follow a parallel structure in which, during the first two lines, the narrator 
recalls the reassuring comforts of a distant past—“the little room,” “mother’s care,” “the house 
where I was safe and warm.” The second two lines situate the narrator in the present; she has 
been enticed by an unnamed object of attraction away from these comforts, “out into the gloom,” 
where the “blossom” of her flowing hair will keep them safe. The final stanza takes place fully in 
the present, the narrator locked in physical embrace with the object of attraction, the image of 
hair again appearing as a protecting element (“O hiding hair”). 
The Heart of the Woman (Yeats)                          
O what to me the little room  
That was brimmed up with prayer and rest;  
He bade me out into the gloom           
And my breast lies upon his breast.  
 
O what to me my mother's care,  
The house where I was safe and warm; 
The shadowy blossom of my hair 
Will hide us from the bitter storm.  
 
51 Virginia Hyde, “Desire and Apocalypse: The Wind Among the Reeds,” in The 1890s: An Encyclopedia of British 
Literature, Art, and Culture, ed. G.A. Cevasco (New York: Garland Publishing Co., 1993), [4]. 





O hiding hair and dewy eyes, 
I am no more with life and death, 
My heart upon his warm heart lies,  
My breath is mixed into his breath. 
 
Long, flowing hair, as Virginia Hyde notes, served as a favorite poetic symbol of Yeats. 
As suggested above, the image of flowing hair in “The Heart of the Woman” ostensibly 
represents a feeling of security—in Hyde’s interpretation, the narrator’s “hair tent…seemingly 
shields her lover from the chaos outside her embrace.”53 This interpretation, however, highlights 
only one aspect of hair’s role in the poem. As Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux observed, here and 
in several other of Yeats’ poems, “hair represents an allure that is dangerous: it offers both a 
comforting refuge and a drowning pool.”54 Indeed, images presented in the final stanza (“I am no 
more with life and death”) heavily imply that the narrator and the object of attraction are dying, 
or in fact have died, together. Various Yeats scholars have suggested such a reading, including 
Steven Putzel, who wrote that, after leaving the comfort of home “to join her demon lover,” the 







53 Hyde, [2-3]. 
54 Elizabeth Bergmann Loizeaux, Yeats and the Visual Arts (Rutgers University Press, 1986), 72. 
55 Steven Putzel, Reconstructing Yeats: The Secret Rose and The Wind Among the Reeds (Dublin: Gill and 
























































The Heart of the Woman (Gilman setting) 
A (mm. 1-12)                                                        
O what to me the little room  
That was brimmed up with prayer and rest;  
He bade me out into the gloom           
And my breast lies upon his breast.  
 
A’ (mm. 13-32) 
O what to me my mother's care,  
The house where I was safe and warm; 
The shadowy blossom of my hair 
Will hide us from the bitter storm.  
 
O hiding hair and dewy eyes, 
I am no more with life and death, 
My heart upon his warm heart lies,  
My breath is mixed into his breath. 
 
On the face of it, Gilman’s brief setting (figure 4.4) poses few complications, projecting a 
clear formal intelligibility and a strong sense of tonality. The poem’s three stanzas unfold over 
two sections of music closely related through similar harmonic plans. Beginning with the E 
minor chord (with D# in the bass) on the downbeat of measure 1, the first A section 
(corresponding to the first stanza) outlines a circle-of-fifths progression in G major. At measure 
9, in the middle of the final line of the stanza (“And my breast lies upon his breast”), the 
cadential G major elides with a highly chromatic, harmonically destabilizing, four-measure tag 
(mm. 9-12). Though it is framed by tonic (m. 9) and dominant (m. 12) chords in G major (both 
embellished with non-chord tones), the passage otherwise encompasses a seemingly random 
succession of diminished and augmented harmonies with no clear function in any key, thereby 
momentarily obscuring the song’s tonal grounding. Transpiring for the most part after the 
completion of the stanza’s final line, the tag comes across as a joltingly dissonant musical 




The second stanza (mm. 13-20) begins as an altered repeat of the first A section. As the 
narrator recalls her “mother’s care,” the piano right hand paraphrases the E minor harmonies 
from measures 1-2, though the bass maintains the dominant of G from the previous measure, 
implying a certain ambiguity between the two keys. At measure 15, in the middle of the next 
line, “The house where I was safe and warm,” the music again abruptly detours into a tonally 
ambiguous succession of chords—G#7 with flatted fifth (G#-B#-D-F#) to B half-diminished 
seventh at measure 16, followed by F#7 (inflected with dissonant suspension on D and a G that 
comes from the melody line) at measure 17. This brief harmonic disruption might be seen as an 
ironic reflection of the text at this point, the tension-filled music undermining the narrator’s 
recollection of being “safe and warm,” and pointing to the sinister potential behind the “shadowy 
blossom” of her hair.5 The music regains its tonal footing at measures 18-20, as the stanza 
concludes with a V7/V to V progression recalling measures 5-8. The harmonic diversion delays 
the appearance of the four-measure chromatic tag until the beginning of the final stanza at 
measure 21. The stanza unfolds over two iterations of the tag, the second statement altered to 
provide a dramatic V7-I ending for the song. Whereas the tag functioned in the first A section as 
an instrumental rejoinder to the text, here it permeates the main body of the song. The relentless 
chromaticism now underscores the final stanza’s imagery of physical intimacy and impending 
death, the ardent tone reinforced by Gilman’s performance directions—“with intense passion” at 
measure 21 as the narrator refers one last time to her “hiding hair,” and “ecstatically” at measure 
25 as the pair are joined in a final embrace. 
Otherwise, however, the song’s harmonic unfolding seems oddly detached from the 
 
5 For the most part, however, Gilman does not make use of musical irony in the other stanzas. As discussed, the 
disturbing imagery of the final stanza is reflected quite literally by the reiterated, heavily chromatic four-measure 




moods conveyed by the text—despite obvious means at Gilman’s disposal for bringing these two 
facets into alignment. Text and music each follow a parallel framework: the former contrasts the 
comforts of the past with the alluring dangers of the present; the latter contrasts relative tonal 
stability in G major with passages of extreme chromatic instability. While a more 
conventionally-minded composer might have attempted to coordinate these frameworks, that is 
not the case here. In the second stanza, the chromatic disruption at measures 16-17 encompasses 
the end of line two (corresponding to the narrator’s memories of being “safe and warm”) and the 
beginning of line three (set in the chaotic present). Line four, by contrast, in which the narrator 
invokes “the bitter storm,” coincides with the return to a clear G major footing (mm. 19-20).5 
Likewise in the first stanza, most of lines three and four (“He bade me out into the gloom, And 
my breast lies upon his breast”) correspond to a V/V-V-I confirmation of G major (mm. 7-9), 
with the chromatic disruption occurring afterwards. Though such inconsistencies may simply 
point to Gilman’s lack of experience as a composer, they may also represent a conscious effort to 
musically portray the sense of absent-minded spontaneity and tendency towards unreflective 
outburst that writers like Arnold associated with Celticism. 
Other aspects of the music support such an interpretation. For instance, the song includes 
several idiosyncrasies of phrasing that, beyond the issue of textual content, suggest a deliberate 
lack of coordination between vocal line and accompaniment. Such irregularities occur almost 
immediately, as at measures 5-6 where the six-measure musical subphrase setting the first two 
lines of the poem literally comes to “rest” over a V11/V chord that lies midway on the harmonic 
trajectory towards G major. In other words, the poetic thought terminates while the musical 
 
5 The chord on the downbeat of measure 20 contains an enharmonically-spelled flatted-ninth, a highly 
characteristic sonority in the song (see discussion below). In this particular context, it is probably best viewed as an 
accented chromatic passing tone from the D in measure 19 to the E emphasized in the rest of measure 20. 




thought is still in progress, the two proceeding according to their own logic. Finally, the 
individual harmonies themselves—the setting’s clearest nod to an impressionist aesthetic—
contribute to the sense of an off-the-cuff emotional utterance. The song’s impressionistic 
harmonies include plentiful extended seventh, ninth, and thirteenth chords (see for instance mm. 
2, 5-7, 18), as well as configurations taken from the whole-tone scale, such as augmented chords 
with added sevenths and ninths (mm. 3, 8, 10-11, 20).5 Though the song proceeds with a clear 
sense of tonal logic, the colorful, attention-grabbing nature of the individual chords encourages 
the listener to savor each moment on its own terms, an aesthetic effect recalling MacDowell’s 
“To a Water-lily” (see p. 9).  
As individual entities, the impressionistic sonorities play additional, surprisingly 
important, roles within the song. In certain respects (as discussed below), they provide a more 
compelling musical reflection of Yeats’ text than found in the longer-range tonal unfolding. They 
also grant the setting an additional means of musical unity, one with precedents in recent 
impressionist works. As in many pieces by Debussy, “The Heart of the Woman” achieves a 
subtle sense of musical cohesion through the recurrence of distinctive sonorities. Particularly 
important in this regard are augmented triads with added ninths (both the diatonic major and 
flatted varieties), which serve as a highly distinctive part of the song’s harmonic fabric. 
Augmented triads with flatted ninths even become something of a signature sound within the 
song, constituting its very first sonority. In terms of tonal function, the E minor triad on the 
downbeat of measure 1 behaves as vi in G major, with the left-hand D# serving as a non-chord 
tone that initiates the chromatic descent from measures 1-2. The four pitches together, however, 
 
5 The individual chords (here and in “The Curlew” discussed below) are derived from a whole-tone scale (i.e. the 
augmented triad with added ninth, which contains four out of the six pitches of the whole-tone scale). The 
observation is not meant to imply that the song itself or any extended passages within are exclusively based on the 




might also be regarded as an enharmonically-spelled augmented triad with flatted ninth (D#-G-
B-E reinterpreted as Eb-G-B-Fb), an interpretation that highlights the sonority’s striking qualities 
(aside from its tonal function), as well as its reappearance later in the song. Most notably, 
augmented chords with flatted-ninths crop up in the four-measure chromatic tag heard at 
measures 9-12 and 21-32. It appears on beat two of measure 10, built on Ab (spelled here not 
enharmonically, but as an augmented triad with flatted ninth). Though the chord bears no tonal 
relation to sonority heard in measure 1, aurally it unmistakably recalls it. Finally, the augmented 
chord on D at measure 12 includes, in addition to a dominant-seventh, a pungently dissonant 
flatted-ninth (enharmonically spelled as D#). The A section itself is thus bookended with similar 
quality sonorities, providing the section a Debussyan means of unification beyond its tonal 
unfolding. 
The individual sonorities also provide perhaps the setting’s key musical reflection of 
Yeats’ text. For the most part, Gilman does not attempt to harmonically delineate specific 
moments in the text, as for instance Beach had done in her settings of Robert Burns (see chapter 
one). In fact, very few harmonic passages seem especially well-suited (or for that matter, ill-
suited) to the mood of the text at any particular moment. Rather, Gilman’s overall harmonic 
approach captures the mix of pleasure and tension at the heart of Yeats’ poem. Two techniques 
in particular convey the effect. First, the individual harmonies themselves often embody these 
conflicting psychological states. On the one hand, the profusion of chromatic embellishments 
suggests an incessant harmonic tension which, at least on paper, implies a need for resolution. 
This, however, fails to adequately describe the song’s aural effect. Any tension exists in tandem 
with an almost decadent sense of pleasure that pervades the song from beginning to end. The 




piece with the exception of the final tonic chord is embellished with additional notes. This 
creates a context in which unadorned triads simply do not exist as a “normal” foil to the 
embellished chords, allowing the colorful extended harmonies to become the de facto norm. The 
effect also comes about in more detailed ways, including through the repetition of particular 
added tones. To cite the most salient example, the top pitch (E5) in the piano’s right hand occurs 
in the same position on the downbeat of nearly every measure in the first A section, 
ingratiatingly working its way into the song’s harmonic fabric.5 
The song’s harmonies also capture the dualistic mood of Yeats’ poem in a more specific 
sense, namely in relation to the symbolic associations of the woman’s hair discussed above. This 
particular effect, which is evident mainly in the opening A section, admittedly has more to do 
with voice leading than with the chords themselves. Though essentially homophonic, the setting 
of the first stanza (mm. 1-10) emphasizes the interaction of independent lines. Over the course of 
the first page, individual voices chromatically ascend and, more often, descend in overlapping, 
quasi-imitative fashion. These perpetually unsettled lines snake around tones that, by contrast, 
obstinately refuse to budge from chord to chord. The multiple overlapping voices create an 
enveloping web of sound bringing to mind the flowing hair in Yeats’ poem.  
While the music of this opening stanza might be heard as a direct musical representation 
of the hair’s physical qualities, more significant is the way it captures the symbolic, 
psychological nuance of these qualities. On the one hand, the hair’s potential to “drown” those 
caught in its embrace finds aural expression in the predominance of descending motion. 
Particularly in the first A section, multiple descending lines are overlapped and juxtaposed in a 
 
5 The pitch begins as the root of the initial E minor chord, becomes the ninth of the subsequent D chord (m. 2), 
then the sixth of the (following G chord) (m. 3). At the end of the section it reappears as the ninth of a D 




way that suggests a perpetually sinking sensation.6 On the other hand, the mix of chromatic and 
static voice motion produces the abundant extended, Debussyan harmonies, the opulence of 
which counterbalance the gloom of the descending lines.61 The cumulative effect of Gilman’s 
harmonic strategy thus captures the simultaneously alluring and threatening qualities of the 
woman’s hair.62 Considered more broadly, these dual aspects of the song’s overall harmonic 
character might be heard as a musical parallel to the dual qualities of rapture and dread at the 
heart of Yeats’ poem. 
Finally, the song’s idiosyncratic vocal line bears mentioning as a concrete instance of 
overlap between Celtic and impressionistic aesthetics. Rather than compose a more 
conventionally songlike melody, Gilman approximates the speechlike quality of many of 
Debussy’s early songs as well as the continuous recitative featured in the composer’s opera, 
Pelléas et Mélisande (1902). As used in the latter, the technique clearly caught Gilman’s 
attention, commenting in a 1906 article, “The voices sing in a constant chant—technically an 
unbroken recitative; there is no vocal melody whatever, none of the contrasted declamation and 
cantabile that Wagner employs...”63 Although the song’s vocal line contains instances of 
stepwise movement and a certain sense of phrase repetition, Gilman largely forgoes lyrical 
melody in favor of the half-chanted, half-sung effect of Pelléas. Several techniques in “The 
 
6 See for instance the chromatic descent from D#4 to A#3 in the left hand from measures. 1-2, followed 
immediately on the downbeat of measure 3 by a middle-voice line that descends an octave (largely chromatically) 
from E4 to E3 (left hand on the downbeat of measure 7). See also the top line in the right hand that descends by 
step from G5 to Bb4 from measures 5-7. 
61 Examples include the added sevenths on D on the downbeat of m. 2 and E on the second beat of m. 3; and, the 
added ninth on the downbeat of m. 5. Extended chords produced by static voices can be found in m. 2, where the 
right hand retains E and B from the previous chord, creating an added thirteenth sonority; in measure 5, the left 
hand retains the D from the previous measure. This creates a nominal 4-3 suspension that fails to resolve, 
effectively producing an added-eleventh chord.   
62 Admittedly, this technique does not correspond to moments in the text referring to hair. But for those aware of 
the importance of the image of hair in The Wind Among the Reeds and in Yeats’ work more broadly, it may have 
evoked this association. 




Heart of the Woman” contribute to this speechlike quality. First, the time signature fluctuates 
over the course of the song, ostensibly to accommodate the flow of the text, but more likely 
reflecting Gilman’s attempt to simply mimic a technique he associated with Debussy. Second, 
with a single exception at the beginning of m. 17, the vocal line is entirely syllabic, even to the 
point of monotony. In a couple of instances, the line insistently reiterates a single pitch. (as at m. 
7 and, the opening phrase of the song from mm. 1-2, excepting the momentary dip down to B). 
Finally, the vocal line contains numerous slightly awkward, angular leaps, a technique that does 
not necessarily recall Debussy, but which adds to the declamatory effect. Examples include the 
descending tritone leap from Bb to E at m. 7 and mirroring ascent at m. 15; the ascending 
augmented-second skip connecting measure 19 to 20; and the ascending diminished-seventh leap 
connecting measure 21 to 22. While the song’s speechlike quality has its clearest musical 
precedent in Debussy’s vocal writing, it also calls to mind the bardic chanting style practiced by 
Yeats. The technique features much more distinctly in “The Curlew,” and is discussed below in 
relation to that piece. 
“The Curlew” 
Gilman’s remaining two pieces for the Wa-Wan Press, “A Dream of Death” and “The 
Curlew,” appeared the following year, in 1904. Like “The Heart of the Woman,” “The Curlew” 
sets a poem from Yeats’ The Wind Among the Reeds, titled there “Hanrahan Reproves the 
Curlew.” The poem encompasses only a single stanza in which Hanrahan implores the titular 
bird not to cry, as it reminds him of lost love. Yeats’ characteristically enigmatic text reads: 
O Curlew, cry no more in the air, 
Or only to the waters in the West; 
Because your crying brings to my mind 
Passion-dimmed eyes and long heavy hair 
That was shaken out over my breast: 




Symbolism again plays a prominent role in the poem. Hanrahan, a character who appears 
throughout The Wind Among the Reeds, functions himself as a symbol. In his appended 
explanatory notes, Yeats writes that, like other characters appearing in the collection, Hanrahan 
should be seen “more as a principle of the mind than an actual personage.”64 The poet’s ensuing 
description of this “principle” emphasizes the ideas of spontaneity and impulsiveness that had 
gathered around Celticism more generally in the wake of writers like Arnold. According to 
Yeats, Hanrahan represents “fire blown by wind…[he] is the simplicity of an imagination too 
changeable to gather permanent possessions…”65 Other symbols appear in the poem, including 
the familiar image of flowing hair. Here, however, it symbolizes regretful nostalgia. Putzel notes 
in this regard that, “Whereas the persona of ‘The Heart of the Woman’ achieves an eternal union 
with her ‘beloved,’ Hanrahan has eternally lost the ‘Passion-dimmed eyes and long heavy 
hair’.”66  
 
64 William Butler Yeats, The Wind Among the Reeds (New York: John Lane: The Bodley Head, 1899) , 72.  
65 Ibid. 


















Figure 4.5: Lawrence Gilman, "The Curlew" (1904) 
 
Gilman’s setting (figure 4.5) makes more ambitious use of techniques explored in “The 
Heart of the Woman.” The earlier song’s suggestion of artless spontaneity finds more direct 
musical expression here, doubtlessly reflecting in part Gilman’s attempt to capture the qualities 




within a discernible formal outline, “The Curlew” adheres to no preexisting form. Rather, the 
brief, twenty-seven-measure setting unfolds as an elaborate deceptive cadence in Gb major that 
otherwise evinces only a minimal sense of organization—granting the piece the feel of an 
ephemeral, fragmented musical utterance befitting Hanrahan’s distracted musing. Even more so 
than in the earlier song, Gilman relies heavily on particular voice leading techniques and 
impressionistic harmonic effects to illustrate aspects of the poem (relating more to Hanrahan’s 
personality than to the textual content itself). Gilman also goes farther here in imparting to the 
setting a bardic atmosphere. Whereas the vocal melody in “The Heart of the Woman” suggests a 
semblance of bardic chant via Debussyan recitative, “The Curlew” lacks a vocal melody 
altogether. Here, Gilman extends the bardic character of the earlier song to its logical conclusion 
by simply instructing the vocalist to recite the poem over the piano accompaniment. 
Such techniques combine to make “The Curlew” one of the more experimental 
compositions published by the Wa-Wan Press. The press catalog’s brief description of the piece 
emphasizes the forward-looking cast of its harmonies, noting that “The accompaniment is very 
intense and tragically poignant in mood, and extremely modern in its dissonances.”67 Indeed, the 
piece’s dissonance is perhaps its defining quality, with thickly chromatic chords filling nearly 
every measure. As with “The Heart of the Woman,” however, these occur within a tonal 
framework. The key signature shows six flats, nominally placing it in Gb major or Eb minor. 
Throughout, the bassline sounds only two pitches, Db and Eb, providing relatively stable support 
for the restless inner voices (discussed below). The former pitch often supports dominant 
harmony that sets up expectations for a Gb major resolution, but ultimately resolves 
“deceptively” to Eb minor (mm. 24-25)—a last-minute harmonic swerve that might be heard as a 
 




musical reflection of Hanrahan’s capricious, unpredictable temperament. 
The path from V (Db) to vi (Eb minor) is charted by an elaborate succession of 
harmonies that include numerous extended and otherwise altered chords redolent of Debussyan 
impressionism (e.g., the whole-tone derived augmented triad with dominant seventh in m. 4, the 
stacked fourths in m. 6, the ninth chord in mm. 14-16, the augmented added-ninth chord in m. 
21, and the major-seventh chord in m. 25).68 Indeed the piece occasionally wanders into more 
harmonically experimental territory than found even in the French composer’s typical practice. 
For instance, Gilman sporadically includes what essentially amount to cluster chords—as in the 
first measure of the piece where the pitches Bb (in the right hand), Cb, Db (in the bass), Eb, and 
F simultaneously sound. In an article that appeared many years after the song’s publication—one 
of the only public notices of Gilman’s music of any kind—the musicologist Carl Engel noted 
Gilman’s use of cluster chords as proof of his “boldness” of harmonic thinking. According to 
Engel, though Gilman’s use of such chords may “not always indicate harmonic reasoning, [they] 
nevertheless show that the ear had carefully selected them, and that in selecting them Gilman’s 
ear had ‘listened ahead’ of most of his colleagues.”69 
The piece’s experimental sonorities relate to Yeats’ text in a manner recalling “The Heart 
of the Woman.” For the most part, they do not appear to illustrate particular moments in the 
narration. As in the earlier song, Gilman’s harmonic approach is best appreciated as a broader 
reflection of the poetic mood. In this respect, he again emphasizes voice leading, again 
suggesting a sensation of continuous descent. Over the first twelve measures—in other words 
nearly half the piece—Gilman employs the technique of moving individual lines within vertical 
sonorities downward by step. The sense of perpetual descent contributes to the “poignant” mood 
 
68 The first of these is spelled with the seventh in the bass, Gb, C, E, and Ab (in the right hand).  




of Hanrahan’s plea to the curlew. But it also seems to relate more generally to the character’s 
capricious nature. Over halting, broken-triplet rhythms that shift their pattern nearly every 
measure, the lines descend at seemingly random intervals of time, mirroring the impulsiveness 
Yeats attributed to the character.7 The resulting aimlessness probably led to Engel’s remark 
concerning the piece’s “lack of harmonic reasoning,” but it is difficult to see Gilman’s harmonic 
approach as anything other than deliberate in the poetic context. 
Indeed, more so than in “The Heart of the Woman,” Gilman imbues “The Curlew” at 
multiple levels with a calculated lack of coordination. In this, he may have been motivated not 
only by Hanrahan’s capriciousness, but by the way such qualities had come to define Celtic 
artistic expression more broadly. This lack of coordination becomes especially apparent in 
matters of phrasing. Although the placement of the text on the score suggests a certain regularity 
of vocal phasing—one line of poetry corresponding to three measures of music—the regularity is 
rarely supported by the musical unfolding. Beginnings and endings of poetic lines do not 
correspond to anything particularly noteworthy in the underlying harmony; indeed sonorities 
occasionally fail to change with new lines (as at mm. 7-8 and 10-11). The only harmonic root 
movement in the setting (Db to Eb at m. 25) occurs moreover as part of a short codetta in the 
piano, after the conclusion of the poem’s final line.  
The underlying sense of disorder is reinforced by the piece’s primary source of melodic 
content—which, in lieu of a vocal melody, emanates from a wandering line in the piano right 
hand. In the opening measures, the line suggests a sort of free-floating, pan-diatonic consonance 
against the Db major bass.7 Thereafter, however, it fails to meld with its harmonic surroundings, 
 
7 This irregular accompaniment might also be heard as an absent-minded bardic strumming.  




adding considerably to the overall dissonance, and even suggesting at times a sense of bitonality 
(for instance at mm. 7-8, where the A-Eb tritone outlined in the right hand suggests Bb over the 
implied Db foundation; and mm. 10-11, where the right hand strongly suggests D minor above 
the left hand Db dominant-seventh).7 Beyond its harmonic implications, the line’s phrasing fails 
to reinforce the vocal phrasing. Sporadically repeated gestures grant the line a subtle sense of 
phrase division and internal organization, but in a way that rides roughshod over the three-
measure groupings implied by the text placement.7 In this respect and in its harmonic 
waywardness, the right-hand melody might be seen as yet another manifestation of Hanrahan, 
perhaps functioning as the aural embodiment his unconscious thoughts, pushing and pulling 
against his vocal utterance.  
Gilman’s decision to supplant a sung melody with a spoken recitation evinced a 
knowledge of Yeats’ interest in bardic practices, connecting the setting to a broader milieu of 
musical Celticism that went beyond the immediate illustration of the texts. During the 1890s, in 
parallel with his interest in symbolism, Yeats began to find inspiration in bardic history and 
culture, becoming particularly interested in “the lost bardic arts of chanting and speech.”7 
Though Yeats was by all accounts indifferent to music, he viewed poetry firstly as a 
performative rather than written art. As noted by Schuchard, Yeats became fascinated in the 
early part of his career by poets like Wordsworth and Coleridge who “habitually chanted their 
poems and poetic dramas in a bardic manner.”7 By the 1890s, Yeats began to “[see] himself as 
 
7 The beginning of the opening melody briefly returns at the end of the piece, coinciding with the poem’s final 
line. It provides one of the setting’s few nods to formal organization—though even here, the bookending effect is 
somewhat undermined by the subsequent harmonic turn to Eb minor with which the piece concludes.  
7 The most obvious of these repeating units are the descending stepwise patterns that occur on the first two beats 
of mm. 3, 6, 7 and 14. As noted, however, these do not align with the implied vocal phrasing.  
7 Schuchard, ix. 




the inheritor of the Irish bardic and ballad traditions…”7 To this end, the poet took to reciting 
his verse in highly dramatic renderings. These usually occurred at meetings of groups like the 
Dublin-based Rhymer’s Club, where attendees recalled Yeats chanting his poems “with a 
musical voice and very haunting cadence.”7 While it is unclear if Gilman intended it as such, his 
setting of “The Curlew” along with his third Wa-Wan Press offering, “A Dream of Death,” 
enacted and solidified in print the poet’s bardic ideal.7  
Conclusion: The Significance of Gilman’s Yeats Settings  
In and of themselves, these pieces were not consequential. Engel’s comments represented 
one of the few critical reactions to them, and they appear to have garnered no public 
performances or professional recordings. Nonetheless, Gilman’s music merits attention less for 
what it reveals about him as a composer than for what it reveals about him as a critic. In writings 
spanning over two decades, Gilman consistently invoked an elusive Celtic essence, particularly 
as found in the music of Edward MacDowell. His compositional choices in the pieces discussed 
above make a direct connection between this essence and techniques associated with 
impressionism. For Gilman, impressionistic techniques offered an especially effective means of 
instantly and vividly disclosing an emotional or psychological state, a characteristic he 
considered to be quintessentially Celtic. This quality comes through especially pointedly in 
Gilman’s striking, impressionistic harmonies. They demonstrate the capacity of a single, 
sometimes pungently dissonant chord to produce an immediate effect, seemingly independent of 
formal considerations—heard perhaps most vividly in “The Heart of the Woman,” where 
 
7 Ibid., 5. 
7 qtd. in Ibid., 15. 
7 In this sense, the piece represents a literal manifestation of the bardic mode MacDowell had simulated in the 




extended and augmented chords contribute to the simultaneous sense of pleasure and distress 
depicted in Yeats’ poem. 
Gilman’s compositional choices also spoke to issues more consequential than his 
personal aesthetic outlook. His depiction of Celtic qualities—as conveyed in both his writings 
and his music—exhibit an ostensibly forward-looking, even avant-garde spirit. In his writings, 
this spirit manifested as an emphasis on intensely emotional expression and formal freedom, the 
latter of which implied a liberation from increasingly outmoded Germanic conventions. His 
compositions provided at least a partial realization of these ideals. Though ultimately tonal and 
following recognizable forms, their impressionistic musical language captured Gilman’s view of 
Celticness, while marking a notable aesthetic distance from previous Celtic works such as those 
by Beach and MacDowell. The context of his music’s publication reinforced its progressive 
credentials Pieces like “The Curlew,” and to a lesser degree, “The Heart of the Woman,” 
represented a particularly forceful response to Farwell’s call for American composers to reject 
sanctioned German musical traditions and forge new creative paths. Appearing in the Wa-Wan 
Press alongside other works answering this call, Gilman’s pieces functioned as part of a larger 
movement—one that saw American composers for the first time making a sustained attempt to 
explore alternatives to the German influences that had heretofore served as the foundation of the 
nation’s music.  
Yet Gilman’s endeavor was not as forward-looking as it might seem. His ideas depended 
on long-running Celtic stereotypes that had regained strength in recent decades. As articulated by 
writers like Arnold, who exerted a strong influence on Gilman, Celtic music possessed 
simultaneously freeing and limiting traits. It excelled at types of utterance that could instantly 




form. This lack of concern with form, however, also constituted the limitations of Celtic musical 
creation. According to writers like Arnold, the capacity for coherent, “scientific” large-scale 
design was a property of German music, inaccessible to Celtic music. The push-and-pull of these 
competing German and Celtic musical stereotypes significantly informed the creation and 
reception of Celtic works like the Gaelic Symphony and Keltic Sonata. Each in their own way, 
both Beach’s and MacDowell’s Celtic works attempted to find some common ground between 
the two approaches, using a range of strategies to signify Celticism within the Germanic 
compositional procedures that governed their other works. Gilman’s music for the Wa-Wan 
Press, by contrast, evinced little in the way of this assimilatory spirit. His Yeats settings 
constitute a self-consciously modern mélange of poetic symbolism and musical impressionism 
that, though limited in reach, served both to reinforce notions of musical Celticism as outside the 

























This dissertation has aimed to fill in a gap in the story of American musical nationalism 
at the turn of the twentieth century. To varying degrees, the Celtic works discussed functioned as 
part of a cautious turn towards nationalistic expression that was given momentum by the Czech 
composer Antonin Dvořák’s comments to the New York Herald in May 1893. As demonstrated 
in a questionnaire published by the Boston Herald shortly afterwards, Dvořák’s remarks proved 
contentious, most composers participating in the questionnaire rejecting his proposal that they 
take up African American and Native American themes as the basis for a national style. Despite 
their curt dismissal of Dvořák’s specific recommendation, his comments forced American 
composers to consider the larger issue of nationalistic expression in their music. Among the 
questionnaire’s respondents, only Amy Beach suggested Celtic sources as an alternative path 
forward, but the remark captured an emerging current in American music—exemplified most 
notably in the years ahead by works such as her own Gaelic Symphony and Edward 
MacDowell’s Keltic Sonata. 
It bears clarifying that American composers’ Celtic works did not constitute a single, 
coordinated response to Dvořák. As demonstrated in the preceding chapters and summarized 
below, they exhibited a variety of musical aesthetics, extramusical ideas, and nationalistic 
strategies, illustrating the range of meanings that had come to be associated with Celticism by the 
turn of the century. These works can nevertheless be seen as part of a distinct episode in late-
nineteenth century American music in which certain common trends stand out. Most importantly, 
each of the works discussed manifests a particular balance of familiarity and exoticism that 
helped to situate Celticism as a viable alternative to the African American and Native American 




reception of American Celtic works stemmed from many sources, but they reflected in large part 
long-running stereotypes that gained renewed life in the nineteenth century. During this time, 
influential writers like Matthew Arnold constructed a picture of Celticism as permanently 
relegated to the cultural margins. For Arnold, this included Celtic music, which he believed 
encompassed a range of qualities signifying a general sense of exoticism and otherness, 
contrasting this with the stable, “scientific” basis of German composition. 
The perceived exoticism of Celtic music was balanced by an underlying aura of 
familiarity that proved crucial in making it an effective means of nationalistic expression for 
composers like Beach and MacDowell. Among other factors, it was a lack of familiarity with the 
African American and Native American traditions advocated by Dvořák that compelled 
composers to reject his proposal in the Herald questionnaire. Beach’s remarks in the 
questionnaire carry the unmistakable subtext that these traditions were beyond the emotional and 
aesthetic comprehension of her and her colleagues. Indeed, as noted in chapter two, this was 
essentially the charge she levelled at Dvořák’s New World Symphony, a work whose 
lighthearted tone Beach believed misrepresented the tragic nature of recent African American 
history. Rather than follow the path set out by Dvořák, American composers turned most 
consistently to Celtic themes, imbuing these works with a nationalistic significance that bespoke 
a certain cultural belonging. As with Celtic exoticness, this sense of familiarity stemmed from 
many sources, including the heritage of individual composers, as well as the demographic 
makeup of America at the time, particularly in musical centers like Boston with its large Irish 
community. 
The central role of Germanic musical conventions provided another unifying factor in 




forms and techniques that reflect their German or German-oriented training. Indeed, these works 
often rely on techniques such as sonata form, thematic transformation, and expressive 
chromaticism to convey their composers’ ideas of Celticness—with quotations of, or allusions to, 
folk music playing a comparatively minor role. American composers inherited an image of 
Celticness, moreover, that itself had been mediated in significant ways by German involvement. 
As described in the introduction, mid-nineteenth century German interest in Celtic languages 
helped to initiate the larger movement that blossomed into the “Celtic Revival” in the second 
half of the century. Simultaneously, German composers such as Robert Schumann and Felix 
Mendelssohn had taken a keen interest in Celtic literary themes. This interest produced a number 
of works, including the Robert Burns settings discussed in chapter one, plus several pieces that 
musicologists have classified under the broad banner of musical Ossianism—both developments 
influencing American composers in their Celtic works. 
Beach’s op. 12 settings of Robert Burns have traditionally been excluded from her larger 
engagement with Celticism and musical nationalism, mainly due to the fact that they predated 
Dvořák’s visit and evinced little in the way of a folklike musical aesthetic. As argued in chapter 
one, however, these settings belong in these categories, effectively illustrating the trends 
described above. For one, Burns’ texts alone conveyed a balance of exoticism and familiarity 
that granted them nationalistic significance. The former quality comes through in the poems’ 
frequent use of Scots dialect and references to Scottish place names, clearly distinguishing them 
from the texts Beach had set to that point. At the same time, these texts would have seemed at 
home in late-nineteenth century America, reflecting Burns’ widespread popularity there during 
these years, and perhaps resonating in particular with the country’s prominent Scottish 




Though the settings of op. 12 adhere to a broadly Germanic musical framework, Beach 
also utilizes certain techniques to evoke Celticism. These include passages featuring regular, 
symmetrical phrasing typical of folk music and uncharacteristic of Beach’s other works; and the 
use of chromatic mediant harmonies to draw attention to passages of pronounced Scots dialect. 
This latter technique exemplifies Beach’s broader strategy of using the tools of late-nineteenth 
century lieder to illustrate and support Burns’ distinctive texts. In this sense, op. 12 provides a 
relatively early example of the salient ways American composers would project Celticness in 
their works—utilizing a late-Romantic musical aesthetic familiar from their other compositions 
(here, the expressive chromaticism and dynamic approaches to form associated with German 
lieder), and making comparatively less use of folklike techniques.  
Beach’s Gaelic Symphony likewise depends on Germanic conventions to convey its 
Celtic qualities, in this case to illustrate extramusical ideas the composer associated with 
Celticism. In an interview given several years after the work’s premier, Beach associated the 
Celtic experience with a sense of heroism, one borne of constant struggle and victimhood. She 
expresses these qualities in the Gaelic primarily through a struggle-to-triumph trajectory that 
composers since Beethoven had mapped to the conventions of the four-movement symphony. 
This trajectory operates at a macro level, in which the strife and tension of the opening 
movement (achieved in certain passages via “Ossianic” techniques such as the foreboding 
chromatic string tremolos that open the movement and intimations of battle in the fanfare-like 
first theme) resolves in the final movement. It also operates more subtly, within the middle two 
movements, in which quoted Irish folksongs initially appear in either incomplete or otherwise 
incorrect form, are next subjected to development, then return in the recapitulation, restored to 




Many struggled to make sense of the work’s Celticness, focusing on its sporadic folklike 
gestures, and seeing its symphonic basis as an impediment to its Celtic qualities—an attitude 
reflecting the Celtic/German dichotomy depicted in Arnold’s writings. More recent scholars have 
similarly tended to focus on the quoted folksongs themselves as the primary site of the work’s 
Celticness, devoting less attention in this regard to its broader symphonic trajectory.  
Like the Gaelic Symphony, Edward MacDowell’s Keltic Sonata depicts extramusical 
ideas that its composer associated with Celticism, including heroism and themes relating to 
defeat and victimhood. In the Keltic, MacDowell conveys these themes programmatically, 
depicting the tragic tales of Cuchullin and Deirdre, two characters from Irish mythology whose 
stories had been recently adapted by authors associated with the Celtic Revival. As Beach did in 
the Gaelic, MacDowell eschews a folk aesthetic, relying on the outlines of sonata form to convey 
these qualities, as well as other techniques familiar from his German training, such as thematic 
transformation. There were important differences between the two works. Whereas the Gaelic 
emphasizes the heroism that Beach associated with Celticism, the Keltic takes on a darker tone, 
emphasizing the themes of inevitable defeat and loss that featured not only in the mythological 
tales depicted by the work, but in much contemporary Irish writing. There were also important 
differences between the two composers’ approach to Celticism as an expression of nationalism. 
Whereas Beach saw the Gaelic Symphony as a depiction of qualities that she attributed to “the 
Celtic people,” MacDowell intended the Keltic Sonata as an expression of his own Celtic 
American identity. As MacDowell told the author Hamlin Garland a few years after Dvořák’s 
visit, he intended to pursue a Celtic aesthetic in his music as a means of supplanting his style’s 
Germanic grounding with something that reflected his own background. While the Keltic 




techniques hinting at a more personal “Celtic” compositional approach left unfulfilled by the 
composer’s early death. Most notable in this regard is the sonata’s unmistakable bardic aura, 
achieved primarily through a variety of textures that evoke a harp performance. This aspect of 
the work pointed to a wider interest in bardic history and culture that arose as part of the Celtic 
Revival, but it also seems to have reflected MacDowell’s view of himself as bardic figure, 
conveying stories not through verbal recitation, but through his programmatic instrumental 
compositions.  
MacDowell’s image as a Celtic composer extended to his reception, and was promoted 
most vociferously by the New York-based critic, Lawrence Gilman. Gilman was heavily 
influenced by Matthew Arnold, whose writings provided the younger critic with a view of Celtic 
music that he regularly applied to MacDowell (particularly in relation to the composer’s late-
career piano miniatures), and which found vivid expression in his own compositions, three 
settings of W.B. Yeats’ poetry published in the Wa-Wan Press from 1903-04. Gilman’s pieces 
differ in certain ways from the other works discussed in this dissertation. More so than Beach’s 
and MacDowell’s Celtic works, Gilman’s Yeats settings accentuate the notion of Celtic 
otherness, emphasizing in particular the Arnoldian ideas of spontaneity and emotional 
impulsiveness. They utilize an expanding range of compositional techniques, most notably ones 
derived from impressionism such as coloristic extended harmonies, both to reflect aspects of 
Yeats’ texts and to capture these more general “Celtic” qualities.  
Another way in which Gilman’s settings differed from Beach’s and MacDowell’s Celtic 
works involved the issue of nationalism. Unlike the older composers, Gilman did not intend his 
pieces as statements of musical nationalism per se. Nevertheless, their publication in the Wa-




Farwell, established the press with nationalistic goals that centered equally on the promotion of 
American vernacular styles, as well as on breaking American composers from what he saw as 
their dependence on Germanic conventions. Gilman’s impressionistic pieces contributed 
significantly to the second of these goals. In doing so, they prefigured a new phase in American 
Celtic works in which composers tackled a broad range of Celtic themes and influences using an 
equally broad array of musical styles and techniques that helped to loosen the grip of German 
domination over American composition. W.B. Yeats continued to figure in American 
composers’ engagement with Celticism, for instance in settings by Henry F. Gilbert, who 
enlivened the poet’s “Faery Song” (1905) with an idiosyncratic style influenced equally by 
German and French music. Charles Tomlinson Griffes, one of America’s leading exponents of 
impressionism, applied his Debussyan style to settings of texts by Fiona Macleod (Three Poems 
by Fiona Macleod, 1918), the same author who had inspired MacDowell’s Keltic Sonata. 
Composers of the older generation also continued to explore Celtic themes into the later part of 
their careers. George Chadwick (1854-1931) composed a tone poem on Robert Burns’ Tam 
O’Shanter (composed 1914-15; published in 1917) that mixes impressionistic harmonies, 
references to folk music, and familiar Lisztian programmatic devices. In 1924, Beach herself 
published a Suite for Two Pianos Founded Upon Old Irish Melodies, a work based, like the 
Gaelic Symphony, on tunes found in The Citizen. Such pieces represent an area of American 
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